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MEDI"  see pages 

	  NOW AVAILABLE  AT MICRO CENTER!.   In 

SEE PAGES 3-6 Pertorma® 475 4/160 
High performance color computing comes home 

to you, with faster processing, ample storage and 

	

HOT NEW 	
a wealth of pre-installed software 

	

MODELS FOR 	 stf,lz--- $12 
NOW ONLY  I 	 #864842 

I  klfterpirk  After Da* 3.0 
.  ,,,,,,-  &Windows 

The  world,  #1  screen -4t--r 	 .  id 	 * . 	saver is an er,  weirder  
and wackier than evert, 

"" '''.----  fm$" !.3 .E-9'.  NowouLy 29 .52715  1111  MicroHelp 
Uninstaller 
Makes dirty Windows 
squeaky clean!! 

MICROIIELP 54499 

NOW ONLY   

1 .  -----..  Alien  Legacy 
• . 	,••• 	, . :_• ,,, „,.., 

•••WF.,  •—•,--•;: 1.,:::—.,',:r...„ -:,:' 

f' SIERRA son 95 
I 	NOW ONLY  

Ta 
Note  c 
Case aft s g9  

NOW ONLY  113U 

DSMD 
IBM formatted 
a.  Diskettes, 

100 pack 
Less than 450 

3 	per disk! 

w; 	Combo 
-  Ether 

--o Oct bird 
 LI 

 16 LM 
Card 

EFILINKEPAN $011 ggg 

A  BEST  BUY!  a   
Zoom 28.3 
Internal 

F. 	Fax/ 
rtzirc.  Modem  Z--  
0:m  St   1 5 99#755.89 

540MB  kC  
Hard Drive 
One-half gigabyte, fast 
access, highly reliable 
and quiet! 
Solid manufacturing to exacting specs is the 
hallmark of this famous maker disk drivel 
This IDE dive is designed to meet or surpass 
industry standards, with a high, efficient 
write-caching scheme, multiple sector read-
write support and compliance with the EPA 
Energy Star program for low energy savings. 
It is rated at 12ms access time, provides up 
to 5.6MB/sec data ea., and has a rating 
ohf 300$ uhs  000 27 9  

mTBF. 

NOW 
ONLY  .678652 

Sirged rnanutackwrs  

r Prometheus 
ProModem 
144e  ,ssii 
Now You 

can get 14,400. 

ProModem  sentheceive as 

Voice 	capabiliN along with this 
14,400bps data transfer Upgrade 	modern  ta an externa l 

s29.99  form factor for Macintosh. 

Prometheus $ 

GREAT PRICE  gg 
91kw- 

HP LaserJet 
4L Printer 

Artionary technology for 
Prceptional output... and 
with rebate what a' 
He, Resolution Enhancement technology. 
available previously only on high-end 
printers. smooths jagges and combined 
with microfine toner produces the absolute 
sharpest 300dpi printing available. 
Intelligent onotf saves electriciN by 
automatically taming printer on and off as 
needed. 

L11.11.4.u. 

NOW,ONLY 

• •' 	 rr,07-72 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

RETAIL 
VALUE— 
$395! 

¶17J  .,:,,,, 

.-GREA Dm 	Software amp. 

AM 	Toolworks 
% N. `k-  Multimedia 

Encyclopedia 
A fun-to-use collection of 
facts, photos, video and 
mind on CD-ROM! 

„„,. 	This raultimela Academic American 
Encglopekindueles all 21 vdumes on 

.. CD ft combines Me highest cater 
content of any electronic encenccema 

carn''"apant,ies ' '"' S 1 999 
with any purchase

HUGE CO-ROM SELECTION: 

Swimsuit Review 14 CD I 

for wi"'77,696.117.95 
Way caal too! CD 
for Windows .877. 

i , ,o;IP,:,:eztates  $14  h 95 
NOW ONLY  Viii .5.  

1 	We regret that we con be ,not liable for pictorial or typographical errors. Micro Center and THE COMPUTER DE 	
E,, 

..• c .swarorDelAnwfwenue 	

red trademarks of Micm Electronics, Inc. 

MICRO ClirrilE4 
re. coe.exee ...sexes., exp... 

1100 W. Edinger Avenue 
tar Del Amo Avenue) 
Tustin, CA 92680 

(714)566-8500 

..0, ,  Mon.-Fri. 10-9 
Saturday 10-6. Sunday 12-5 

PRICES GOOD THROUGH 
OCTOBER 16, 1994 

11..... L... Take 1.5 to Costa Vesa Free, CSF1.551 
wt. a se l-405 to 5R-55 north. Exit Edinger Avenue eastband 

63A   
Bulk Rate 
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-  Print Shop Deluxe 
• .......  CD Ensemble 

I  MI 	 • 

I t. 	for Windows  loth 
The Print Shop Deluxe CD Ensemble 

	

cD .ENsEmBLE 	includes five great products on one CD, 
• Print Shop Deluxe 

• -,  ,•  , 	 • Print Shop Deluxe Companion 
„ , 	• 	 • Print Shop Deluxe Business Graphics 

• Print Shop Deluxe Sampler Graphics 
• Print Shop Deluxe Amazing Animals Graphics Folio 

New features in version 2.0 include 650 new graphics, the abil. 
ity to impod PhotoCD images, new label projects, new name 

• and  address list merge for Print Shop projects. Included is 

	

NOW ONLY 	everything you will need to design eye-catching posters, signs 
and banners, greeting cards, calendars. letterheads, cent, $ 	9 	cates, business cards and morel ‘,17  

•'6'21 	Broderbund 
• 
• 
• 
Star Wars 
Screen 	i/,/,/ 

\ twi Entertainment 	• 

Recapture the most unforgettable scenes from 
the legendary Star Wars films in this collection of 
screen sayers, screen posters and Star Wars 
reference material. 

NOW  $9095 
ONLY LO.3.386° 

Star Wars...for Mac  0E8878  129.95 

Universal Notebook Case 
Offers a large documentreccessory pocket, dual-
pull, self-healing zippers and an extra layer of 
thii. foam padding. 

NOW  SR, 95 
ONLY  

Nelms Case  ....716.119 

11K 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Bush Computer 
Workstation  • • 
With Black Granite Finish 

Convenient, compact and well-balanced features 
mark this attractive, granite-finish computer work- 
station. Melamine scratch resistant surface, hood- 
ed, dual wheel casters, and smooth pull-out slides 
are ova:lance of as durable construction. 

NOW  $9095  • • ONLY *-0 +810895  • 
Mobile Computer Cad  .4 
With Oak Finish  #810903  5. 

Armo 	com  red 
- Fist CB 	 • 

Put your- 
self inside 
the action! 
See the terrain blur 
under your tracks, 
smell the smoke, wit- 
ness the battle, This is 
the universally acclaimed yoxel space

• 
 A 

graphics technology that provides true  
3D imagery Armored Fist is the most 
realistic battlefield simulation ever, 

NOW$4 995 
ONLY 	,f772749 LOGIC 

Armored Fist 	.571026  .4195 

,..1 	HP FAX-900 
Ilk 	Plain paper fax 

' -' 	with all the 
- 	 --  - 

important 
'''-"---  - 	features! 

,s, 
......"11,11!t p7natnugre. SauCtroma6c if  

chaimg, fast  
paper tray vd 12,a, -emonr recep., 6oe 

ON1.1674Ei   
.  HP FAX-950 
---- _.  The advanced lax 

.- - 	machine that 

better! 
\ 	 Get the best features 

in a lax machine using plain paper-it's easier to 
load, dcesn't cud or fade, and is recyclable. 300dpi, 
28-page memory, 100 number speed dialing,  
delayed dialing, memory transmission and more.i 

Noc  $929 ,0786 

U3 pH:. ,<LAERT DT ' 

Realm 
This medieval masterpiece of 	 • 	 11 
castle-building, staging and 	 - 
feudal governing takes place 
in 13th century England. 
Take part M splendid land . 
baffles with medieval 	4 	h95 
soles. Beautiful 256 color 
animation with authentic 	4— '876789  
penod music enlwen 
the active rr,le play IMPIV331l1113 

Arthur's  
Birthday MPC 
CO for Windows 
You're invited to Arthur's 
parry. It's an interactive 
squealer that will delight your 
child. Just click on any images 	

795 and watch the fun begin, 

vin,9 4111r3ooks-1.11 .0352087 
Arthur's II•Day CD for MN  oszon  '37.95 

	  Alien 
• 

Legacy 
for 
Windows 

' 	 The fate of humanity 
is in your hands. 
You are the last 

defense against the ancient alien legacy. All 
around you are the mysteries that will save your 
fledgling civilization or totally annihilate it. 

M SIERRA 
NOW ONLY $3995 

4829796 

'Waxen  3,5-  HD 
20-Pack 
Diskettes 
Formatted for IBM , 

Mese ngn denty floppy casks are 
formatted for 1.44MB IBM  

and includesa clear, hard Les, 
than 
	p  

Goo 	You'll recele2c0ablck 
Martial-IthDe dwisakettes with - each , 	 a  

against defects. The case case 
provides solid protection with firm tooting that 	 • 

isn't easily knocked over. 

$1199 
ONLY 	 +847681 

maxell 

r1  
	

..._____„.„, 	Essential 

	

..... 	Word for WINDOWS 

	

T...•°°23 	Windows 
, 	Tools 

I AI $29 9, 

	

#82329 	 SAV  L 

$2n 95  30% 
U COMPUTE 

Using 
Word 6.0 

f.=  for Windows 
"'±"  Video 

	

— 	The ideal alternative to 
complicated manuals. 
Packed with simple-step-
by step instructions and 
a handy reference guide. 

M.USA 
45 $177.2  

• 

	

. 	Welcome 

	

i  INTERNET 	to... 

	

..'  7-1 	INTERNET 
Joumey into the Internet, 
the thriving electronic 
community that spans 
the world from your own 
computer. You'll team 

	

II 	 how the network is orga. I 
nized, then discover 
where you are and where 
you want to go. 

Ot t 

	

Rip 	a699629 	 .., 2 

—  dBASE for 
,1'0' Will  Windows 

to  Made 
--,  Easy 

- -- 	The guided tour to the 
oufse=assseaaripelppeciwet 

tons. 

OsbomeMcGrcrw+1111 
List ,P2 

1 7 4 52  3.0%/Ec  

Access the 
Internet! 
re  on 

Allopprr  daanydsato gam infoonaom 

, fonnaccre: and' news 
 - Everything , 

	

AI 	 -660 10 CONN. 6 .6.41. 

	

, 	en.  ?ea, 	 nect 

SYESEX 
$ 1395  h. sp, 

3M DC2120 2-Pk. 
-  Unformatted , 

.Q.  Data Cartridges a 
•••■.. 	Get twice the amount of data storage with this twin 

pack. Each tape cartridge holds as much as 250MB 
of data reliably, boasts patented features providing precision tracking, static elimination, protection from 
heat and dust and a lifetime product warren, from the number one manufacturer of recording tape. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3R1 DC2120 NOW$91395  
XIMAT Formatted  3M  ONLY  •■ •0 —722 
2-Pk. Data Cartridges 	3M DC2120 Unformatted 

Data Cartridge 	.7=95.95 
NOW  $3305 --  3M 0C2120 XIMAT Formatted 
ONLY 	 Data Cartridge 	#4.3.017.95 

■FL 	  

• • • 
Newsletters 
from the 	, 

V4

Desktop 
yvv°h!errli.„nrto.r. 

articles with pictures arc, 
sidebars, or spice up , 
format with colorful a.- 

/  isl $24.95 	 ENT A  ,  sra:;,..7:57 
SAV E 	 usej, 

300/.', 	 reference 
toot 

17  45,  ,,,,,, 
 evadable. 

Los Angeles 



It only takes 4 years and a 
worldwide team of experts. 

It's 
great 

easy 
new 

to make a 
computer... 

Introducing the PowerSpec•PC 
Technically, the best the world has to offer 

Four years in concept through development, 
the PowerSpec•PC combines the smarts of the 
premier designers from high-caliber PC 
engineering labs around the globe. Sure, parts of 
other major brands have come out of these 
innovative production houses, but never has this 
particular combination of high quality 
components shared the same bum-in rack. 

Reliability, compatibility and price-performance 
are much more than the buzzwords for today's PC 
buyer. You've told us over and over how critical 
they are to your informed PC purchase. They are 
pressing demands that have been (but dont have 
to be) tradeoffs. 

Imagine. You are responsible for launching 
an emerging PC brand. You have but one 
stipulation. You can only use suppliers that can 
fully meet those pressing demands, yet can deliver 
them at costs equal to or less than the hundreds of 
lower quality components currently permeating 
the marketplace. You cannot compromise either 
quality or the industry-leading price for the sake 
of the other. 

You say, finding the winners from among the 
.also tans" could take years! Four, to be exact. 
Dozens tried, dozens failed. 

The result? A system that lives the concept of 
more for less. Now, you can benefit directly from  

the work of industry specialists doing what they 
do best. 

And these systems are loaded— top-end 
processors, full-featured components, rock-solid 
cases, hard drives spec'd for performance and 
capacity, well-engineered input devices, software 
and video multimedia options that will please 
even the true audio-videophile. So, you get both 
a relentless commitment to your needs and more 
than you pay for! 

Now that's four years well spent to make sure 
your dollars are all well spent. 

POWER • 

But, there's more to this story... 	ri  91,3  
2 



hen you put 
POWER SPEC X 

We've built a case for 
strength and good looks. 
• Exclusive cases designed 

and manufactured by a 
p 	leading case specialist 

• Distinctive small footprint 
mini-towers and soon to 
appear full size towers 

• Plenty of room for 
expansion 

The 

popularity of the mini-tower case is for good reason—
expandability in a small footprint. 

Main boards from world class suppliers 
providing critical reliability when it counts. 
• World renowned AMI BIOS 
• 150-9001 quality control standards 
• VESA Local Bus 
• Three VF_SA slots, all master or slave, 

can also act as ISA slots 
• Slots buffered for stable operation 

beyond 33MHz 
• Eight 16-bit ISA slots 
• Clock generator replaces oscillator crystals 

to make processor upgrades simpler 
• Intel, Cy. and AMD compatible 

The pure performance  of local bus and IDE 
• VESA local bus I/0 for 32-bit IDE transfers at local bus speeds 

- • Dual IDE ports utilize upcoming enhanced multi- 
channel IDE specs allowing larger drive sizes 

• Incorporates cutting edge technology for best performance 

• Two serial, one parallel, one game port 
• Designed by a leading Silicon Valley firm (that writes drivers 

for many other IDE card manufacturers) 

Power suppliers to the world's - 
-F.—  best brands 

25-PIN -  • 

	

-= 	 ___.- 9-PIN SERIAL PAFIALLEL  

	

 
PORT 	

CONNECTOR 

- -- 	 -- 	 -- 

	

VGA 	, 	 , 

	

CONNECTOR 	: 	-. 

' 

GAME OR  

	

MIDI PORT 	p  : 	2t • / 	 • 	 UNE IN 
(Optional) 

MICROPHONE 

	

SPEAKERS 
0Ap 'toEnR4 	

- 	  
(Ophonal) 

Models corne fully configured, yet allow for more growth as your needs intensify. Ample slots, 
bays, SIMM connectors and power capacity are here for expansion 



)n the specs, you'll see! 
1 

- 7, 7 .etir  mkr. center__  Our valum make for your values 

• A huge selection of quality products always at competitive prices 
• Specialized, knowledgeable associates dedicated to customer service 
• Technical Support department, experienced Service and training 
• Over 14 years of selling and supporting the industry's best brands 

Technically speaking most comparisons aren't this  el, 
Component .0WER .SPECIR Packard Bell* Typical Clones 

Slots Eight 16 bit ISA, 3 Four 16-bit ISA Typically 6-7 ISA slots, 1-2 
VESA Local Bus VESA Local Bus slots 

Bays Five, 3-3.5°, 2-5.25° Four, 2-3.5", 2-5.25" Typically five, 3-3.5", 2-5.25" 

Memory Expansion To 64MB to 36MB Typically 32MB 

Power Supply True 200Watt, UL and 150Watt UL and FCC Mixed specs and reliability 
FCC approved approved Not UL or FCC approved, 

Video Accelerated, Local Bus Accelerated local bus Typically Local Bus or 
card, conforms to on mainboard accelerated 
VESA standard 

I/0 32-bit VESA Local Bus 16-bit on mainboard 16-bit ISA 

Keyboard 1st quality, with all 1st quality, with all Inexpensive keyboard from 
safety and regulatory safety and regulatory 2nd or 3rd tier company. May 
approvals approvals or may not have approvals. 

FCC Class B Yes Yes Usually not. Leading clone 
case makers  conlInn VW over 
70% of the cases and power 
supplies shipped to the US are 
not UL approved and will not 

I  meet FCC requirements. 

Benefit  

Greater speed, more flexibility, 
more expandability 

More expandability 

More expandability 

Safety, for yourself and your 
computer 

Quicker response time, 
better productivity 

Data access speed, work 
throughput 

Durability, compatibility and 
safety 

Equipment that is causing 
interference is the legal 
responsibility of the user. Also, 
better quality construction  and 
components is required to  meet 
FCC Class B certification. 

Information frorn company marketing literature. Force 1777 plus used for comparison 

The best keyboards are graded on a curve 

• World's leading keyboard manufacturer 
• Supplier to 7 of the top 10 PC brands 
• Industry-leading key switch mechanism 
• Rated at 30 million  cycles 

• Innovative curved back plate  for 
superior ergonomics 

• Solid tactile feel 
for finn 
response 

• I 	 Fortunately, 
. 	 some video 

, 

a 	

choices are 
very clear. 

• One of the largest video card 
manufacturers in the US 

• Highly compatible chip sets and 
drivers 

' ' - 	 . , 	• Accelerated VESA  local  bus 

'.,; 	• High frequency refresh rate 
reduces  eye  strain 

( 	 • Super VGA 256 colors standard 
• Truecolor 24-bit at 640x480 
resolution 

Monitors to suit every 
individual need 

	

Illib 	
As monitor size and resolution are very personal 
decisions, the monitor choice to meet your 
individual needs is always sold in addition to the 
system. See page 9. 

PowerSpec•PC a. uadetaark of Mina Electmalcs. Inc All other ban& and product names. trademarks or ref,. trademarks of thar respect...pan. 

Here, More 
for Less 
means 

the Most. 
Given to speed. 

Mindful of growth. 

Attentive to needs. 

POWER • 

A1S PC 

Technicall, the best the 	has to offer! 



PowerSpec•PC configurations 
With the power you spec'd for most any need. 

A good system choice for the student when you 
want both to perform 

Value Series 
486D)Q SOMHz 4/420 
• 50MHz 486D. processor 
• MiniTower with 5 drive bays and 8 expansion slots 
• 4MB RAM, expandable to 64MB 
• 420MB internal hard drive 
• 1MB Video RAM with VESA local Bus Video 
• 1.44MB 3.5" floppy drive 
• 3-button mouse and enhanced 101 keyboard included 
• Pre-loaded with MS-DOS and MS Windows 
• One year warranty (three years optional) 

Monitor sold separately 

Value Series Entry Level 48602E2 SOMHZ 41210 

See store tor configuration. Monitor sold separate, 	 $829 

The power of a big machine for the power 
of a small office 

Value Series 
486DX2 66MHz 4/420 
• 66MHz 486DX2 processor 
• MiniTower with 5 drive bays and 8 expansion slots 
• 4MB RAM, expandable to 64MB 
• 420MB internal hard drive, 128K cache(256K maximum) 
• 1MB Video RAM with VESA Local Bus Video 
• 1.14MB 3.5" floppy drive 
• 3-button mouse and enhanced 101 keyboard included 
• Pre-loaded with MS-DOS and MS Windows 
• One year warranty (three years optional) 	fror 

Monitor sold separately 

Experience multimedia at home from the 
multimedia experts at work. 

Value Series 
486DX2 50MHz 41420 
• 50Mliz 486D. processor 
• MiniTower with 5 drive bays and 8 expansion slots 
• 4MB RAM, expandable to 64MB 
• 420MB internal hard drive, 1.44MB 3.5" floppy drive 
• 1MB Video RAM with VESA Local Bus Video 
• 16-bit sound support and speaker included 
• Double-speed CD-ROM drive built-in 
• 3-button mouse and enhanced 101 keyboard included 
• Pre-loaded with MS-DOS and MS Windows 
• One year warranty(three years optional) 

Monitor sold separately  

A business multimedia sl stem to work hard 
and play harder 

Value Series 
486DX2 66MHz 4/420 
• 66MHz 486DX2 processor 
• Mimlower with 5 drive bays and 8 expansion slots 
• 4MB RAM, expandable to 64MB 
• 420MB internal hard drive, 128K cadie(256K maximum) 
• 1MB Video RAM with VESA Local Bus Video 
• 16-bit sound support and speaker included 
• Double-speed CD-ROM drive built-in 
• 3-button mouse and enhanced 101 keyboard included 
• Pre-loaded with MS-DOS and MS Windows 
• One year warranty(three years optional) 

Monitor sold separately 

POWER •SPEC IX" 



Magnavox 7BM749 
Monochrome 

614107 119 

14" .39 dot pitch 
SVGA Color 

Monitor 

,1111 

4614289 89 

14" .28 dot pitch 
Non-Interlaced 
SVGA Monitor 

1119  

IBM/MS-DOS 

L MISSION 

17" .26 dot pitch 
Non-Interlaced 
SVGA Monitor 

Meal 
Codrels1 • • 

1614412 
, 99 

up to 640 x 480 resolutions up 81524 x 768 resolubons up. 1024 a 756 
• Compabble stei VGA and SVGA 

resolufions up to 1024 x 768, non-interlaced 

• Homan. 16416116 16 of 31.5638 • Horizontal frequencies of • Horizontal frequencies of • Horizontal frequenoes of 30-66KHz 
31.5i35.2135.5KHz 31.5,352135.5/38/48KHz 

• Vertical frequencies of 5090. • Vestiosi kequencies at 5080112 • Vertical frequencies ci 5000Hz 

• 45M. bandwidth I 	 I • 65Mhtz bandwidth • 110M44 bandmdth 

• Includes removable titiswivel stand • Indudes removable tilt/swiyel stand • Modes relatable Si/swivel stand • Inckides remorable tit/swivel stand 

• Power supply AC 120V • Power supply AC 30-2606 1 	 I • Power soppy AC 90-2604 • Power sue.. 9..4  

• Controls—Front Power, brightness, 
connst 

• Controls—Front Power, brightness, 
contrast 

• Contmls—Frort Power, bdgMnesS, 
contrast, horizontal arKI 

• Controls—Front POWer, brighlness, 
contrast, horizontal and vertical 

Rear Horizontal phase, 
yet. size, vertical center 

Rear Horizontal phase, 
vertical size, vedical center 

web.. and cente. 506 and centenng 
• Microprocessor controlled for easy mode 

I 15" .28 Non-Interlaced SVGA Monitor 
Digital 

, ontrol i This 15" flat screen monitor features .28 dot pitch 1 *=,:t er"......r... 	1 

r 	nd  microprocessor controls for easy adjustment.  
Step up to the productivity 	 I • Ver. frequencies at 5090It 	1 

and pleasure of a quality, flick- $ 	7 	 . aowt, banamth  

er-free display with the room 	 I 
you need for high-resolution 	 • Pees, strppy AC 30-2606 

graphic interfaces, such as 	 i 
 

• 

•comar,—Fnititi, brightness, =bast, 	 i 

Windows or OS/2. 	11614388 	 I horizontal md yertral size and cents. 

• Microprocessor 01611384 101 easy mode changes 

Take 90 Days Same-As-Cash . 
 with your Micro Center 

personal credit card 
The Micro Center Credit Card 

YOUR Personal BUSINESS CARD 11=--  
• Good at all Micro Center stores on over 18,000 competitively priced products, the full 

range of computer repair services, even training classes! 

• No annual fee, flexible payment options, extended financing and a 25-day grace period on 
all new purchases!' 

• No down payment, no penalty for early payoff, competitive rates and minimum monthly 
payments that are lower than most revolving credit accounts! 

For Example: 

A $2000 computer system is just $65 per month! 
A $950 laser printer is just $30 per month! 
A $499 software package is just $15 per month! 

• An easy way to keep separate your computer-related purchases, to 1711S0 ani.Ei • have a consolidated monthly statement of transactions, and to free up 
your other general use credit cards! 

per,orrai credit 
firr everything, do 

at Micro Center, 	 It's easy...  
Fill out this short form application available 
in the store and return it to the Finance 
Department or pick up a take home 

.• 	application and mail it in! 
prirchose. Huh atom ter more info...hon. 

Applicetie: 	 For, more information and credit cmd terms, see store. 
'There are no finance charges 00 116* purchases if you pay off the balance in full by the $tatement due 
date. Otherwise, finance charges will accrue at an APR. 08 19.8%. 

Los Angeles 

7 micqo an-LER 



	----,- 
--mt. -,--, 

IBM/US-DOS Hard n are 

ThinkPad IMI 	- IBIPAptiva 350 	ITR7-4-1 

170MB/DS .,.— 
ThinkPad 355C 
250MB/Active 99 1699 .4.5,1749  #8.0. 

_ 	,, _ 	Model #2166-269 

l''...-  , 

' 	' 	T '-  i 

411611X2/66 111. 

 ===. 

540MB/CDS 

	

#876292 	

. 355CS 

— , ,..,,,,,,,, -
---; 	P 9 , ,_ t 3 '4,TiViiT; 

NEC --- - 	.,. 	, . 

_- - :7.- 	- - 	... -..----:----:- 
,:------===" - 

„.„, HP 200LX Palmtop PC 
NEC Versa S/33 210/11.in super portability  pocked with 
At just 4.2 lbs, the Versa S strikes a ton of features! $29 
the perfect balance between 	Includes 

#85997 ' 0  performance and portability! 	Quicken!Pocket 

' lir"""CtlY
y 
 $2449  , rio...On  

#8.49604 	
OP MU Connectivity Pak 

.6..104.95 

=-ii 	HP FAX-950 

HP FAX-900 	- 

 •I
-- 	

Loaded with the 4....., most advanced 

full-featured plain 
The affordable 	_ 	 features 

paper fax! 	
including 

••''''' high-quality 

After s7S  t 	 Inkjet technology! 
,i's Mai. Rebate. 	R7 Oniy$4 $929 

''' (43  14.28 Non- 	 15" Non-  
.707653 110 1 17  

Interlaced 	 Interlaced , 
Monitor 	• • 	Digital 

Morin, 	44.°   pro';' 	T- 	- - , of beaui,W
! 	

— _ 

'''' ''''''' *878.rA5 	•.---•. istcre, real estate 
iiiiiiiii, 

299 MAGNAVOX 3998 ,8660  MAGNAVOX 

BORLAND 
®! 	Paradox 5.0 

for Windows 
icirztedt: i v e 

§.063 Paradox 5.0 
for Wintem s. $19999 

441%; 

Lotus 
For owners of 

, any competitive p 
 roducf—no 

— proof required 

Lotus 1-2-3v.5.0 -87,459 
for Windows $99gg 
Competiti vepra   

Lotus 1-2-3 v.5.0 
for Windows 1871467 

„ 	PrintMaster 
Gold 
for Windows 

ZertLcarve  

Immo '29" 

L0111S 
SmartSuite 
Version 3.0 

'HAWN for Windows 
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BubbleJet Resolution 
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720dpi 	1600 x1200 

	

, 	5:5 	 A new version of 

	

---- 	Screen Save 

	

lika— 	the World's #1 

• -7 Board VLB 1MB 
• , 1 Stingray Accelerator 

- .. pi.....  
The VESA Local Bus graphics 
accelerator tot Windows, 1. Allir . 

- Windows NT , w-- 

EPSON' 	,- - -- - 	and OS/2, —1129" Epson Stylus- 	!Stingray Accelerator Board PCI 1MB .....128115.  
Color Inkjet Printer o 
Provides iroo  7.dfri resolution, 	Disk•SMr 810MB/IDE  
Dies letters e. edges 	 Internal Hard Drive 	

. 
and eliminaleS Midges 	 $599 When you need expanded storage capacity tor business 
98 delicate gashes. 	 .850. 	 applications, multimedia and nehvorking, 

Stylus 800 Plus 360dpl 
Pnnter 	.i.`259  : Ya=regreraro'n.Bisee ,.., 

you need a Conner DiskStor 810MB drive. $549 	 _. ,- 
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Printer 	
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Macintosh 

Apple® 	. ---, 
Macintosh I 
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.871053 
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Macintosh 
Performa- 
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___ 
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Apple® 
Macintosh - 
Performa- 
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w/CD-ROM _ _ MEI 
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'1599 	* 
Apple® - 
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Performa- 
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BY GLENN MCATEE 
SHARD. THE LOAD.  To run Microsoft 
Excel for Windows 5.0 or Microsoft Word 
for Windows 6.0, you must load the 
SHARE program that comes with MS-DOS. 
If you try to tun either program without 
SHARE, you will receive one of the follow- 
ing messages: 

"You must exit Windows and load 
SHARE.EXE in order to run 
Microsoft Excel" or "Cannot open or 
save any more documents." 

To correct this problem, you need to 
add the following line to the beginning of 
your AUTOEXEC.BAT He: 

C.05,SHARE.EXE /1:500 R:5100 
If your DOS directory has a different 

name, you should replace CADOS with the 
correct path name. 

The SHARE command provides the 
file-locking protection required in an envi-
ronment where multiple programs and 
functions are operating simultaneously. It 
is not automatically loaded during the 
standard DOS installation procedure. In 
those cases where it is loaded, it lacks the 
additional "/L:500 /F:5100" parameter. 
The "/L" parameter specifies the number 
of file locks and the "IF" parameter speci-
fies the amount of He space. Without these 
parameters, SHARE can run out of 
resources in the middle of your work, pre-
venting you from saving your most recent 
changes. 

Both Excel and Word make use of 
object linking and embedding (OLE) oper-
ations. These operations require the range-
locking capability of SHARE.EXE. Range 
locking allows an OLE application to lock 
an individual segment of a document that 
contains the material to be edited, so the 
programs operate faster and use less mem-
ory (since you're not working with the 
entire He at once). 

You do not need to run SHARE with 
Windows for Workgroups 3.1 or 3.11 in 

Interview 

New Al Micro Center 

Tips & Traps 

enhanced mode. Windows for Workgroups 
automatically loads a comparable file-shar-
ing utility called VSHARE.386. 

NOT SO SMART.  Microsoft SMART-
DRiVe version 5.0 supports CD-ROM drive 
caching. Any CD-ROM that is supported 
by Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions 
(MSCDEX.EXE) can be cached by 
SMARTDRiVe. 

To take advantage of this feature, you 
must load MSCDEX.EXE before SMART-
DRV.EXE (both are typically placed in the 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file). The MSCDEXEXE 
program assigns a drive letter to the CD-
ROM. Until it runs, the CD-ROM will not 
be recognized, and SMARTDRV will not 
be able to cache it. 

To verify that your CD-ROM drive is 
being cached by SMARTDRiVe, type 
"SMARTDRV" at the MS-DOS command 
prompt and press ENTER. A list of drive 
letters currently cached will be displayed. 
Verify that your CD-ROM drive letter is 
included. Since CD-ROM drives are read-
only (you can't save information to a CD-
ROM drive), it will show the drive to be 
READ-cached but not WRITE-cached. 

If the CD-ROM drive letter does not 
appear, verify the correct order of the state-
ments. Caching a relatively slow CD-ROM 
drive can have dramatic effects on perfor-
mance. 

MOUSE TRAP.  Windows versions 3.0 and 
3.0a do not support using a mouse in an 
MS-DOS application running in a window. 
If your DOS application requires a mouse, 
you should run the application in full-
screen mode, or upgrade to Windows 3.1, 
which does support this capability. 

If you are running Windows 3.1 and 
experience mouse problems in DOS-based 
applications, the following suggestions 
may help. 

Make sure your mouse driver is ver-
sion 8.2 or later. Earlier drivers may not 
work properly under these circumstances. 

If you're using a third-party video dri-
ver, try switching temporarily to the stan-
dard VGA driver that came with 
Windows. Some video drivers interfere 

Add-In Boards 46-47 
Inkjet Printers 49 
Keyboards; Mice; Trackballs 47 
Laser Printers 48 
Macintosh CPU's 44-45 
Macintosh Software 50-54 
Modems & Fax Modems 49 
Monitors & Displays 46 
Networking 47 
Scanners 48 
Storage Devices 47 

MS-DOS CATEGORY 
25 	Boards; Chips 	47 
28-29 	CD-ROM; Music; Sound 47 
20-21 	Dot Matrix Printers 	20-21 
24 	Drives; Back-up 	47 
17-19 	Inkjet; Laser Printers 48-49 
27 	Joysticks 	 47 
26 	Keyboards 	 47 
26 	Mice; Trackballs 	47 
23 	Modems; Fax Boards 	49 
27 	Scanners 	 48 -7 Delivery of products manufactured by 

12 	Apple, Hewlett-Packard and IBM must be 
. 	made within our store so that we might 
. 	provide you with the proper level of 
9 	personal assistance and training. 

with mouse functionality, and an upgrad-
ed video driver from the third-party manu-
facturer may be necessary. 

You can force Windows to use a mouse 
in windowed DOS-based applications by 
adding the following line to the 
[NonWiridowsApp] section of your SYS-
TEKINI file: 

MouselnDosBoul 
Restart Windows to activate the 

changes. 

BREAKPOINT POINTERS.  General 
Protection Faults (GPFs) can occur in 
Windows for a variety of reasons. Isolating 
the cause can be time-consuming. The fol-
lowing suggestion seems to resolve many 
GPFs that occur during memory-hungry 
procedures, such as scanning or editing 
high-resolution or true-color images. These 
GPFs can be caused by insufficient break-
points. 

Breakpoints are internal pointers that 
provide a method of transferring control 
between processes operating under 
Windows' 386 Enhanced mode. The 
default number of breakpoints is 200, 
which may not be enough during memory-
intensive situations or with some third-
party device drivers. Once a breakpoint 
has been used, it is not returned to the pool 
of available breakpoints, salt is possible to 
run out. 

The number of breakpoints can be 
increased by adding a statement to the 
SYSTEMINI file. "MaxBPs" specifies the 
maximum number of breakpoints that can 
be used by the virtual memory manger. 

To increase this value, add the follow-
ing line to the [386E.] section of your 
SYSTEM.INI file: 

MaxBP.400 
Restart Windows for the changes to 

take effect. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.  Macintosh Bus 
Errors (type 1 errors) and Illegal Instruc- 
tion Errors (type 3 errors) are generally 
caused by running older Macintosh soft- 
ware on newer machines under System 7. 
When these older programs were written, 

(Continued on Page 13) 

Back-up Systems 
Cables & Switches 
Calculators 
Carrying Cases 
Chairs; Workstations 	66,67 
Cleaning/Maintenance 
Communication Products 
Computer Furniture 
Computer Paper 
Copiers 
Copy Clip; Copy Holder 
Diskettes & Data Cartridges 
Oust Covers 
Electronic Organizers 
Facsimile Products 
Glare Screens 
Inkjet Cartridges & Refills 
Joysticks 	 27 
Labels 
Mice & Trackballs 	 26 
Mouse Mats 
Name Brand Diskettes 
Power Centers, Line Stabilizers 
Power Sources 
Printer Ribbons 
Space Saving Devices 
Storage Systems 
Surge & Spike Suppressors 
System and Printer Accessories 
Toner Cartridges 
Tool Kits 

68 
64 

62 

55 
67 
SD 
65 
62 

63 
65 
55 
62 
59 

& 47 

& 47 
62 
57 
65 
63 
59 
62 
58 
68 
61 
59 
63 

Data Communications & Networking 
Discount Books 
Featured Vendor 
General Information 
Macintosh Books 
Magazines 
New Books 
PC Application Guides 
PC Operating Systems 
Programming & Languages 

MS-DOS CATEGORY 
34 	Accounting/Finances 
34 	Business 
29, 42, 43 CD-ROM 
32 	Communication 
35 	Database 
31 	Desktop Publishing 
30,43 	Education 
40-43 	Games & Entertainment 
30 	Graphic Design & CAD 
29,39 	Home/Personal 
22,32 	Operating Systems 
34 	Productivity 
30 	Programming Languages 
29 	Reference 
35 	Spreadsheets 
33 	Utilities 
31 	Word Processing 

37 
37 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
36 
36 
37 

MA 
51 
52 
54 
52 
52 
50 
54 
54 
50 
54 
53 
52 
51 
54 
51 
52 
50 

Add-In Boards; RAM Chips 	25 
Canon Printers 
Clone Monitors 	 7 
Clones 	 3-6 
Compaq CPU's & Monitors 
Drives; Tape Back-Up, Storage 	24 
HP Fonts & Scanners 	22 & 27 
HP Printers 	 18-19 
IBM CPU's & Monitors 
IBM Software 	22, 29-35 & 38-43 
Joysticks; Scanners 	 27 
Lexmark Printers 	 17 
Mice; Keyboards; Trackballs 	26 
Modems; Communications 	23 
Monitors 	 7, 10,11 & 16 
Multimedia Hardware 	28-29 
Networking Kits 	 22 
Notebook Computers 	14-15 
Okidata Printers 	 20 
Panasonic & Epson Printers 	21 
Power Spec PC's 	 3-6 
Scanners 	 27 
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CO 
SESSION 

This diagnostic Service 
lathe newest addition to 

IBM's Express 
Maintenance program. It 

provides the valuable 
benefit of giving IBM 

technicians on-line access 
to your machine. In the 

event of a problem, simply 
call their toll-free 8099. IBM 

technicians can access 
your IBM computer directly 

on-line, solving most 
problems immediately. 
Availability as software 

upgrade from IBM. 

BM/MSOOS 

IBM®  4860X2150 420MB/CD-ROM 
Complete Multimedia system incorporates new generation 
Energy Star technology for low-power consumptior 
Features 486DX2/50MHz, 4MB RAM, internal taddyless" CD-ROM be 
300K/sec. double speed drive with 350ms access speed. Meets MPC I 
with multiple session support. Includes 16-bit SoundBlaster card and 
1993 Interactive Encyclopedia. 1MB video RAM standard. 

• Smart Energy Auto PowerOff, Standby and Rapid Resume" modes 
• 406DX2 onboard processor rated at 50MHz 
• 4MB RAM fully expandable to 64MB 
• Multi-speed CD-ROM, 350ms access, supports CD-ROM 

XA technology 
• Jumbo 420MB hard drive for data intensive applications 
• Local bus video with graphics processor operating at bus speed 
• Fax/modem reception even in Standby mode 
• Co-Session diagnostic software included 

Model 43155-87C at11752 

Supplies Last! $ 1599  

Monitor not included 

While 

Subject to mfr's 

a ff- 
.-- === = 

IBM Aptiva 350 4DX2/66 
540MB/CD-ROM 	connn, 

soon, - 
The IBM product line has expanded with new systems, new processors, and new 
features including an expanded line of hard drives and multimedia capability. This 
IBM features performance and expansion capability, multimedia CD and 16-bit 
sound capability, a faxmodem for easy communication, and a 540MB hard drive. 

• 486002/66MHz microprocessor 	 • 4MB memory, expandable 
• 3.5 floppy drive 	 to 64MB 
• 6 bays and 8 slots 	Model 1.166-28P • FaxModem with FaxWorks 
• 1MB video RAM 	 .876292 
• Local Bus Video 	Subject to eilis 	$ 	699  

• Double S. CD-ROM 
• A variety of CO titles including educational and mu•med la 

encyclopedia, music and graphic display software  

IBM* Aptiva 530 40X2166 

	

424MB/CD-ROM 	comni 
High quality sound reproduction and voice recognition--  

isystem built into this high-power computer system! 
IBM's newest multimedia system offers speed, compatibility and loads of features for 
your computing dollar. The double speed CD-ROM drive is accompanied by a 16-bit 
sound card with wave table synthesis built-in for superior audio reproduction. Voice 
recognition enables your compu•r to respond to spoken commands. Driven by a 66MHz 

DX2 processor and a generous 8MB RAM, this computer has the power to accomplish the most 
strenuous and complex processing job with plenty of 
resources left for other enioyable app....mom 

• 4 arra biro arC 4 gab 

resolution 

	

. 	
graplcs 

$ 18991szdeLizr-  .9- v'''  FA' 66 ' .""'"*. .14.4 FaMModern 	I 

IBM® 486DX2/66 720111B/MT 
Powerful processors alone aren't enough these days. You've got to have the storage capacity and memory 
requirements to run those intensive applications, yet still must remain cost effective. Here's your chance to get the 	1, 
power and storage capacity of an in-house production machine at a great low cost, 

• 486052 processor, clock doubled to 66 MHz 
• Local Bus Video graphics accelerator with 1MB video RAM 	 •=. 

• 8MB RAM standard, fully expandable to 64MB 
• 720MB fast access hard drive has plenty of room to meet 

your growing nee. 
• Dual 3.5 and 5.25.  diskette drive 
• 14.4 faxrnodem, saves the cost of buying a 	

W'raz#201r71 C  $1799  fax machine and a dedicated phone line 
• Features SES Smart Energy System to lower 

your operating expenses 	 Only  I  

 

Monitor not included 
Sub,ect to mff s 

     

IBM ° ValuePoint Performance 	 IBM Monitors 

DX4/100 527MB 	 IBM° SVGA 28 Monitor IBM* SVGA 	. 
• .28 dot pitch entry level 14 monitor 	Non-Interlaced Monitor IBM brings you a new performance line of ValuePoint 	 • Supports 640e480, 800x600, 1024x768 	•14 diagonal measure 	....Gni?, 

computers, loaded down with the powerful 0541100 	 • 72Hz flicker free at 6408480 	 • .28 dot pitch high resolution 	men 
processor, write tack external cache, SelectaBus- 	 • VLMF very low 	$354  • Multi.scanning monitor 	sut,ect to rr*'# 
choice of ISA or PCI bus, and a large capacity 527MB 	 magnetic field 	 • Supports 640x480, 800x600, 	evailandey 
hard drive, all in a mini-tower design. This system 	,,alliffitii, 	• Non-glare coating 	 1024x768, 1280x1024 	$399  
has what it takes to handle the computing needs of 	,. 	 • Tilt and swivel stand 	 • 70Hz flicker free at 
individuals, LAN workgroup servers and stanthione 	 Subtect to mil' s 	 1024 ,a. 
business systems now and for years to come. 	 1.040099n 	,..9■74 	 ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,. 

With the memory, storage capacity and video 
capabilities provided, you can run applications 	• ..,.........—.... 	, igm. Flat 	Tr-:=.5.- 	' 	_ ran,ing  from simple programs to complex 	1141EVAILIMI ,../. 	 ...=•.,... 
business and scientific applications. Md •I 	, , 	Non Interlaced 
ValuePoint Performance computers are Maki IT3G3241 

designed with plug-and-play upgradability and are backed by a three-year warranty. 	Monitor 	 .683.6 

• 15.  diagonal, flat screen technology for improved readability 

	

Model 11648505F 	... „,,. irRar 	
• .28 dot prtch high resolution 

$ 	
....., •••••••_, ,. 	• Multi-scanning monitor 	. 2  

	

noweruu 	• Su rts 640,080 800x600 1024x768, 12800024. 

	

pwahiepouit 	 ker • 701th flic free at 1024x768 . 
. 	-,..= des,. q.t./ 	•• Digital controls for consatent image posrhoning .499 	frV #871632 	

141 

	

. _.„..  	VLMF very low magnehc field, non -glare coahng 	 Sut•cf t mr. 

	

Subject to manufacturer's availability === , a' 	 monitor not indupeu 	 • Tilt and swivel stand 	 wad. 
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BM/MS-DOS 

3-Year Limited 
Warranty On All 

Compaq 
Systems, Compaq®  Presano

.51  433SX Monitor Included 

Powerful 486SX system with integral Super VGA graphics! 
The Presario 400 series is the new, all-in-one system from Compaq that delivers traditional 
Compaq quality and exceptional built-in features— including 486 performance, 14" high-res-
olution color monitor, faximodeffdphone answering machine, an outstanding pre-installed 
software package and an energy saving "sleep" feature which awakens instantly at your 
touch—plus a free Syear warranN for the complete system— 
aft Iran attractive, space-saving design. 	 COMPAa 
• Built-in Faxmodem 8 telephone answering machine 
• 48. 33MHz processing power and afforability 
• New 200MB hard disk drive 
• Super sharp 14.  color display 	Only SAVE 	 with SVGA graphics 
• Energy-saving 'Sleep" feature 	 ,B551,4 

Presarir 660 
• New S., 66MHz micro 

processor . a fast 	, 	
,,, .. 

340MB hard drive 	 ---- 	. - 
• 4MB FOAM 
• Local bus video providing 	. ------___ 

taster graphics and excep 
•••—•■••-•111— ------'. tonal Windows performance 

V. Mail system 	.796250 

enhances business and . 	Monitor...are,. 

'while eliminatiningunth"e tds  0 1 099 
for a dedicated phone line 
and answering machine, 

.. Compaq® Presario-  850 DX2 	 .. 
270MB Mini Tower COMPAQ ___... 
Space saving mini-tower system with 	 Monitor sold 	

._ 	coot, 

	

. '. 	. 	, . , plenty of power to handle the big projects! 	
separate, 	

- 	-, Compaq Mini-Tower features a full 4861). 50MHz processor with 2IF socketed chip 
to allow easy upgradability to Pentium when ft becomes available. System upgrades 

 

are made more convenient because of a side panel access to the mainboard to plug in 	--"--". ...,--.,_. - 
peripheral cards and easily access connector cables. . 4  m, RAM upgradab ie  to  

• 5 16-bit slots and 5 drive bays for expandability 	64mB via simma  

Presario 885 DX2 	  • 9600/2400 bps.. modem ALL SAvE 
340518/511n1 Tower 	SAVE  . 270MB hard drive 

• 1 MB video RAM 
	 ONLY 

M.dor ..1 repareie6 	 .80.6 	
• Dual fl000v drives 	 .6901,,, 

, — 	  
Compaq® Presario-  860 340MB/CDS 	CDS models 

include software 
Compaq's new Presario — more performance for less! 	 ranging from word • 
Compaq's new models now feature the 66MHz S. processor. providing increased speed and data 	processing. graphics. 

11 throughput for aft your applications. Bundled . a fast access CD4ICIIA &roe ard a paX of wel- 	 spreadsheets, home  
matched stereo speakers. ,I s tre bass kr an eacellant notrrede qstem Moo. &cats le May, 	finance and 	 _._—,---- 

am end 145 Wats ad a,d 0 te srawners a aa.r rim -•,-aser.  sea, Ds cargua =Wes a 	 reference 
ielfteceme boo. cam. a at 14 4456& wid ad mate .0410069.9%.ACIIIII, pey•avAist cermet. 

 

anisimbreouramarlonedilaree ntrmson presents at a gear, redrxecl owe. cosi 	 ....-- - - - - - . 

lbw ate some al ihe leases you .. enroy-. 	
h.. sort 
ssOure.

-......  
-s.—  _ 

• 486S. processor chip, 66MHz clock speed 	 - 	' 	' 	.1., • ,-....t.A. - 
• 8MB RAM expandable to .MB, 340MB hard drive 
• 3.5.  floppy drive 

  

• Dual speed CD-ROM drive and several CD titles 	 Only i5us 	, 	_....... 
• 14.4bps fax modem 
• 7 day, 24 hour support hotline system 	 .795872 

DeskProXE560 
525110 
• Intel 60MHz Pentium Microprocessor 
• ()Vision local bus graphics with 1MB video RAM, • __..- 

upgradable to 2MB for additional color depth 	- 	 - 
• Enhanced business audio allows voice 

annotation, voice recognition, audible proofing 	 - 
and MIDI supported FM synthesis 

• Energy Star compliant 	 50,0 
menufacturees 

• 8MB RAM expandable to 136MB acaiabuey$3 099  
• 525MB IDE hard drive 	 worireasO 
• 256K secondary cache-optional 	ser.rarety- *833939  

Exclusive Values When You Buy Your DOS or Windows Computer!! 
Calendar Crea. n,, Wm.., 2.0! .■■■.. 	 Siveeittl $10.99 	 W. your purchas e of 

any Weak, ce DOS 

Cluis Works for WiO4ows! .32032 Stigg.lierelT31-20M New Specie] Low Pr.! CPU, you can receive a 
sks ak. speck& pee any of 

Icon Do-lt for Windows! 	 Suge-Reteile929,5 Special $5.99, 	 the followe, popular 
software packages: 

Nov.. Utilities v7.0! ire**. Sug...44.5*-9116.00 Speeial $49.992 

PC AnyWhere turner' .3.. Sugg-9.9.6..99110 Sped.] $49.992 
www 	 wee. 

PC Tods for Windows! i.•172 Sugg.-Fiertehtt74,95 Special $39.99! 	 ■Ter+7, 

PC Tools Pro Ire DOS! .70520, Stigg-Pwwwil'9e59:95 Special 33935! 
ww.sw 

Quicken I, DOS 0.0! 	 Sugg,41..1-.15 Spechill $19,9! 
wow. sow 	 onw on, ww. suss. 

Quicken fee Windows v3.0! 038732 Sugg,..1164,5 Sp...1519.99r 
are 

oos 	 •rese.w. 
ROM.teria1 CD-ROM, .387,3 SwgswiiereieS37,93 Special 6839! 

 	 , 	  el: COMPAII 
1024 NI Low 

Emission Monitor 
Brilliant Performance at Unbeatable Prices 
If your Windows applications require a clear, 
crisp picture and a hill range of features, our 
hardworking 14 .  high-resolution 1024 Color • - • •-- - ' 

	

monitor offers great performance at a very 	

-- , - - 	.1 COMPAa 
FS151 Low 

Emission Monitor 

$ 
COMPAQ SVGA .28 	affordable price. Its 1024 x 7. non-interlaced 

	

display allows you to sail effortlessly through a 	
Energy 499 
'Saver 	 i1848077 Low Emission Monitor anddefirr:rotofislacticaate ns. 65 high "sh rates  ,,,,,.. i. rp  , 

Energy 	$ 	
...yon. eYes- $399  IL LII •11-7,14- isan zerg. $999 	Energ,, 

ESither #.8,27 279 .savei, #848119 	 171FS Color 	#750075 

Monitor 	Screen Maximum 	Dot Horiz, Scan Vert, Scan Display Compatibility 	Other Features 	,INTAIn'Ird 
Size Resolution Pitch Frequency Frequency Area 

Compaq SVGA Color 	 14' 	 1024 .769 	 .28mm 31.5-38kHz 	 43-60Hz 	 11.0" 	 VGA/SVGA 	 Cost effective high resolution 	 .0.44 

' Compaq 1024 	 14 	 1024 x 7. NI .28MM , 30-58kHz 	 50-1001-la 	 11.8. 	 VGA/SVGA 	 Non-interlaced, full featured 	....,== 

FS151 Color 	 15.  Flat 1024 a768 NI .28mm 	 30-58kFta 	 50-100Hz 	 13.1 . 	 VGA/SVGA 	 Full square for Windows users  

171 FS Color 	 17 Flat 1024 x 768 NI .28rnm 	 30-58kHz 	 50-100Fla 	 14.7" 	 VGA/SVGA 	 Low Swedish Emissions 	...a 
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Ed Krol 

An interview with Ed Krol, author of 
the best-selling "The Whole Internet" 

I t often seems these days that everywhere 
you turn people are talking or writing 
about the Internet. But to many of us, even 

those who work full-time with computers, the 
Internet remains something of an enigma. 

In order to shed some light on the subject for 
the customers of Micro Center, we're bringing 
you t h e following exclusive interview with Ed 
Krol, author of the single most popular book on 
the Internet, "The Whole Internet." 

Micro Center: Mr. Krol, virtually all of our 
customers own and/or use personal com-
puters and are familiar with the concepts 
of electronic bulletin boards and online 
services. Everywhere they turn now-a-
days, in the media, they're hearing about 
the Internet. What is so different about 
the Internet? 
Ed Krol: The Internet is a group of net-
works all acting in concert to appear to end 
users as one big network, audit is primarily 
a communications pipe with all of the in-
formation being in user machines at the end 
of it. So the difference between a lot of the 
proprietary data services and the Internet is 
that there is no big database machine in the 
sky which has all of the sports scores and 
everything on it There are an awful lot of 
voluntary services out there which provide 
very localized and small targeted resources 
with no commercial value. 

Micro Center: Who actually controls or 
governs the Internet? 
Kent: The technical aspects of the Internet 
are governed by something called the Inter-
net Society and the Internet Engineering 
Task Force. They are responsible for making 
sure that it all works together and reason-
able standards are maintained. 

Each of those 37,000-some odd net-
works that are a part of the Internet are 
autonomous, but they've latched on to a 
philosophy which makes them cooperate 
with each other. So there is no CEO or 
president of the Internet who governs and 
dictates policy for the whole thing. There is 
a more or less democratic view of how the 
thing should work, and people get together 
and talk until they reach some consensus for 
what should happen th a particular situa-
tion. 
Micro Center: How did the Internet come 
Into being? 
Krol: It started in our Department of De-
fense, when they were trying to do research 
into how to build a data communication 
network which could withstand catastro-
phes. For example, they could sit in Wash-
ington and say, "Shoot these missiles." If the 
message was destined for Kansas City, and 
in the middle of the message, St Louis gets 
vaporized, somehow those messages would 
have to get through. 

The interesting design they came up 
with is to assume that the network is totally 
unreliable, and let the end machines have 
all the smarts in them to figure out how the 
messages should be sent and whether or 
not they got there. I guess it was a fairly 
good design because it has grown far be-
yond its design criteria and is still growing 
strong. 
Micro Center: What were your early 
activities on the Internet? 
Kent: The activity which got me on the road 
to writing the book was when I started 

looking at how to get connected to the 
Internet, there were a lot of circular refer-
ences to people you needcd to talk to, and 
they were not well-documented. People 
would talk in cryptic acronyms like "down-
load that template from the NIC." It took me 
a long time and a number of phone calls to 
figure out what all that stuff meant. 

I kept a diary of everything I did. Then, 
when I got connected and the Internet start-
ed to become a research tool, all these peo-

ple said, "How did 
you do it?" So, I wrolv• 
this thing call. 'T 
Hitchhikers Guide ' 
The Internet," whic 
was a 20-page ever, 
thing-you-need-to-
know-to-get-conne 
ed type of thing. It 
passed around the 
Internet, and is still 
being passed aroun 
even though it is a I 
dated now. Based o 
that, O'Reilly recru: 
ed me to write the 
book. 
Micro Center: Is it 
difficult to keep th 
book updated? Is 
whole system evo 
ing too rapidly to 
have a book that I: 
ever really current, 
or is it fairly stable now? 
Krol: The textual parts of the book are rea-
sonably easy to update in a fairly quick 
time frame. If we ththk about re-reading the 
text and revising it about every 18 months, 
it's probably doable and probably the right 
time frame. The number of resources at 
Internet is growing amazingly fast. There is 
no way I can think of that any one index 
could keep up with the whole state of the 
Internet 
Micro Center: Who should be interested 
in using the Internet? Who is it for? 
Krol: It's for someone who is looking for 
information about something when they 
want it It can be anything. For example, 
your child comes home and is sitting there 
doing homework, and (of course, just after 
the lthrary closes) says, "I need a copy of the 
German surrender document from World 
War II, where can we get it? It's due tomor- 

These are the kind of people who could 
really use the Internet, along with people 
who are after sports scores, stock market 
quotes, and discussions. Also, there is an 
awful lot 4 US. Goverrunent information 
out there. In fact, the Clinton administration 
is trying to get virtually everything the gov-
ernment used to print available through the 
Internet somehow. 

The National thstitute of Health has this 
resource, Cancernet, available on the 
Internet, which has the most up-to-date 
treatment information for various kinds of 
cancer. So, if you go to the doctor and get 
diagnosed with some kind of cancer, you 
can go to this database and say, "I've just 
got diagnosed with carcinoma What's the 
treatment for it?" You can see what your 
doctor is telling you, and see what the 
National Cancer Institute tells you. Then, if  

they are saying the same thing, you know 
the doctor is reasonably up-to-date. If not, 
then you can worry about second opinions. 

Micro Center: Why is it seemingly so 
complex to hook up to the Internet? Why 
can't someone just dial into it like we do 
with BBS systems or CompuServe or 
Prodigy, 

Krol: The reason it is so difficult to get con- 
nected is that the philosophy of the Internet 
is that the end machine should be responsi- 

for doing the actu-

al work of providing 
the communications. 

You can get access to 

the Internet by using 

Procomm or Versa-

term or something like 

that where you be-

come a terminal, or 

emulate a terminal 

and dial up someone 

else's machine which 

is on the Internet And 

it would look a lot like 

CompuServe or 

America Online, or 

whatever. 

However, what 

you get is whatever 

that service provides, 

which could be some 

subset of what the 

Internet can bring 

■■■■■■■ you. The better way, 
and the harder way, is for your mathine to 
actually become part of the Internet, which 

means you need a bunch of special software 
and a little technical expertise to get all of 
that working. 

Now, there are a number of groups 
which are trying to get that process a lot 
simpler. There is something called "thternet 
th a Box," which gets you books and soft-
ware and an account all wrapped up in one 
package. So, if you have a "Windows" kind 
of machine, you can slap in a disk.e, read 
the book, and you're on the Internet. 
Micro Center: Is there a charge to be 
attached or connected to the Internet? 
Krol: There are charges for the Internet, and 
they are likely to worsen over time. Basical-
ly, the government now funds the majority 
of the connections between areas, or a big 
chunk of it. There are commercial firms in 
that market, but the government funds just 
that piece of it 

The services that connect you to the 
Internet have to pay people, and also have 
to rent a telephone line to lite nearest long 
distance provider's office. That's where the 
charges you have to pay come in. You have 
to pay for your share of that line running to 
the rest of the Internet, plus pay for some of 
the people that work for your provider. 

Over the next couple of years, the gov-
ernment is going to get out of the Internet 
subsidy business. Therefore, the cost associ-
ated with each provider will likely go up 
because they will have to start paying for 
their piece of the long distance providers 
network, too. 
Micro Center: What are the minimurn 

hardware requirements to be on the 
Internet? 
Krol: It doetet take much of a machine, but 

(Continued on Page IX 
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Ed Krol  
(Continued from Page 12) 

it depends a lot on what you want to do. If 
all you wanted to do is send electronic 
mail, you can do that on any kind of ma-
chine that will run a terminal emulator, by 
just accessing an Internet machine some-
where else in timesharing mode. 

If you want to run the actual Internet 
applications, like the one that has caught 
everyone's eye because it can do multime-
dia — something called Mosaic — you need 
a Windows machine or a Macintosh and 
high-end modem. You'll like the Internet a 
lot more if you can use one of the higher-
end modems, running 9600 or 14,400 baud, 
rather than a 2400 baud modem which is 
OK for the terminal stuff. 
Micro Center: What Is the best way, if 
there is a single best way, for an individ-
ual or small business to get connected? 
Krol: First of all, you need to figure out 
what you want to do. Do you want to send 
electronic mail? Are you going to use it 
every day, or are you going to use it 3 
hours a day, or 20 minutes a day? 

If you get into a Chicago or New York, 
you could probably find 8 or 10 Internet 
providers which would all offer equivalent 
services with various twists on them. One 
of them would give you the software you 
need; one of them would say, "This is 
cheap service. Here's your line, do whatev-
er you want" If you get into the smaller 
cities, you may only find one provider who 
is going to take your business. 

Them is another book from O'Reilly 
called 'Connecting to the Internet-  by 
Susan Estrada_ It's a list of providers by ge-
ographical area, plus a bunch of informa-
tion on how to figure out what you need 
and how to negotiate with your provider. 
Micro Center: Are you surprised at the 
seemingly huge number of Internet 
books that have hit the bookstores in 
the last few months? 
Krol: It seems everyone is writing one. 
I sometimes think of how on the David 
Letterman show he invites a class of people 
to run up on stage. He'll have nurses day, 
then a bunch of nurses will run up on stage. 
I'm waiting for the day when I get this call 
from David Letterman that says he is going 
to have Internet authors running up on the 
stage, 
Micro Center: Is the Internet getting a 
bad rap about how difficult it is to get up 
and running on a PC, or is that rumor 
well grounded in truth? 
Krol: It's actually well grounded in history. 
If you go back to the time when it was de-
veloped ( back in 1970), you had the packet 
services like Telene, and Tymnet, and you 
had Internet. Up until about 5 years ago, 
what you did on the Internet was 1970 com-
puter technology. You logged into other 
machines, and you sent E-mail, and you 
transferred files all by doing things like 
typing in a bunch of DOS commands, be-
cause back in the 70's, command line 
interface was the way you did computers. 

There was no index on what was out 
there. People had little notebooks written in 
long hand on where to find files. Then, 
about the same thing happened in Internet 
that happened in the rest of computing. 
When PC's came out, they were hard to 
use, but everyone said, "I can do BASIC at 
home and my life is wonderful now." Then 
someone came up with the idea that you 
could do a spreadsheet, a graphing pack-
age, and a word processor, and you could 
print three documents and cut with a pair 
of scissors and paste them with glue and 
produce nice stuff. Then you had a more in- 

tegrated package where you do all that in 
one package and just print the finished 
document. 

That same thing is happening in the 
Internet. They've gone away from com-
mand line interface, and now it's mostly a 
point-and-click kind of interfaced Win-
dows. You can browse around for what you 
want, choose a file, and download it to your 
machine just by using your mouse. 

Now there are any number of indexes 
where you can search and say, "I'm looking 
for this particular software package or in-
formation that has these particular key 
words in it." It will then give you a list of 
perspective documents which you can 
choose yourself. I think that Internet tradi-
tionally has been hard to use, and it stayed 
that way until about 1989. Then it quickly 
got fairly easy to use. Now, on a well-con-
figured Internet machine, you'd probably 
never have to do anything other than use a 
mouse to do basic stuff. 
Micro Center: Are there commercial 
opportunities on the Internet? That Is, 
could someone make a living or supple-
ment one's income as a self-employed 
or freelance Internet expert somehow? 
Krol: There are a number of business op-
portunities available in the Internet. One of 
the problems with providing data on the 
Internet is that you need a machine which 
can be connected all the time. If you are 
going to give away information about your 
product on the Internet, you need to have a 
machine which is there to give away the 
information when anyone in the world 
wants that information. Most home connec-
bons to the Internet are not like that. 

There are a number of service bureaus 
which will take your information and make 
it an Internet resource. There are a number 
of businesses which are now allowing 
people to browse their catalogs and order 
through the Internet. So, there are opportu-
nities in formatting and serving these re-
sources. There are also a number of elec-
tronic publishing houses where you give 
them the information you want , and they 
make a spiffy display for you and put it up 
on line, or give it back to you and you can 
take it to a vendor of your choice. I guess 
they do what ad agencies did with broad-
cast media. 

Then on top of that, because the Inter-
net is growing so dramatically, there are a 
bunch of opportunities for people who 
have expertise in the area of Internet-style 
networking. 
Micro Center: Can you debunk some of 
the more common myths about the 
Internet? 
Krol: The biggest myth is you can't do 

commercial stuff, when, in fact, most of the 
newer exciting things on the Internet are 
fairly commercial. On Valentine's Day this 
year, there was this florist that put on pic-
tures of its bouquets. If you wanted one, 
you would just dick this thing that said," I 
want to buy one of these." Then it would 
pop up a form which said, "Where do you 
want this sent to, what do you want written 
in the card, and how do you want to pay 
for this?" So, you can certainly do commer-
cial things in the Internet as long as you 
don't do them intrusively. That's one myth. 

I guess the other sort of half-myth is 
that the Internet has absolutely no security. 
In fact, there is not a lot of security on the 
Internet, but if I send an E-mail message 
from here in Illinois to you in Ohio, if 
someone is going to sneakily look at that 
message, they're very likely going to sneak 
their look either close to me or close to you. 
There is no way that some hacker sitting at 
Stanford can say, "Show me every E-mail 
message that Ed Krol sends out of the 

University of Minois." 
Once the Internet gets out of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, it's covered by all of the 
wire-tapping laws that apply to phone 
companies, because it's all carried on phone 
company lines. The local area networks 
which are commonly used to connect peo-
ple and business to the Internet are really 
insecure. The wire which is used to connect 
my machine to the Internet is shared with 
everyone in my office suite. It is possible 
that someone will see things which you 
don't want them to see, but it will likely be 
someone sitting close to me. And the same 
is true on your end. 
Micro Center: If you had total control 
over the Internet, what changes would 
you make? 
.01: Can I change that question to what I 
would keep the same? The whole of the 
Internet is based on the ability, once you 
get connected, to access computers any-
where for a single price, without regard to 
their location or how much you want to 
transfer. Right now, ill buy a 2400 baud 
connection to the Internet, it doesn't cost me 
any more to transfer one page of informa-
tion or a whole book's worth of information, 
and it doesn't cost me any more to transfer 
that information from Chicago or from 
Helsinki. 

The whole culture of information that 
is the Internet is based upon that philoso-
phy of charging: I may pay so much per 
hour, but what I do within that hour is not 
extra. If that changes, probably the Internet 
will die. 

If you start charging by the megabyte, 
by the packet, by distance, or something 
like that, you're not going to be able to let 
kids browse on the Internet, because you 
are going to live in fear that you are going 
to be working on the car and come back 
into your house, and your six-year old is 
ecstatic because he found the dinosaur 
museum with all these neat pictures of 
dinosaurs in Honolulu; and in the process 
of downloading them all, he ran up a 
$300.00 bill, 

Then there are all the people who are 
giving away information. If I decide what 
the Internet really needs is the Champaign 
Park District youth soccer schedule on line, 
which is a service to everyone here who's 
got a kid in soccer, I'll do it now because I 
don't have to pay anything for people to 
access that information. If, all of a sudden, 
every time someone asks me for something 
and I send information out I have to pay 
more for it, all these little resources on the 
Internet will dry up. 

Tips & Traps  
(Continued from Page 9) 

Macs with 32-bit busses did not exist. Most 
of the time the simple process of turning 
off 32-bit addressing under Memory in the 
Control Panel will solve this problem. 

There are side effects of running your 
Macintosh without 32-bit addressing. First, 
you won't be able to use more than 8 
megabytes of memory on your machine. 
Second, some software requires 32-bit ad-
dressing to run properly. 

This solution does not work for all 
programs, of course. There may be other 
incompatibilities between older software 
and newer machines. Contact the software 
publisher for a current version of the soft-
ware under these circumstances. 

Note that the new Power Macs cannot 
have 32-bit addressing turned off. A soft-
ware patch or upgrade would be the only 
solution to a compatibility issue. 

naeles 
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11910 SX133 
200MB_ 

, 	 P ocess ng power, battery Ide and carrying weight are 
some of the important features to consider when 

' • 	purchasing a notebook computer. Toshiba knows 
how to put slot of features into a small 

-,_.1111111110P. 	
package. The T1910 features 03.3 volt 
486SX processor, drawing less power, 

less heat, and providing longer component 
and battery life. It nuts at 33MHz, providing the 

speed and power you need, and comes with a 9.5" 
monochrome display. Ergonomically placed 

TOSHIBA keys and mouse add to your comfort, and at 
6.5 lbs., this unit is light enough to travel 

anywhere you do. 

T1910CS SX133 
200MB g 

89 1679 Dual-s 	22can v 
color .9037  

T1960CS 
200MB/DS 	i.s, - ,41:-,,,,--. - 

r.,,,,;: _ 
Well-integrated features provide for lots 	---...,_ ---,, - 
of power in a lightweight notebook, 	 .------ " 
This bright, STN dual scan VGA color display really 	' itt,t4: 	• 	, 
shows off the quality of this lightweight, 7 lb.  

	

_ 	. 	, 
notebook! You won't believe its clarity, and how easy 	 iii..........., 
it is on your eyesight! Toshiba brings you the best 
combination of performance and value in a well-built, ISY'hr 
clam-shell case. You'll marvel atoll these features: 

• Fast D02 50MHz CPU with integrated coprocessor 	• 
.4MB memory is upgradable to 20MB 	 • 
• 3.3volt circuitry 	 TO • MaxTimem power management with Auto-Resume. .$2599  T1960CT 200MB 

Active 	s  
matrix 
Color #849455 

q .. nim 

 

, 

-•. 	T2400CS 250M/DS Color 
Very practical notebook at a very attractive price! 
Amazing video performance, amazing power and amazing connectivity are just some of the benefits of owning a T2400CS 

notebook computer. This portable computer has a powerful 50MHz 002 processor, a graphics accelerator and local bus for superior video performance 
- 	 and an integrated AccuPointnu pointing device for easy accessibility to graphical menus. It features two PCMCIA 

. 	 slots, a SCSI-2 port and optional port replicator for unlimited future expansion. This little notebook is multimedia 	$ 
, 	 .,,,,.., ", •• 	ready with options] sound upgrade. The T2400CS includes a bright 9.5' color dual scan display and supports 
, 	• rirti taira,„ 	a high resolution external monitor. MaxTime. Power Management is included along with the 3.3 volt circuitry 

i ••• 	 to further reduce power consumption and prolong battery life. All in all, Toshiba makes a very practical 
notebook at a very attractive price. 	 .856252 

. 	., , 
i _ 	 TOSHIBA 12400C1 320MB/Active 	ii855260 $3991 

TOSHIBA 	
g  11- 11? SPECIFICATIONS 

33MHa SL Enhanmli486SX fr./ 	 &se.  
Dram,  

Energy saving 4860.50MHz 

Toshiba 13400 120MB 
Order up a powerful notebook computer with features to go. 	, r. This no-compromise notebook computer meets your every expectation for application 
power, memory management and portability. Never before has a computer so perfectly 
balanced mass and speed. At less than 4.4 lbs., this computer is so light that you'll 
never have to leave your important notes and files behind. The T3400 has been 
engineered to the extremes of portability without compromising usability. You'll 	 • 
have easy access to your applications when updating information and making 	 _ 
interim notes become as important as delivering status reports. And its speed 	• 
will have you completing your projects in far less time so you can 	 - 
move on to other things. After all, time doesn't stand still and neither do you! 
Make this order to go... 
• 1486SL 33MHz processor 

• 
• 4MB mem

e
ory upgradable to 20MB TOSHIBA 

120MB intmal hard drive 
• 1.44MB external floppy drive and 82 key keyboard 
• 8.0 STN-LCD monochrome display with accelerated graphics and local bus video.°  

• PCMCIA Noe II slot for compatibility with modem and networking cards, 
• Optional pod replicator for one-touch connection to any peripheral 	 1745166 

SIN monochrome 

NEC Versa S/33 210MB DSTN 
At Just 4.2 lbs, the Versa S strikes the perfect balance between performance and portability! 

NE
The NEC Versa S/33 is lighter than most 	Everything expected from a full-featured notebook has been packed 
portables, yet packs just as much power and 	into this lightweight 4.2 lb. unit that slips easily into a briefcase. 
performance features into a slender, 1.4 profile. 	Includes external 1.44 floppy drive. 
It features a full-size 9.5 display in dual scan 
STN color, i486 SX133 MHz processor, a vast 

210MB hard drive, and a SurePointr integrated pointing device. It 
has a full complement of printer and communication ports, 
handles two Type II or one Type III PCMCIA card, and 	NEc  . 
has a large recessed keyboard with built-in palm rest. 

lr  ----- HP OmniBook 530130MB 
- 	How the engineers were able to stuff all these features in a notebook 

, 	_ .._ • 	 weighing less than 3lbs is stills mystery, but you get the o benefit! Features a 486SX 0 
33MHz microprocessor, 

130MB hard drive, 4MB RAM, 'IP 
4 PCMCIA slots and much morel #.1749 

Fax/Modem Communication Pak 	#65699, 	8379 
2MB RAM Upgrade 	 1+657007 	 169" 

----:,-; HP 200LX Palmtop PC 
For handy access to all 	,-4,-,i  H EW LE  - 

. 	 , ,01,0/3/iCatiOnS on the 	Lc. PAC K A 9,-... 
, ......,.„,,Ayi. 	road, consider the HP 	g 529  
.....,:: ... ,. 	 Palmtop 1200LX. 

. Includes Pocket Quicken, ‘.. 
. - r 

200LX Connectivity Pak 	tW/ .9. 0 104' 
AC/DC Adapter 100/2001X 	.".  a  *65515 s34" 

Los Angeles 
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Shown with 

optional base 
& floppy drive 

Contura Aero 4133C 170MB 
Discover the convenience of 7 day hibernation and instant-on technology, just open 
the notebook and get started right away! 

. Openit up. Inside, you'll find a vivid color STN VGA display that provides superior color clarity at any viewing angle. Place your hands 
on the keyboard. You'll love the generous spacing of the keys, providing an exceptionally comfortable key layout with inverted T-cur-

11111110,..__ sor and integrated trackball. Discover the unique power-saving features! In addition to 7 days of standby power in hiber- 
- - . 	nation mode, instant-on eliminates boot time and the need to wait for applications to load. Why waft, when you 001111 - • 	 can become p.uctive right away? 

Now you can get a lightweight notebook at a very light price, Powerful, affordable and incredibly portable. 
your Conture Aero-  meets the highest standards for dependability on the road. Each Compaq portable is 
cove. by a 3-year limited warranty, round the dock technical support and RemotePaq diagnostics. 

Compaq Aero, you've got to get your hands on one, 

• 33MHz SX processor with power saving circuitry 
• 4MB system memory expandable to 12MB, 170MB hard drive 

• 7.8. backm passive matrix color display 
Integrated EasyPoint Trackball on lower right side of the keyboard 

• 76-key reduced size keyboard with generous spacing yields exceptional comfort 	$ 
•  

C 	.8. 

Thile 	
COMPAQ  

Warren, 

Notebooks designed. engineered and built by Cestpati! 	
_ 	

,, -",,,-,72.  'To on ---- 

LTE Elite 4/40CX 340/Active --- ricaLn7:0:1,— 	. g 

Aero NiMH Battery 

Compaq now makes it easy to upgrade your 
notebook computer with the peripherals you need 

.. „ . . _..----77. 	
to make life a lot more convenient 
Compaq understands that not everyone will Inc satisfied wrth 
putting the same components in a notebook; so they've made 

E,. 	
easy tO upgrade your hard drive, insert a network card, a fax modem, or add sec- 

g'''' 	 ondary storage without needing to call a repairman or find someone with a toolkit. They 

 it 

provide a specially designed hard drive carrying case and hard drive security clip when 
you want to remove your data or connect Inct dnve to another machine. An extensrve 
list of compatible PCMCIA cards are available to meet your needs for networking, 

- 
communications, storage and others. They also make it more convenient for busy 

_ 
travelers by building in an AC adapter, which eliminates the added weight or bulk of a 

L-,"•• '... 1"1  -' •-•-•--' ..  aiwwww,.- 	' 	.' '--1  • 111-  • 	separate adapter. And when you need help, tech support is only a phone call away, t 	...i.„ .,..- 	i 	' 	.  
with round the clock telephone 

COMPAQ 
one computer that can truly meet all 
your needs, the wait is over. 
see the Compaq LTE Elite Come 

supportlf you've been waiting for the 

for yourself. 

Aero Desktop Base P799189 '99 

per. 1.44m8 Floppy Driveipcmcut , 7,059,2  $99 

Aero 4MB Memory Card 
. 

5831727$24V 

.831719 	
sgg 

Contura 4/33C1100 250MB 
Take your notebook to the max (and give your applications more room to grow) with a larger ' 
capacity hard drive. Instant-on technology gives you faster access to 250MB of data and 	.: 

$ 

applications every time you ram on the computer so you'll 	 , 

•a33962 199 ' be right back worthng with the same prograrn and data 
where you left off. Unique power conservation features 

 

extend the lith of your battery. 

- 11111111-'  , \TINA year 

	

COMPAQ 	V 4.  

SPECIFICATIONS 

	

486D. 40MHz processor 	I 	tr I 

Internal 1.44MB floppy  drive 

Pas.* matrix color screen 

Vivid active matrix cola disp 

Handy integrated trackball 

Reeble PCMCIA slot  

D. and Windows software 

NOAH batteiy 

Duracell battery type 

AC adapter built- in 

Notebooks with every thought given to reliability, convenience and power! 

ThinkPad 355CS 170MB/BS 	, 
l 	IBM adds a new ThinkPad ma. to its impressive lineup with the model 355.. Its most important e 	features enable you to remove the hard drive and store it offsite for data security, orb move it to 

another machine thr easier access. Why fly across country with notebook, carrying case, printer, 
4..i7' f, 	accessories, adapter and cables intow, when you can simply remove the hard drive, pack it up in 
ei 41 	its security case and transport Ito its new location? Just plug it in to the ThinkPad 

at your new location, make your presentation and go on working just as if nothing 

B 1, I,  $2 5 9 9  

m V 	
convenience for you, And when you 
sit down with your new ThinkPad, you'll know 
you were made for each other! This dual scan 

baggage and a lot more 

' 	

- i• ,. 
has changed. Its a lot less 

✓ V 	 color display looks great; ifs easy on your vision, and 	
11848069 

lt,   just as easy on your budget. 

V, V, 	Drive & Active 
V V 	Matrix Color 	-==- —1-__. ------ --- 	 • 2 PCMCIA Type II or 1 Type III slot' 

V I 355C Think 	
• 9. 

with 250MB Hard 	

'. 

_ 
. 	

• Internal 1.44MB fl 

• Lightweight 5.5 lbs. 

floppy drive 
V dual scan, high contrast color display 

. NI.. battery 	• 24.6 faxmodem 
,..... 

.W/,  
, 

v 	ThinkPad 	, 	• Intel SL enhanced 486SX 33MHz• 4MB memory, upgradable to 20MB 
• Removable 170MB hard drive 

✓ V  

Los Angeles 
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Monitors 

IBM' SVGA 

$354 
28 Monitor '161194" 

Low Emission SVGA _ 

4 	_ 

1111 j 

COMPAQ $279 

	

SVGA Color 	 0848127 

3 Yr. Warranty 
Affordable 

NEC SAVE mu MSync X 	4833921 

Affordable Non- 
Glare Flat Screen 

HARI 
[ 

AVE MultiSync 3V  
NEC manes Mb .400599  

tAonitor 	Screen Maximum 	Dot 	Horiz. Scan 	Vert. Scan 	Compatibility 	 Other Features Size 	Resolution Pitch 	Frequency 	Frequency 
IBM PS/1 SVGA 	14. 	10240 768 28mm 	31.5kHz 	60Hz 	 VGA, SVGA 	 Tilt/Swivel Base 

Compaq SVGA Cobr 14. 	1024 x 768 .28mm 	31.5-38kHz 	43-60Hz 	VGA, SVGA 	 Anti-Glare Screen 
NEC 2V 	14. 	1024 x 768 .28mm 	30-57kHz 	50-100Hz 85141A, XGA, XGA-2, Mac 	Digital Control System 

NEC 3FGe 	15. 	10240 768 .28mm 31-39.5147.8-49.5kHz 55-90Hz 8514/A, XGA, XGA-2, I.. 	Nil. Control System 
NEC 3V 	15. 	10240 768 .28mm 	31-50kHz 	55-90Hz 8514/A, XGA, XGA-2, Mac Intelligent Power Manager 

Low Emission 
Non-Interlaced 

crimma$414 1024 Color  
comPAa 15151 ..77.499 

Flat Screen 

illi
499
i  7  m ' -- 7  ..-,--..a 

15" NI 	maw 1/73133241 

Trinitron with 
3 Yr. Warranty 

— 01  h_ 

7111011  
SONY. $ou 
Multiscan 15SF 	73397  

Digital Controls & 
XGA2 Compatible 

NEC $559 
MuMSync 
AFGe AccuColor 	.673111 

Adjust Flat, Anti-Glare & 	I 
luced Magnetic Field I 

NEC olusy SONY. '1099 MultiSync  5F9e 	9413128  

17.E 	 #748483 NEC 

Trinitron 
1280 x 1024 3LE!.„! 
Resolution  

_ 

lit  
......1. 	.877076 

SONY. 

G I PM . 27 ST '2099  

State-Of-The-Art 
Video Display 

COMPAQ $999 
171FS 	#750075 

!. , 
Monitor 	Sc 	

u 
reen ..111.1...a.111MiliMen Vert. Scan 	Compatibility 	

-.71-- —r - 
Other Features 

Size , ,IMM= MMEDcy Freqency 
I 

Sony 17SE 	17 . 	1024 x 768(NI) .25mm 	28-58kHz 	50-87Hz 	VGAJSVGA/8514/Mac 	Application Specific Int. Circuit 
NEC 5FGe 	17. 	10240 768(NI) .28mm 	31-62kHz 	55-90Hz 8514/A, XGA,XGA-2/Mac 	View Multiple Applications 

NEC 6FGp 	21 . 	1280x 1024(NI) .28mm 	27-79kHz 	55-90. 8514/A, XGA,XGA-2/Mac CAD, Graphics, DT Publishing 
Sony GDM-20SE 	20' 	16000 1200(NI) .30mm 	30-71kHz 	50-120Hz 	VGA/SVGA/8514/Mac 	Swedish MPR II Compliance 

Compaq 171FS 17' Flat 1024 x 768(NI) .28mm 31.5-58kHz 50-1001-1. VGA/SVGA/8514 Front Panel Controls ,  

, 

, 	 See Pages 9-12 For More Exciting Monitors! 

Los Angeles 
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Canon Printers 
	 IBM/MS-DOS 

BJC-4000 
BubbleJet Color Printer 

This Bubble Jet printer allows you to 
print out superior high resolution black 
and white documents at laser speed. lei—,  Quickly produce 720x360dpi resolution 
at 5ppm, or change to brilliant, full color 
360x360dpi for more flair and impact. 
The BJC-4000 holds up to 100 sheets of 

-, letter size paper or 15 envelopes and 
prints on a variety of paper stock indud-
mg censparencice. All this versatirity 

-,,, 

	

	and high performance is avail.le to you 

compact price. 

tVlSt f •• SAuspfearsira lsarzonererrrp,1 7,  20 x 360dpi 

• Supports up to 16.7 milhon C.:AC/TS 

.. • . • • . ' 	 • Replaceable ink cartridges for low cost 
•• 	 • 2-year limit. warranty 

• Windows drivers included 

$ 
• Prints on plain paper, coated stock, glossy, 

transparency or back print film 

	

Canon 	4871590 499  
BJC-600 

BubbleJet Color Printer 
1111 	

The brilliant 
choice in a 

	

_ 	personal color printer! 
...— 

Ton EfoC-600 v,tua.ry eiiminates 
bleeding across colors on plain 
paper. Thanks to new faster drying 

-' 	.,. \ s' ,. 	 inks, and an innovative 4-color printer 
- - head that applies them with exact 

precision, you get beautiful color 
where you want it. There's also a 
separate ink cartridge for each color, 

so you won't have to replace all other colors when one runs out. It meets Energy 
Star requirements — the EPA's guidelines for energy conservation. 

• Includes 20 scalable True Type"' fonts and 7 resident bitmapp. fonts 
• 360 x 360dpi resolution 
• Features an automatic 100-sheet feeder—handles legal, letter, plain, 

coated paper and envelopes 
• Lightweight 9.9 lbs. 

$ 
• 2-year limited warranty 

Canon 	.694919 519 

Canon BubbleJet 200e 
The inkjet printer with the 

famous Canon engine! 
The 8.1-200 inkjet printer now has 
dramatically improved graphics and 1111111H. _ faster text throughput. You get 360dpi 
resolution, bi-direcllonal printing in 
256 shades of gray with new error 
diffusion and a muttipass mode for 
improved text and graphics. Crisp, 

S29 	
sharp text, and smooth gradients will 

make your documents really stand out, 
Quiet, 42dB (A) noise level and 700,000 
character inkjet cartridge life provides laser 

t762S55 	 quality printing at halt the cost. 

Canon BubbleJet 230 
With Canon's innovative print head technology, the 0,I-230 produces clean, crisp 
characters, and perfectly shaded half-tones for graphics so you always get 
professional looking documents. 
• Laser-like print-360dpi 	Canon • Light weight-7.7 pounds 42g • Standard auto feed 100 sheets or 10 envelopes 	 9 
• Sturdy compact design with a reliable 

2-year warranty 

Canon BJ-10sx 
Faster, high quality 
printing on the go!  

1 The Canon 6,1-1. is the lighter, more afford- 	1- 
able poceble. Its compact design, fast 
performance and crisp. clean laser-like output 
makes the .1lica 
the perfect pont, 
sukttion 
most demanding $259 
mobile 
profeceional. ow. 	 Canon 

	

_.......-- _. 	LaserBeam 430 

	

-. 	With the help of improved "automatic image 
• refinement" for te. smoothing and "super fine 

ol r l 

	

, 	toner," the LBP-430 produces sharp, 300 dpi, 
high quality output. It features a new on-demand 
f user technology, so its ready to print almost 
instantaneously. It consumes 8 times less power 
than the average laser—meeting Energy Star" 

requirements — the EPA's guidelines for energy conservation. 
• 4 pages per minute 
• 300dpi laser-like output 
• 100-sheet universal cassette 
• 22 fonts ( 8 scalable) 

 • 2-vear limited warrant, 	 swear 

IBM® ExecJet II 4076 InkJet Printer 
Upgrade to business class: The IBM ExecJet II by Lexmark 
The IBM Execlet 11 4076 delivers laser-quality printing of text and graphics, for crisper text and fine detail drawings. 
It complies with the EPA Energy Star standards and carries a 2-year Lexmark Express Service warranty. 

• High-quality 600.00 dpi using Print Quality Enhancement Technology 
• Comes with 12 resident scalable fonts 
• Handles the wide variety of the paper stocks you use every day - letterhead, labels, envelopes, 

transparencies and monarch sheets 
• Supports all popular software with its HP. DeskJer 500 printer and IBM Proprinter emulations 
• 150 sheet capacity with a no-U-tom paper path to help eliminate paper jams 
• High-speed parallel interface standard; serial interface optional 	 173011e 

13.__ 	1gmark 4. 

1 --------, , 

J

-  

9 lOR 
The IBM LaserPrinter 1OR — a 

hardworking model for business 
and commercial applications! 

$ NS731 389 

At 1OPPM, the LaserPrinter 1OR is an affordable alternative for generating text, 
business graphics or spreadsheets in single or shared printing environments. 

• 15PPM with its fast RISC processor 
• 600 dpi with Print Quality Enhancement Technology 	 ' 

• 200-sheet tray with automatic paper-size sensing 
• 12 bitmap and 52 scalable fonts 
• Supports both PostScript and PCL5 	Model 1/403910R 
• One-year carry-in warranty 

130-Sheet Duplex 
Accessory 

	 $699 for 4039  1OR 	.7.69  

Los Angeles 
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11111i HP DeskJet 
310 Portable 
Printer 
• 3,00,,cdrpcai Bplabaclkeor 0 

• 84 typeface, 
style and size I' 
combinations 

HP DeskJet 
520 Printer 
You'll not only find the speed and 	

- 

reliability of the HP DeskJet, but you 
get 600s 300 dpi thermal inkjet printing 	 - 

at 3 ppm. Includes 6 intemal bitmapped 
fonts and 13 TrueType scalable fonts 
for Windows. 

Color 
Kit 

539 
Battery 

'42. 
Cut Sheet 

Feeder 

'82" 
Worldwide 

Rapid Recharger 

'82" 
r676403 

5711580 

• Includes HP's Resolution Enhancement 
Carrying 	Technology 

Case 	• Inkjet cartridges prints to plain and 
glossy paper '89" 

.559625 
,62971 279 

HP DeskJet . 
560C Printer . e 

Create outstanding documents in sharp, 000s 	- ' .  1 
300 dpi resolution! Dual cartridges work 	4i ., ' 	''''--- 	

-. 
	,.-- ... 

together seamless,/ for integrated color and/or• -:-:`, -!--.. 	-  ..._......„ 
BAN phnting! 	 . 	. 

	

,... 	. 
• Easy color with HP's ColorSmart technology 	 .. 
• Composite bled,and color printing at 3 ppm 	. , „ 
• 6 butt-in bitmap. 	 ' 	

rt762963 
fonts, 14 TrueType fonts 

DeskJet - 256K Memory Expansion $54 
(except 	'14495 HP 1200C) 	.244426 	_ 

laser-quality color plus connectivity! 

HP PaintJet -:- I 
XL300 	_ 

	

Am.. 	- _ 
Printer 	.. 

	 , 

 

This 300 dpi workhorse in the HP color printer line sell meet the need for 
beautiful color images and high impact charts and presentations, and, in keeping with HP's 
emphasis on quality and affordability. Owner destroy your office expenditures and maintenance 
budget! When you need laser quality color on plain paper or transparencies, or color profs 
from your artwork era desktop publishing project, $ 4  
eliminate!. middleman and produce high 
resolution text and graphics, with PCL level 5 
color support, Intellifont• scalable fonts, and 
optional PostScript Level 2. HP PaintJet XL300 - 

HP DeskJet 
500C Color 	

• 
Printer 
The affordable color printing 
solution for the whole family! 
With the advancement of inkjet technology, color printing has become much more affordable. 
HP's entry-level color inkjet printer provides crisp, 300 
dpi printing in full color, or for superb text and grayscale 
images, change to the black cartridge. A brand new 
piinthead is built into each cartridge, so it's like getting a 
pdnter tuneup with out the cost of a service call. 
Economical, clean, quiet, this DeskJet will serve you well 
for all your family and small business needs. 	 4441303 

powerful office printer with full color! 

HP DeskJet 
1200C Printeriy--- _ 
No matter what you want to accomplish in color 
printing, the HP DeskJet 12. can make it 
happen. With support for 16 million colors, and a 
wide range of scalable fonts, PCL hand optional • 
PostScript Level 2, this printer has the versatility 
to handle any printing job. 	 Illapr 

• Out of ink sensing — will stop printing 
• Energy Star certified 
• Uses PCL 5 printer language 
• Improved quality with smoother print 
• Improved memory management 
• Page protection printing — with extra 4MB 	aoasaar 

option, ensures complex page phnting 

HP PRINTER FEATURES 

Printing Technology: 

Maximum Monthly Volume (pages): 
Print Speed (ppm): 

Processor Speed: 

DESKJET 310 

Inkjet 

1,00 
Up to 3 

NA 

DESKJET 520 

Inkjet 

1,000 
Up to 3 

NA 

The color connection for your office! 

DESKJET 500C/ 560C 

Color Ingot 

1,000 
Up to 3 

NA 

Printing Resolution: 300 dpi 600 . 300 dpi 300dpi16000300 

Resolution Enhancement Technology: Na Yes No / Yes 

Standard Number Input Trays / Capacity: Manual 1 /100 11 100 

Output Tray Capacity: NA 50 50 

Paper Sizes: Letter, Legal, 

A-4 

Letter, Legal, 

0-4, Envelopes 

Letter, Legal, 

Executive (5500),0-4, Envelopes 

Paper Types: Copy, Bond, 

Transparencies, Labels 
Copy, Bond, 
Envelopes 

Transparencies, Copy, Bond, 
Envelopes, Labels 

Standard Envelope Handling / Capacity: NA Manual/ 1 Manual/1 / Built-INUP to 20  

Two-sided Printing (Duple., No Na Na 

Internal Bitmapped Fonts / Scalable Typefaces: 11 	 ' NA 14 /NA 14/NA / 11/NA 

Font Cartridge Slots: NA 2 2 

Additional Downloadable Fonts: NA with Optional Memory Wei Optional Memory 

Standard Memory: 480 Buffer 18K Butler 4810 Buffer/ 80K Butler 

Optional Memory: NA 128/256K up to 512K 128/256K up to 512K 

Standard Interfaces: Centronics Parallel Sena' & Parallel Serial & Patallel 

Standard Printer Languages: HP PAL 3 HP PCL 3 HP PCL 3 

Optional Printer Languages: NA Epson F0-80 and NA 

IBM Proprinter III 

Operating Noise: 45. 44dB 45d13 / 49dB 

Footprint Size (W . Lx HI with tray: 12.2,5.75, 2.5.  17.3, 14.8,13 17.3,14.8,8, 17.5, 15.3, 8.7 

Warranty: 10001 3 years 3 years 

#495988 

DESKJET 1200C PAINTJET XL 30, 

Color Inkjet 	 Color Inkjet 

8,000 	 3,000 

	

Text-up to 7, Color-up to 1 	 Up to 6 

	

RISC i80960SA, 11MHz 	 NA 

	

Te01-6005300, Color-300dpi 	 300 dpi 

Yes 	 Na 
ml 180 	 1 / 200 

100 	 50 
Letter, Legal, 	 Letter, Legal, Tabloid 

A-4, Envelopes 

	

Copy, Bond,Envebpes 	 Plain, Gbssy, Jet Sates 

	

Labels, Nat...es 	Merffe, TransParencles 
Manual/ 1 	 NA 

No 	 Na 

1 / 45 scalable 	 14 / 13 

	

1 8.aserJet Compatible) 	 2 

	

With Optional Memory 	 WM) Optional Memory 

2MB 	 2MB 

Up To 26MB 	 up to 18MB 

	

Parallel & Network 000108 	 Parallel & AppleTalk 

	

HP PCL5, HPGL-2 	 PCL5,51/2 

PS Level 2 	 PS Level 2 

49dB 	 47dB 

	

19.1, 16.9, 11, 	 20, 30, .10.  
1 Year-Unit Exchange By H - racer 

Los Angeles 
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HP LaserJet 4L 
Printer . _ 

The LaserJet 4L is a 
complete, affordable 
and easy-to-use 300dpi 
laser printer specifically - 
designed for the needs 
of the single user. 

Create great-looking 
documents and 
graphics easily with HP'S 
Resolution Enhancement technology. 
Plus, you'll find simple, one-button access to all printer 

' settings. HP's LaserJet 4L is the perfect choice for home or office 

	

, 	' 
 

printing. Thilfull

Oh 600 dp 

atured printer 
offers 45 scalable typefaces, 	

, — • 

True 600 clpi 	HP LaserJet 
Resolution! 	4P Printer 
The LaserJet4P is e 	i 	i • 	._-,,....,.. 
standa rd for affordable laser 	-1- 	 -, -_ 

, 

All 
. 	r---- -- 	, 
,. i 	—11111111111111 

A  2MB of memory with HP Memory 	, j 	i 

	

Mir. 	Au Enhancement technology, 4 pPm  

	

.114 	_... engine with a fast RISC processor, 	' 	
_111 — 

	

,t, 	•4 outstanding paper handling and morel 

, 
• 300 dpi plus Resolution Enhancement and toner 	$ 	 • True 600 dpi plus Resolution Enhancement and 	$ 
• Enhanced PCL 5 	 microfine toner for even greater sharpness 
• 26 scalable typefaces 	 • Prints on more paper sizes and types than ever 
• 100 sheet adjustable tray / 50 sheet output 	 including post cards and 3 x 5 cards 

000772 	 • 4ppm with 45 scalable typefaces 	001907 

HP LaserJet HP LaserJet 4S1 
True 600 d1/3 	. 4 Plus 	., 	Resolution! 	

, Printer , ii iii  t 
Printer 	_ 	, 	Crisis management comes 

.11%1 	to the aid of nehvo. printing! 	-• 	_ 

	

A\ _,„, performance network laser potter,. - 	

1 e. 

Outstanding print quality 	 ------..... 	---„,. 	-.._-, 

	

..... , , 	 based on a 25MHz RISC processor, is capable 	
laTtia 

i 
at the information super- 	 : . 	,7-1",,C 	 of piinting at 17 ppm at a resolution of 600 dpi, 	i!, f.. 	- — i• 	— 

highway speed!
_..,.. ... 

• — , , 	 and is one of the most adaptable printers Wit 	i ,. • ,_,... 
High resolution 600 x 600 dpi output .;-- 	 by HP. Its modular design enables , to add  

coupled with microfine tom: produce ... -  . -, . : 	 interfaces, memory, PostScript and paper- 	 . 
the smoothest text and grad 	f or • . . 	 --,.... - - 	. ,.. 	 twang aCCeSsories to meet any business 	, 

	

_ 	. 	 _. 	. 
need. Built for multiple users, performance 	, ; . today's scalable font and imaging 	

- - i' : ,..i.:_4! 	 speed has been dramatically improved with 	 _- x_._, • 
technology. The Laserjet 4 Plus includes 45 built-in 
scalable fonts selected from among thousands to handle a wide 	 high-speed, bi-directional parallel and network 

range of office applications and uses memory compression to vinually double the 	 interfaces. Multiple input trays and a high-duty 	$ 

effectiveness of your printer memory. Complex documents print faster with a high speed RISC 	cycle  of 75,000 pages Per  month ceff ifY H is 
$processor and PCL 5, up to 12 ppm, a necessity 	printer to handle the toughest, most time-critical 

in today's busy office environment. Network com- 	job you can find. When you've got to have it, 

	

patible, and includes 	 you've 901 00 have the LaserJet 4Sil 	2605121 
performance-tuned 

	

application drivers and [Km HEWLETT® Duplex Accessory 	
$54995 111305371 39 	high-speed parallel 

	

/.!J PACKARD for 2-sided printing 	...35 interface. 

Font Cartridges 
Pro Collection 	 mono .239.0 
Word Perfect (Waist° LaserJet III and 	258012 1 59.9 
Microsoft 	 N272252 '159.9 
Tear 	 rooms '159.9 

PostScript Cartridge Pius (.‘fed 2 PeetSeript, 
Includes Adobe Tyue Manager and automatic languege ...etching 

PostScript Cartridge Plus (Level 21 	 wean .399.9 
PostScript SIMM for LaserJet 4 	 .56,617 .319.0 
PostScnpt SIMM for LaserJet 4P 	 1,22970 .239.0 
PostScript SIMM for LaserJet 4 Plus 	 EQ.°, .319.0 

Nole EIMB of memory required for PostScraa 

HP PRINTER FEATURES 	I  

Memory Expansion 

1M8 Memory Expansion-La.rJet 4L .116009. .99.00 
2MB Memory Expansion- 

Lasedet Series III, IIID, IIIP 811P 	 .307482 .224.95 
4MB Memory Expansion-LaserJet Series 4SI, 

4 84M, PaintJetXL300 DeskJet 1200C . 4413872 "234.95 
4MB SIMM for LaserJet 4P/LJ 4 Plus . 	722a5,1 '249.95 

Laser 
8,000 

Up to 4 
16MHz RISC 

600 dpi 
Yes and Microfine Toner 

1 / 250 
150 

3" x 5", Letter, Legal, A-4, 
Executive, Envelopes 

Copy, Bond, Envelopes 
Transpanmci., Labels 

Manual / 1 
No 

Limited Only By Memory 
2MB with MEt 

up to 26MB 
Serial /Parallel 

Enhanced HP PCL 5 
Ado. PostScript 

Level 2 
4600 

14.7,15.4"x 6.2D 
12 months 

Laser Input Trays 

HP LaserJet 	Letter Site 	 2314476 .61.95 
series,, 	 Legal Size 	 *swat .64.95 

and Series III 	Envelope 	 43144941 .89.00 

Hp LaserJet  hp Letter Size 	 1270751 .59.95 
and IIIP 	 Legal Size 	 11272722 '69.95 

Envelope 	.270744 '69.95 

HP LaserJet 4, Multi-fit 250 sheet 	 assn. '89.00 
4 Plus and 	 500 sheet cassette 	 oss4o21 .299.00 

4. plus 	 Pwr. envelope feeder 	 #564039 .299.00 

LASERJET 4SI 

Laser 
75,000 

Up to 17 
25MH2 RISC 

600 dpi 
Yes and Microfine Toner 

2 / 500 
500 

Letter, Legal. 4-4, 
Executive, Envelopes 

Copy, Bond, Envelopes 
Transparencies, Labels 

Manual / 1 
Optional 

14/8 

Limited Only By Memory 
2MB 

1, 4MB up to 32MB 
Parallel / Modular 110121 

HP PCL 5, (Incl. HP GU21 
Integrated Adobe PostSchpt 

Level 2 
48.5013 

21.6.  x 29.5,16, 
12 months 

	

Printing Technology: 	 Laser 

	

Maximum Monthly Volume (pages): 	 6000 

	

Print Speed (ppm): 	 Up to 4 

	

Processor Speed: 	 16MHz 

	

Printing Resolution: 	 300450 

	

Resolution Enhancement Technology: 	 Yes 

	

Standard Number Input Trays / Capacity: 	 1 / 100 

	

Output Tray Capacity: 	 50 

	

Paper Sizes: 	 Letter, Legal, 
Ex.utive 

	

Paper Types: 	 Copy, Bond, Envelopes 
Transparencies, Labels 

	

Standard Envelope Handling / Capacity: 	 Manual /1 

	

Two-sided Printing (Duplex): 	 Na 

	

Internal Bitrnapped Feels! Scalable Typefaces: 	 0126  
Font Cartridge Slots: 

	

Additional Downloadable Fonts: 	 Limited Only By Memory 

	

Standard Memory: 	 1MB with MEt 

	

Optional Memory: 	 up to 2M0 

	

Standard Interfaces: 	 Bi-Tronics Parallel 

	

Standard Printer Languages: 	 Enhanced HP PCL 5 

	

Optional Printer Languages: 	 NA 

	

Operating Noise: 	 48dB 

	

Footprint Size IWo La H) with tray: 	 14.5, 14, 6.5.  

	

Warranty: 	 12 months 

LASERJET 4L 
	

LASERJET 4P I LASERJET 4 PLUS 

Laser 
20.000 
Unto 12 

25MHz RISC 
600 der 

Yes and Microfine Toner 
2 / 350 

250 
Letter, Legal, 0-4, 

Executive, Envelopes 
Copy, Bond, Erwelopes 
Transparencies, Labels 

Manual 8 Auto / 10 
No 

Limited Only By Memory 
2MB with MEt 

1. 2MB up to 66M0 
Serial / Parallel / Modular I10 

Enhanced HP PCL 5 
Adobe PostScript 

Level 2 
42.9dB 

18,25,10. 
 12 months 

Los Angeles 
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Okidata Printers 

ML 520 	ML 590 
Speed, quality and 	 ''-'' 	Feature-rich, 24-pin printer , -----______ _ _,, , 	, 	 Color 	_ 
superior performance " ---- 	— ' .'" 	with color capability Li -140*----.-- j 1' . 

,y 	 apable ,  
• 3 printing speeds. 80 3200 430cps 	. 	 ,,,,,1,,,,,,, ,  : 	 • 2 printing speeds  -,n,,,,,,,..,,. ,,,,,,,, : • Faster than any printer in its class 	 .7 resident fonts plus!  ac,elift 
• Automatic switching between different papers- 	 --, ..f:t'i,N.-d. 	 ••Superior paper handling 

no printhead adjusting necessary 	 • Automatic switching between different papers 
, 	 ' • OKIsmart Pane for supenor paper handling 	 9 	• OKIsmad Type, for 6-part forms, labels and envelopes 

AIL 521 Wide Carriage 0.13 	c  ... 	 ML 551 Wide Carnage ts466a 	054 s 39 	 $469 .. 	 4 	' 	 meets 

ML 395 	ML 380 	 ML 320 & 321 , „ 	 . 
Durable 9-pin minters High -volume printer 	S2mparilnl tbsupeedsiness orbit e r 	 i,, 	; . . 

'-'4:01 	. inPciru":„ToPZP: 414.0,0  
high.speed draft 	

60cps or 180cps 
• Perfect for home or 

M L smaII business 	

• DA. 	• 3 print speeds: 63cps or 250cps .111.. --7,  , 

ON TA 

• Paper parking & push tractor 
• Rugged 8 reliable 

L 320 Narrow 	ML 321 • 5-part forms 	 Carriage 	Wide Carriage 
Nib 	..1 	

• 6 reSident LO type faces 

'1099 .6.9„9 
caPa- , 	•-•••• 	P • • rofessional paper h andling 	$229 OK! 

W272328 	 11105551$344 	'479 
Print Head: 

Mic Draft Speed: 
NLO Speed: 

Iniffslumns: 
Resolution: 

- Buffer: 
Resident Fonts: 
Bar Code Fonts: 
Paper Handling: 
it.Tractor Types: 

Pull Tractor: 

ip Emulations: 

Std. Interface: 
Serial Interface: 

Color Option: 

9-pin 
430iM 
80 

80/1S1111111 
288x 144 

64K 	• 
2 

8 
Top, rear, bottom 
Push/pull option' 

#544692-545.95/ 
0544684-549.95 

IBM ProPrinter 
Epson FX 

Parallel 
#107755—$73 

1 year 

9-pin 

300 
62 

80/131111M 
2400 216 

28K 

fop, rear, bottom 
PRIMIroptionil 
#146571,55/ 
046589-559 
IBM ProPrinter A 

Epson FX 
Parallel 

#107755-573 

1 year 

24-pin 	 24--in 	 24-.in 	 24-pin 
r 1B0' 	 607 	'- 

60 	IIIMEIME 	120 	 242 

MAO •r , 	 - - 	1 
360 x 180 	 360 x 360 	 360 x 360 	360 x 360 

8K 	
.. . . 

- 	64K' . 
6 	 7+Facelift 	 7+Facelift 	 6 

..- 	,..• 
 

'6 • 
bp, rear, bottom 	Top, rear, bottom 	Top, rear, bottom 	Top, rear, bottom 
lgeWilpull optio, - -VII' 	P .,. '. ,-7,  ' eh/pull 0141199F"" 
#272344—$55 	6544692-545.95 	#544684—$4995 	 NA 

Epson LQ 	 IBM 20/24 	 IBM 20/24 	 IBM 3224 
— 	 Epson LO 	 Epson LO 	Epson LO 

Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 	Parallel/Serial 
#2723a1—$99 	#107755-473 	#107755-473 	 -- 

0544676 --$59.95 	8544676-55995 

1year 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 1 year 

This technology uses an LED (Light Emitting Diode) printhead 	The Okidata LED printhead is guaranteed for 5 full years, the 
LED printers offer laser-quality output at a much lower cost. 	Ira-photographic printing was developed by Oki Electronics. 	loKil 

OK!'as  a light source within the imaging device. This form of elec- 	longest warranty in the industry. 	 — 
- 

OL400e OL410e 

$499 

	

.5, 

OL410e/PS 

'979 
• 300dpi 	 This high productivity 
• 4 page -per-minute 	printer runs by a 16-bit 
• 44 resident bitmap fonts RISC chip instead of 
• HP LaserJet Series Hp+ an  8-bit, „ill print  

Emulation 
• 100 - sh 	capacity 	a laser-quality page of eet  
• Handles a variety of 	mixed text and graph- 

paper types 	 ics extremely fast! All 
• 5.5" 002.6" x 	 this power comes in a 
• Lightweight-only 17 lbs light, compact design, 

along with a 5-year 1MB Mention/ s
119 	LED warranty! 

• 600 dpi class 	You'll find outstanding 
• 2MB RAM with 	600 dpi claw output for 

Enhanced Memory 	a price you can afford! 
Management for toll 	The OL410e also 
page graphics 	offers enhanced mem- 

• 4 ppm with RISC 	city management, so 
• Dual interfaces with 	your 2MB of RAM is 

auto switching 	virtually equivalent to 
• 12 scalable fonts 	4MB of user memory! 
• 100-sheet capacity 	Also provides you with 
• Handles a variety of 	12 scalable fonts, 4 

paper PIP.s 	 ppm speed and more!  

• 4 page-per-minute with RISC 
• 600 dpi class 
• Adobe PostScript Level 2 
• 37 Adobe PostScript fonts & 

12 Intellifonts 

Get complete Windows and Macintosh 
compatibilities right out of the box with 
auto switching interfaces and the ability 
to connect up to three computers at the 
some time. 

Los Angeles 
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Print Head: 
Draft Speed cps: 

NLOJSLO Speed cps: 
Columns: 

Resolution: 
Buffer Std.: 

Exp. 32K Buffer: 
Resident Fonts: 
Paper Harding: 

Tractor Types: 

Pull Tractor: 

Emulations: 

Std. Interface .  

Serial Interface: 
Norse Level 

Color Option: 

Warranty: 

24-pin 

250 

80 

360 x 360 
14K 

6 LO 
lop/rear 

push 

IBM ProPrinter X24E 

Epson L0860 
Para, 

4.54.100 

43./OVA quer mode 

#857474-549.99 

2 years 

24-pin 

320 

106 

360 a 360 

20K 

8300137-559.95 
11+1 SLO font 

top/rear/bottom/front 

push/pull 
standard 

IBM ProPrinter X24E 
Epson L0860 

Paraile 
6813713—S89 

46.5dBA 

43.54130 quiet mode 

8466805-549 
2 years 

Panasonic & Epson Printers 
	

IBM/MS-DOS 

Side Writer KX-P4400 SideWriter-  KX-P5400 
Small Footprint...Gigantic Feat! 	 ....! ,....!7' , , 	The portable laser printer—it's quiet, .: 
The Panasonic SideWriter LED page printers tread new ground in the 	1,-, 	, r 	' . 	last and weighs only 14 pounds! --   
page printer market. They both give you a competitive print speed of Put speed peeet and pooabilityoeyovndesktopwithrheSideWrfter KX-P5400 laser printer! 
4 ppm, but their real advantage is their unique upright design and tiny 	.0  

Includes 2MB of standard RAM, 17 Adobe Type 1 fonts and offers crisp 300 dpi resolution. 
(0.52 square loot) footprint that will Von just about any desk. 

a u  • Sharp, 300 dpi resolution 	 !.., 	 and 'rib eirne''s are  op tiPOnsaltai  I f a XporrorlptpulernTsathlk: intSiederlaWcer'forrina' acon *nectlin.ron't: ryoufaxr mMaacichnitl. 
• HP LaserJet Series IIP emulation 	 , 	. Sharp , 300 dpi resolution 	 #730143 
• Very small footprint-weighs only 14.3 lbs. 	move 	 • Unique "Sideways" design 
• 100 sheet multi-purpose paper bay 
• 28 bitmap fonts 	

$479  :. 	 . 	...,, yit di:0e,, esp t  quiet not,  p 
torts

r  a  i o n 	 849  

.,  MB RAM standard, expandable to 4.5MB 

• Fast 4 pprn print speed 	 c.. A......  40 • Plain paper fax option available in the fall 
— 

KX-P2130 Color Option 
Panasonic offers a quiet, energy saving printer for the home office and 
small business with popular features including built-in 20 page cut sheet 
feeder and a tat-belt push tractor for easier paper handling. This addi-
tion to the Panasonic color option Hoar printers offers 24pin dot matrix 
printing, print speeds up to 250ops in draft and 83cps in LO mode. 

• Built-in sheet feed handles up to 20 sheetsEigai 
• Quiet 43.5dBA in super quiet mode 
• Automatic paper toad 
• Single sheets can be loaded either in portrait 	$ 20  

or landscape orientation 
• Multiple font capabilities 
• Energy Star*. compliant 
• 2.year limited warranty 	 I1850339 

	

FEATURES 	SideWriter 4400 	SideWriter 5400 

	

Speed: 	 4PPP, 	 4POrn 

	

Engine: 	 Panasonic 	 Panasonic 

	

Tech: 	 LED 	 LED 

	

Resolution: 	 300dpi 	 300dpi 

	

Fonts: 	 28 bitrnap 	 17 scalable 

	

Memory: 	 1MB 	 2MB 

	

Interface: 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 

	

Emulation: 	 PCL 4 	 PostScript 2, PCL 4 

	

Weight: 	 14.3 lbs. 	 14.3 lbs. 

	

Options: 	 Serial interlace, 	 Serial and AppleTalk 
PostScnpt upgrade 	interface, Fax Option 

	

Warranty: 	 1 year 	 1 year 

	

LED RIO. 	 5 years 	 5 years 

	

SKU: 	 0770420 	 0730143 

	

Price: 	 $479 	 5849  

SKIN: 	I 	8850339 6499020 

5349 	
Panasonic Authorized PanISMA  

Price: 	 5209 Service Center 

EPSON PRINTERS —laser, laser-quality inkjet and impact printers to handle the job 

the clear advantage. It now provides true 720dpi 

in software. 

	

The Epson Stylus'. Color Inkjet Printer now has 	4 

resolution on special paper, not just interpolated 

Stylus Color Inkjet ActionLaser 1600 	 :—...- 

The personal and small business printer with 	"1* 7 "- 
built-in support for up to lour users without the 	_ 	. 
additional expense of a network,  

=7,5=31132=ErM 
 

• 600dpi with Resolution Enhancement Technology di  

999 '599 
• Seem print speed with RISC processor 
• 45 built-in scalable fonts 	 0 
• 2MB memory, upgradable to 64MB 
• HP LaserJett. 4 compatible a more 	8542930 

 

Actionlaser 1500 	• Auto-emulation switching ,./IM optional Adobe 
Postsc, card 

• 300x300dpi output 	 • 6pprn prod speed 	 • 6000 page toner cartridge/ drum life 

• High capacity input tray handles letter, legal, 	$599  2mg 	memory 
• 1MB memory standard, expandable to 5MB 	 • Quiet 47 dB (A) noise level 
• 14 bitmapped and 13 scalable fonts 

envebpes 
itssim$159 • HP lli and Epson dot matrix emulation 	 k656793 

	

EPSON 	,„„ „, n  
IMPACT PRIN 	 '' 

	

TERS 	 ' '''''" 	
F0-870 	 FX-1170 	 LO-570, 	 1 	 LO-107. 	1 	 L0-870 	 1.01 170 

	

Print Head: 	 24-pin 	 9-pin 	 9-pin 	 24-pin 	 24-, 	 24-pin 	 24-pin 

	

Draft Speed cps: 	250 	 342 	 342 	 268 	 269 	 330 	 330 

	

NLQ Speed: 	90 	 68 	 se 	 so 	 90 	 110 	 110 

	

Columns: 	ao 	 80 	 136 	 80 	 136 	 80 	 136 

	

Resolution: 	360 x 360 	 240 x 216 	240 x 216 	360 x 360 	 360 x 360 	 360 x 360 	 360 x 360 

	

Buffer: 	— 	 24K 	• 	24K 	 8K 	 81, 	 80 	 8K 

	

Resident Fonts: 	 1412 scalable 	 3 	 3 	 14/4 scalable 	1414 scalable 	14/2 scalable 	14/2 scalable 

	

Paper Handling: 	front paper tray 	top/rear/ 	 top/rear/ 	 top/rear/ 	 top/rear/ 	 top/rear/ 	 top/rear/ 
bottom/front 	bottorn/front 	bottorn/front 	bottom/front 	bottom.. 	bottorn/front 

	

Tractor Types: 	 friction feed 	push/pull option 	push/pull option 	push/pull option 	push/pull option 	push/pull option 	push/pull option 

	

Pull Tractor: 	— 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 

	

Emulations: 	Epson ESC/P2 	IBM ProPrinter 	IBM ProPrinter 	Epson ESC/P2 	Epson ESC/P2 	Epson ESC/P2 	Epson ESC/P2 
Epson FX 	 Epson FX 

	

Std. Interface: 	Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 	 Parallel 

	

Serial Interfaces 	 NA 	 NA 	 4417303-567.95 	 9417303-867.95 	 0417303,67.95 	 8417303-567.95 

	

Noise Level: 	50dBA 	 55dBA 	 55dBA 	 46.5dBA 	 46.5dBA • 	 55dBA 	 55dBA 

	

Warranty: 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 2 years 	 2 years 

	

SKUti: 	8497891 	 4558114 	 #5591 06 	 0643056 	 0690834 	 8415828 	 0415810 

	

Price: 	8179 	 8299 	 8399 	 5249 	 5397 	 5499 	 5699 

That's the clear advantage to you, dramatic, 
crisp edges to each letter, delicate graphics 
will no longer look smudged. It's a change 
you'll be able to see clearly, 06503 

Stylus 800+ Inkjet Printer 
New and improved with micro weaving technology to 
eliminate banding. New printing head eliminates shadow, and 
misting. 360dpi resolution and a 2-year warranty. 

Los Angeles 
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Networking 

InfoExpress Si 6T 10BaseT 	Lifetime 	 InfoExpress S16B Coax 	9819185 '49" 
Warranty 

This 10BaseT Ethernet adapter providce a low cost, highly reliable connection 	 InfoExpress 516 Combo 	5819201 	 $49" on all EFA products 
for most popular nehvork operating systems. The adapter is fully Novell tested 	 • 
and certified, providing automatic configuration by cever software and a full 	 , 	 InfoExpress Pocket Ethernet Combo 
range of available IROs. Pre-configurce drivers available for all network operat- 	 8818922 .14r 

ing systems, updated regularly 
!819.! 	 InfoExpress PCMCIA 1061 69 athe  thbye latest dceers avail- 0 

$3 	
tech support and full lifetime 
warraiity. 	

.. ,,,•„____„44-ii; ; ' ''. , . v  

, , , _ .....:„.,,,,,„, 

InfoExpress Hub If 	

aim 

InfoExpress PCMCIA Coax 	
.17r 

.9,,i4 .179.5 

.819128 $179" 

EtherExpress-  16 Coax 
Networking for business without 
the administrative nightmares 
Providing 8-bit and 16-bit support for thick and thin-wire Etcemet 
cubing, this is an excellent solution for nehvork environments 
where cable types are apt to change. Automatic connector 
configuration, IRO and I/0 address selection, reverse 
polarity cetection and correction make your administrator 
job that much easier. $999! 

EtherExpress 16 Combo 

EtherExpress 16 Coax 5-Pk. 	#902,72.479 	 • 

EtherExpress Flash BNC 	#79,345# .129. 	 I I 1 
TokenExpress ISA 16S 	„902730834918  

Etherlink III 

11 ! 

10BaseT 
Maximize your network 
performance by 
overlapping tasks . 
An unbeatable combinahon of high 
performance and low price characterizes these 
Ethernet adapter cards. Design. for operation with 
ISA, EISA and MCA buses, the adapters control data transfer to and ttorn the 
network using 10Base-T hvisted-pair or Ethernet coaxi. networks. It accelera. darn trans- 
fer by performing multiple operat.s concurrently, wing a technology cellce parallel tasking for greater 
efficiency. During in.11ation, a Mility that senses PC configuration adjusts drivers automaticelly and 
sets the adapter's I/0 address, interrupt level and trans- 
ceiver type. Integrating component. mto one, ASIC 	$ 	 95  
keeps costs cevm while incrcesing reliability. 

958755T 

0 	EtherlInk III BliC  .37865 .139  

Linksys Ether16 	LANtastic 6.0 Starter Kit v 	 Simply LANtastic 
State-of-the-an computer networking with elec-  

 LAN Combo 	Ironic mail, scheduling . lax capabilities, and 	
Starter Kit 

1 	wr -,--- You'll get 10 Megabits/sec data transmission 	 the  fitheth.Y.th consguneyournelwork ao 
 peer- 	

i I 5 

	 Simply installed and configured, this net- 

.r= 	 speed ceer the nehvork when you install this 	 to-peer, dedicated server or a combinahon are 	 s 	 work takes the work out of networking. giv- , 
n 

Var-li LAIN Gad 0 	Linksys Ether16 LAN adapter. Auto cetection 	 among the best features of LANtastic 6.0. 	 ng yo controlled access to all drives and 

of 8 and 16 be boa., jumperless ceilings 

	

- . • . .,. 4/ 	 snnters. Messages move faster on the nat. 
.---,•-••'..••••'' 

$ 

and support for both hvisted-pair and thin 
ceilings - 

	 --, 	 work These features will serve a smal 
', 

coax networks mean you'll benefit from the 	

. 	
II. indefinitely. When it's time to 	 , 

power and blazing speed without the 	
all components and commands are compat- 

headaches. Fully compliant, software config- 	
#8,0523  269 

,: 

 ART/soFT 	 Ale sinth the lull LANtastic system. 

$39 melon, 4 diagnosce LED ind.tors, all 

99 drivers and diagnostic software included. 

9812396 	

Node Bunner/SI 2000/C 

9792168 

11 . 810572 84 
Node Runner/Si 2000/T 
LANtastIc 	Alt 

	 95 
Node 

 

6.0 A 
M810598 	 $84" 

0.1  

PCMCIA Ethernet Combo Card 	.859355 	 979 	LANtastic 6.0 S
dd-On 	 .81 

0.9 W 	 N81 	 $84" 	Simply LANtastIc Add-a. 1/92192  

Pocket  Ethernet 10Base2 	.8.9,3 	$189 	LANtastIc 6.0  SW-5 users 	.... $359" am....  sw .-.20,0 	,49.  ' 
—  

Pocket Ethernet BNC 
Nehvork your PC through your printer port 	 moilels dceignce for 
Ethernet This modular podet LAN adapter is available for all popular 
wiring types and is compatible with all PC's and virtually all other eon, 
pliant network operating systems 
including Nov.I NetWare, MS LAN XirCIOM 

91111 

, 
Manager, VVindows for WorilGroups, 
DEC Pathworks and others. 

	

Pocket EthemetlOBT 	.3.328299.  

$29995 Parallel Port Multiplexor .3.4 .79. 

#531978 
PCMCIA Ethernet Combo It790684$20985  

HP JetDirect 10BaseT Adapter 
For every problem, there's a soluDoe When no connecting printers to 
a network. Hniet0eearpreedesthetrterlvce. Simply install your card 
into the printer expansion slot and you're ready lo print from anywhere 
on the LAN These JetDircet ca. support most major network oper-
ating systems and include easy installation, configuration utilities and 
management ceftware. You'll reduce the processing load on the net. 
work server and achieve better overall printing performance. 

HP detDIrect EX &anal 
network interface An 10BaseT and  BNC. 	9711002 $  

8349 	HP JetIllrect lOBT, 
x827865 	

 

BNC, LocalTalk 	 #1327857 

CoActive 
Connector 
The Do-lt-Yourself Network'''. 
for Windows, DOS it Macintosh 

Connection in less than 5 minutes! 
Do-il-yourself networking - Ice concept 	® 
boggles the mind. No sweating through the 	 AC T IVE 

complex installation, no conflicts, just plug 
the computers, printers and cevices into $ 
the connector with a phone co., iVs that 
simple, File sharing, and printer sharing 
with any combine. of Macs and PCs. 	299! 

CoActive Conn DOS/Windows #7.76 149° 
CoActIve Mac to PC 	.811638 *149" 

en .. • Windows for  
• Workgroups 

189.  FCE, Ms 

Micsasoit 	 
-r  , 	 , Windows for ]  
if Workgroups 
''' 	Upgrade Ver. 3.11 

'po...,.5 
$5999  

Asante  en- 

lOBaseT 
Hub 8 

14995 IIASANIr 

Novell Personal 
Netware 1.0 

NetVVare $0495 
NNOVELL. 

Los Angeles 
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Modems/Communications 
	

IBM/MS-DOS 

24/96 FaxModem 
internal 
Send and Receive Fax and 
2400bps Modem for IBM PC and 
compatibles 

A fufffeatured (modem wth 9600bpsse..d 4800 bps recove 
Class I fax and Hayes-comp.. 2400bps modem. It works. 
even the fastest oomputers, and will communicate Mh vi.ally any 
modem or fax machine in the wodd. The faxmodem Nugs easily 
into any PC °D.A. expansion slot .3095  
a. comes oomplete vAth powerful and 
easy...etas a. modem software. 

L.715987 
• 

VOLT. 
Zoom 

• Voice/Faxmodem 
• Intelligent hardware control 

of incoming and outgoing 
voice, fax and data calls 

Amazingly affordable, the Zoom Voice/Faxmodem incorpo-
rates voice mail, digital voice storage and playback, 14,400bps 
send/receive fax and high-speed, and Hayes compatible 
modem for data communication. This product is capable of 
cellular phone connections and features a distinctive ring to 
share voice, fax and data communications on a single phone 
line. It is also equip. 
to handle CallerlD ser- $13095 
vice from your local 	 ZOOM 
phone company. 	 .747519 l■■ 

I 14.4  Ext. FAX w/ VOICB 	4747493 	 .159.95  I 

- Zoom V.Fast 28.8 
- 	 Internal FaxModem 

• Communicate with virtually any 
fax or modem in the world! 

Conforms to international standards for high-speed data and 
fax transmissions using Rockwell V.Fast class standard for 
uncompressed data transmission at 19,200, 24.000 . 

28,800bps and can autor.txally acIpst to slower 
iiym  speed tax machetes . $159°5 

	we HMO UART. 	 4751289 

SIIG 14.4 FaxModem Internal 
Effective 57,600bps throughput is achieved very affordably with this 

All-,-priii 	14,400bps fax modem! 
V, ,..-1- -.... 	It's a good buy you can hardly afford to pass up, a high speed modem, with all the 

-- -- e -,- . -- - 	features of the more expensive brands, and a five-year warranty. Very impressive, It 
includes Bitcom and Bitfax for Windows and is compatible with Group III fax at 

14,400bps send and receive. The modem attains opts 

0  _,,.. 	57,600bps effective throughput using V.42bis data compres- 	$ 69199 
SI..  I. sion and V.42 error correction 	 .55775 

Send/Recei00bps 

inon' 	14.4 Internal FaxMonem .11  ...b.
ve

,  a n d 
144. 

incredible low price, 
• Supports 14,400bps in both send and receive mode 
• DTE speeds up to 57,600bps under good conditions 

- '' 	 • High-speed UART bufers data reception to prevent data flow. $77 97 
• Uses intemationd standard data compression and error correction 
• Uses standard Hayes AT command subset 	 .800698 

Practical Peripherals v.32b1s 	sz,d, 
Internal FaxModem II 	 lih , , 	o. 	, 

High performance communication for home and office  
Cost-effizctive 14,400bps send/receive fax a. data includes a buffered 16550 UART for 	- 	- 
high-speed and background performance. ft also featur. v.42 	.119  
error control and v.42bis data compression. QuickLink II software O 	95 	• 	. 	. 	' 
makes data and fax transmissions simple to set up and operate. 	 .820151 

f...  , 	

. 

'.- 	 Practical Peripherals 288 V.FC 
' - , • 	Internal Faxmodem ll 

• 5  Lightning fast transmissions reduce global long distance charges, 
Dramatically reduce your transmission costs with this high-speed data/faxmo.m. It provides high-
volume transmission and maximum transfer rates. Its 28800bps  
modem can achieve up to 115,200bps throughput with data compres- 0 

sion and the 14400bps fax can transmit and receive 57,600bps under ideal conditions. 	 ZP 4820183 

Sportster 14.4 FAX 
An easy-to-use modem including fax and communications software. the Sportster 
14.4 is kil-leatured tt includes error correction to ensure data integnty and data 
owii.ffn. A powerful. advanced-design modem specifically intended for small 

Miran, home othce 
and permed use 	

-Tbikthdi's  

24/96 FaxModem external 
Send Receive Fax and 2400bps Modem 
for the IBM PC and compatibles 
A full featured faxmodem with 8600bps send and 4800 bps 

receive fax and Hayes-compatible 2400bps moiem that plugs into the se/al portof your 
computer. tt will communicate with uirruallyuny modem or fax $5 h  95  
machine in the world. The qua], of faxes is far better than those 
sent by conve.onal fax machines. 	 II  .715862 

14.4 FaxModem external 
14,400 bps V.32bis Send/Receive Fax/Data Modem 
with V.42bis and MNP 

• A fully integrated Group III, Class 1 and 2, 14,400 bps send/receive  fax and full-featured 	
$11 495 Hayes compatible 14,400 bps modem. ft can 

automatically adjust to slower speed fax machines and 	 4737114 
modems. Designed for high-speed error-free communications. 

14.4 Mini Tower II FaxModem  
State-of-the-art technology, a full range of 	• 
features and cost-effective performance 
loan external miniTower design 	. - .\ 
Cost-effective operation of high-speed transmissions 	- 
are accomplished using v.42bis data compression and 	 • 
v.42 error control. With this high speed extemal modem, you can 
achieve up to 115,200 bps DTE. OuickLink ll software $ 
tor Windows and DOS is included with an easy dialup 39' - 
interface and smooth protocol downloads. Practical 
Peripherals offers 7 days a week technical support and 	 ! 

the best warranty in the industry. 

28.8 VFC Mini Tower II .0209 8289. 1 

Accura 288 V.FC + Fax 
External 
The super last and efficient, yet low cost 
modem for home and office. 

- Now you can download files over the modem at 
28,800bps, saving enormous long distance charges. Features standard error control and 
data compression, capable of transmitting data at 115,200bps. Its fax e2g9 

is able to .ndle transmissions at up to 14.4Kbps. 
a) Hayes,  Super fast, efficient, free Smartcom. software 

for Win.ws and 5-year warranty. 
#800862 

U.S. Robotics Sportster 
- - 	 14.4 Fax external = 

You'll get maximum throughput with V.42bis data com-
pression and V.32 error correction and the convenience of 

uRobotics, 
 

Fax dowsoftwn mareenwusith.  easy-to-use 

149L 9 
,..........- - 

14.4 External FaxModem 	- - 
Quadruple your throughput to 57,600bps and 
save time and money, 
• 14.4Kbps send/receive fax and data 	 '10995 • V.42 error control and V.42bis data compression 
• Up to 56,700bps data throughput 
• Group III faxmodem, sends and receives Class 1 and 2 fax transmission 

Hayes ACCURA 14.4 
FaxModem 
High performance, cost-effective, stand-alone fax 
modem with support for all speeds from 14,400 to 
300 bps plus V.42bis and MNP5 error control and 
data compression boosts throughput to 
57,600bps on dialup lines. 	Si 59,5 I.al for use with all IBM PC 
compatibles. 

(f)Hayeg 

F1 a4. 4 xmPoCd  IV le niC I A 
I Ma- 

Perfect for mobile computer users- the 

MMegaherlz- 	Megahertz PCMCIA FaxModems with XJACK 
connectors are the standard for compact, easy- 

:. 	 to-install credit card modems. The XJACK , 
.. weerwe 	extendable jack, S a 

simple and practical connector that pops $ 054  

9Megaherft. outwith the touch of a finger and allows 
you to hook directly to a p.ne jack 
wfihout bulky cables. 	

.842567 & 

Intel PCMCIA F/M 14.4 	 4800920 	 $259  

Los Angeles 
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Conner Tapieres--- 
 Tape Stor 250 Internal 

This rugged and compact intemal tape drive a offers outstanding performance features, 
including a sustained backup rate of 4.5MB 
per minute —which means 250MB of data 
can be backed up in less than 60 minutes! 
inncgluedasesyatut000sespeesoctLseanres- $ 

159  and  more! .767400  

Tape-Stor 250 Parallel . 	• 	Get fast, reliable data storage, auto speed 

No1
•  sensing, software, and more from this 

external drive! 

=Fr:NM .79050149  

!omega Tanen° Internal 
Install your 1 .  x 	intemal Tape 250 drive into Wo.  
standard 5.25 .  half height bays. 
Includes Central Point Backup $i 89  

software, software 	 NEW,  5.year ar ant 
data compression. 	 .1356211 

!omega Tape Accelerator 
Double your data transfer rate inexpensive, 	 '69 and  cut your backup time in half, 	 axon 

Tape 250 Parallel Port 
Make your data really potable with a tape afire 	$359 
that connects through your parallel port. 

	 ty■SIM=MilM 
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Floppy Drives/Hard Drives/Optical/Tape Back-up 

, 

11111

'''lliti1Conner Hard Disks 
Don't let your hard drive be a bottleneck! 
Move data faster with Conner! 

• Disk•Stor 420MB 
Software, applications, data and graphics tend to 
demand more and more storage. Conner's 420MB 
hard drive provides increased space for all your appli- 

cations. Its patented low power technique consumes 3.8 watts in idle. The 
drive has a fast 14ms averagersoteat time and3600n a  

g=wER oRn7inch design. 	 'SAVE .790519  

DisleStor • 210MB, 1-inch high 	'SAVE Disk•Stor 
210mg 	• Average seek time of 14ms #702557  includes all the 

hardware, soft-
Disk•Stor • 540MB, 1-inch high 'SAVE ware and docu. 
540MB • Average seek time  of  lane mums mentation neces- 

Dis•tor 	1-inch high 	SAVE sa, for gin. and  

810MB • Average swektArne of 12ms .5.6. :3aaldlnebiayi l aat2ie; 

Disk•Stor • maoms, 1 -inch high 	SAVE rarrarnY and t°11-  
1080mp • Average seek time of 12ms #..4  Ire. suPPod  

Seagate Hard Dish '1=n :sal' 	 . 
ST3290A IDE 260MB 
Seagate's ST 3280A puts speed, performance, and reliability into your 
machine. Offers 646 data buffer, power management features, and more. 

• Formatted capacity of 260MB 
%AVE 4679688 

 limited quantities 
• Sea Cache, Read-Ahead Data Buffer 

Seagate ST3365A IDE 520MB 	 cg Seagate 
Seagate's S13365A offers 256-Kbyte segmented cache, 12rns average seek 	These Seagate prod- 
time, in a flexible, 3.5-inch low profile drive. 	 ucts are covered by 

• Formatted capacity of 526MB 	 'SAVE 	a two-year mfr.'s 

• Sea Cache, Read-Ahead Data Buffer 	 rismool 	
warranty! 

Maxtor Hard Disks 
7546A 546MB 	

Affordable. low 
profile disk drives 

Maxtor's 7546, 1-inch high, hard disk drive offers a quick 13ms access speed 
and 2566 cache! Certified Novell Netware. 

• Formatted capacity ot 546MB 	• 1:1 interleave 	 *SAVE • Average seek time of 13ms 	• low power consumption 
• No Quibble Service 	 • 100% surface mount technology 
• 25614 or,board cache 	 • 2-year warranty 

I Maxtor 7345A 3451MB 	wow .SAVE I Melktor  

Disk•Stor 
340MB Portable Hard 
Disk 
Really portable! Really fast! 
Now you can move a portable hard 
dive from one machine to another in 
seconds by connecting through the 
parallel port on your computer. Add 
340MB to your system erased with 
a notebook computer. It weighs only 
4 lbs., and comes 
with its ovm cable .429  

and sori- 
ware. 

CO:41wER 

Sony 	414g:r  
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy 
DiskDrive 
Sonys 3.5.  floppy drive offers a 
1.44MB capacity with high-speed 
access. fl also has a 5.25 chassis for 
an easy fit in 
most any  
top desk- 

$7995 
 and power 

PC's. 
6686881 

Installation additional 

SONY: 

1.44MB 3.5" 
Floppy Drive 

Affordable 	—.MI. 
1.44MB standard 3.5 .  
floppy drive fits in a 3.5.  bay, or you 
can add our 5.25 .  frame kit for a 
large bay. 

$4595 
Installation 
additional 	.753012 

1.2MB 5.25" Floppy 
Disk Drive 

—.59.95 

Teac Combo Floppy Drive 
Get convenient access to all kinds of software applications 
and save a drive bay in your computer with this hat-height 
dual floppy dive. It contains both 3.5" and 5.25" floppy 
dives in the space normally taken up by a single drive so 
you can have access to both high and double density disks 
in both PC floppy configurations. $1 2995  

TEAC 	4792143 I  

an "Back Pack" 5.25" 
Floppy Disk Drive 

•Plugs into your parallel pnnter 
port with no interface cards to install 

• Your printer can be attached to the backpack drive 
so you don't lose pint capability 

• Install it on computers that don't 
$1 89 have  a slot available 	 ri563411  

BackPack 3.5" FD 
• 

tape back-up systems 

	

Jumbo 250 Internal Tape 	Get simple plug.11‘1011, 
backup throegb your parallel 

Backup 	 printer port in 120M8 or 250MB 

	

High performance, Internal Tape 	 storage capacity 
Backup System from Colorado Memory 

Colorado Memory's ilki  Get 250MB (125MB 

	

uncompressed) of 	Trakker 250 External tape backup capacity! 

	

The Jumbo 250 is net- 	 Tape Backup work compatible, 
offers unattended 

backup, expanded memory and other Inc perfor-
mance features. Includes Colorado ., 99  

telephone supporL 
Backup for Windows and toll-free 	. . 

.503763 . 

Jumbo 120 Internal .503771 	 899 

Jumbo Accessories SUM-

Ext. Kit Tape Port Ext. Kit X 
.29 	.114 

.504324 

PowerTape 1100 Internal Poweriape 2400 

	

Here's the perfect tape 	 Internal 
- 	 drive for those who have a 	The PowerTape 2400 offers 

- 	substantial amount of data 	1.2GB (gigabytes) of storage 

	

over 250MB but donor 	capacity that can grow to 2.4GB with data compres- 
need a full 2.4GB. Securession sofhvarel Provides a backup rate up to 18MB/ 

525MB of data ...Pressed $R99 	minute, SCSI controller and 
and 1.1 GB compressed. 	 =um  much more! -'21099  .750067 

Get 250MB capacity (125MB 
,r=__7 uncompressed) of reliable 

_ 	backup storage and the ease 
of plug-and-play installation. 
The Trakker 250 also reads 

Trakker 129 and Jumbo tapes at a backup speed up 
to 8MB/minute. ft also 

transfer. 

offers QIC-1343 comp., $3 99  
billy for data 

ORM., 0525584 

Bernoulli 	 Bernoulli 
PC Powered i 	MultiDisk 150 iia 
Offers 90 MB of powerful on- APP . 	PC Powered 
line performance with built-in 	 Here's the perfect storage solution for multimedia, 
backup that's ready to use! '369 

image storage, large disk backup and archiving! 
There's no restoring required! 	 The Bernoulli MultiDisk150 drive can store up to 
A FREE 90MB disk along with 	 150MB of . on a single disk! That's 300MB 
everything you need for installation 	# 50.37 us ing compression soft- 
is included. Plus, adding storage is 	. 	• word Has a fast 18rns 	.54g 
very affordable. 	 I•lAIEGA 	ft • 	 . 	 ' e ective access time. 

.605154 

Dynamo PC 
External 230MB 

High quality, small size, low power consumption and 
competbely priced. this high perfamance 
Magneto Optical Drive delivers nearly unlimited stor-
age capacity. Ifs ideal for graphic artists, multimedia 
producers and document image managers. Offers 
a fast rotation speed, high 30ms 
access speed and 256K read '9-15  ahead buffed 	 11622023 

Dynamo PC Internal 230MB Internal .831735 
FuliTsu 

Los Angeles 
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Give your power-hungry software 
more kaboomi 

Intel SX2 
OverDrive Processor 

Single-chip processor 
upgrades maximize your 
PC performance. 

• , Fly through your workload 
11 , " with the greatest of ease. 

	

C 	Add an affordable OverDrive 
HO 	'nu" 	processor to your Intel 

486"SX or DX system. Inlets clock-doubling 
technology makes OverDrive processor run appli-

cations at blazing $019 
speeds. 

480095.3 C 

Intel DM OverDrive DP50 MOW WA 
Intel D. OverDrive 0PR66 mos 

386 to 486 
Upgrade 

Microprocessor 
Don't dispose of your old 386 

computer.Plug-in the first single-chip micro-
processor upgrade- the fastest way to a 486 
computer. Effectively double your microprocessor 
speed with no other $ 239  

CYRIX SO 20/408722532 

Upgrades available from 386SX 
20MHa to 386DX 25MHz 

I/O Professional 

iiiii  _,.•-,̀
-'
,,, A 9600bps or 

l-lign
„
. "....:' faster modem 

• •• 7-
i 4..." 	requires a 16550 

UART to prevent 
the loss of data. 
This High Speed 

I10 Professional has 
Iwo individually configured high-
speed serial ports and one bi-direc-
tional parallel port to support a print-
er, Memel and SCSI dives. (adapter 
required) 

M $1095 w SIIG,.,. lip ... •.....- 	 0747477 

S1,32. Controller .,,,as swim 
Local Bus IDES I/ 0 .-.Inip WAS 
IDE Professional 	ins= 11115 

Power packed-built to last 

Turbo-Cool 300 
Turbo Cool power 	,„ 	• 
supplies offer 504 
to 100% more 

- power, built-in line 
conditioning, a dual •-• 	g! 
stage EMI fitter, 
variable speed fan 	- 
and more, Si5,,,5 

#635516 

Star 205 Power Supply 8850 1107 
09995 

$TD 220 AT Power  #128466  19.95  

P. POWER IF MIAMI& /MK 

rMemory/Controllers/CoProcessors/RAMICards 
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Plug-in an Intel Math Coprocessor for maximum acceleration-instantly 
speeds up over 2,100 business and engineering applications 

Intel Math Coprocessors 
80387 S)U25MHz 80387 D)U33MHz 

iiiii

i 
,.....,..,, • 

Run programs up 
i____- 	• 	to five times 

faster-instantly 
with this 33MHz 

math coprocessor. Assured 100, compatibili- 
ty with Intel CPUs. Suitable 
for all 16-33MHz 80386DX $ 89  
CPUs. Includes lifetime 
warranty. 

int€J. 	
.577007 I 	 415761383 

Intel 80387SL (25MH4 for Laptops #57.91 	 .89  

Expand your computer's peripheral capabilities 

10/AT Expansion Board 
12 Serf! Par) 

• Expand the peripheral capabilities of $1 n  
IBM PC ATs and compatibles. 
Provides two 8-pin serial ports and 
one 25-pin parallel pod. 	 0,485326 

All of the features and performance you need 

sIDE-4 PLUS IDE Disk Controller 
This powerful 16-bit, ISA bus interface supports two 
16-bit IDE hard drives, both 3, and 5.25 floppy disk 
drives, supports 360KB, 720KB. 1.2MB and 1.44MB 
floppy disk drives, two serial ports, 
one parallel port and one game 429gg 
port. 

sIDE-4NL eon. 
0,1.0 	4612325 	 9790527 uu 

The affordable multiple drive controller 

sIDE-3 
IDE Disk Controller 

This 16-bit, ISA bus interface supports two 16-bit 
, 	IDE hard dives, both 3.5 and 5.25 floppy disk 

dives, and spit,.  360100, $1 999 
e    720KB, 1.2MB and 1.44MB 

py disk dives. 	 4058534 

ISApport 16-bit 
SCSI II Controller Board 
High perform- El 
ance SCSI host 
adapter for 386 
and 486 ISA bus 
systems. 

• Q 6el 3  149" 4  
Adaptek SCSI Adapter 
with Corel SCSI Name 159 

memory boards 	 ram 
Run Windows, OS/2, Novell, NETWARE, or 	256K x 1 7Ons 
UNIX on your 
AT-compatible. 	RAMpATI/OK 256K o4 70n. 

Satisfy the demands of 	
1MB 7Ons DIP 9699893 

memory hungry pro-  
grams RAMpAT, offers 	Sin/MS 

up to 	 256K x 9 7Ons 9534321 
16-bit ISA(PC/A1) bus 
compatibility, and is self- 	1PAS x 9 7Ons 	9539305 

installing. Simpty snap-in, plug-in and boot-upt 
tliv 1MB x 9 7Ons 9753780 

04. E 19505198"  four 1MB at 7Ons 9753772 

Rampat!-Plus OK .5.578 129.95 4M.0 9  26n.  

'This 25MHz math 	 - 

CO-prOCEISSOr pro- 
vides exceptional 
and sophisticated 
computing power 
for math intensive 
applications. Suitable for any Intel 386SX 
16-25 MHz CPU. 
Includes a lifetime war- $7 
ranty and toll-free tech- 
nical support. 

810E-1/16 IDE Disk 
Controller 
8-bit bus inter-
face supports 
Iwo 16-bit IDE 
disk drives. 
Compatible with 
any capacity 
IDE dnve-even 	24 1 29g 
Gig., or more. 

diSSMAgik 0657114 

Dynamite Pro 11-. 	. 	Diamond, 	WI-n-lthW5 

Explosive 32-bit graphics 	•'. -• 7 ,
A .1 

 , ;," • , . ' 	Speedstar Pro IRPVg 
acceleration for Super VGA and 	• 	,1_, _ -  

	

-- 	Accelerate Windows and Windows. Increase productivity 
DOS applications for superior graphics performance with faster scrolling, image redraws and morel  

Outstanding monitor performance gives you up to 	 on your PC. Display up to 16.7 million colors at 

16.7 million colors for 640x480 resolution or 256 colors at 1024x768 with 
ina.thie photo- 	$ 1 7995  16,, ,i n, 	flicker-free refresh rates at 72Hz. Includes accelerated 

	

MUM, 	drivers for Windows 3.1, AutoCAD, WordPerfect 5.1, realism. 	#759886 	 . 	 Word for DOS, Lotus di, 

Dynamite Pro VLB 2MB  .759878 .229.95 	,-2-3,.0..2.° 41 0995 
. .. Stingray VLB 1MB 0 	 4679787 

. 	 . 

' ' • so' '''"- PoifcgigagZez3, !!!!!!"-P-- v""""12' - IN , 	. 	and OS/2! 

	

Here's the 1MB price/perfor- 	 Diamond 
mance leader that surpasses standard VGA with more 	Speedster 64 PCI  
speed, more colors and higher resolution. You'll get faster  
Windows acceleration 	

Now you can get affordable  
..1 

	

i 	graphics acceleration. 

DOS performance. 
without comProffliffing . 	2995 	11 II I 	advanced 64-bit processing. With 1MB DRAM, this high 

.6.11 resolution  card supports 1280x1024, 256 colors, non-inter- 

_ 	Diamond Stealth 32 	laced. It also supports up to 16.7 milion colors at lower res- 
olution. The video card is upgradable to 2MB for more col- 

t_11!Iii VLI) 1MB 	 solution. . 
i 	 Ici)(111mt  Um ref rr:sh 	1 

 59° 
 41> 

	

This ...1 bas!d Win...  '''') 	rate is 75Hz. 	csssasz 	 .....ii, 
accelerator provides 12.1024 high reso- 

	

lution, up to a fast 90Hz refresh rate and 	Speedstar 64 ISA 1MB 	.855932 0199.95 
244,4 400 capability for your PC. Power management feature 	n,,.,„ VGA 000x900 ,,c.„ 
controls VESA compliant monitors power consumptiori to con- 	............."" .... 	9691972 s34.95 

for.. Ener9Y Sla,  and $ 1 	n,g5 41> 	SVGA 11124x7BB 512K 	.9,9. ,19.95 
VESA guidelines. 

	

0 I .55981  ow.o.x., Windows Accelerator 1MB 	*,... 599.95  

ATI Graphics 	
04.1164WONorx 

Wonder  
The affordable mach32, 
high-color graphics card accelerates 
Windows, Multimedia and OS/2 appiications with enhanced 
drivers for applications and operating systems, and 32-bit dis-
play hst drivers for 
AutoCAD and more. 13995   AI 4752667  

(11211.1110 

Graphics Wonder VLB .79.22 8139.95 	- 

-46,2 	STB Mach 512 
_f Super VGA adapter features high-speed 

memory architecture, zero wail states, 
and enhanced sateen to screen moves 

full 2. colors at 800.0 at up to 
72Hz refresh rate. 512K memory is stan- 

dard, withfull VESA compliance and a complement of applica. 
lion drivers fort 	$549  

VVindows, etc. 

Horizon Windows 
Accelerator 
Horizon 004 10 a low cost, 
VESA compatible Windows 

accelerator for ISA PC's. Powerful standard features 
include no wait states, hardware cursor and switchless 
installation. Supports up 10 16.7 million colors athigh 

refresh at 	 n 995  
SIB 	 tr, 	 4691949 I U 

Los Angeles 
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 Mouse 
You'll get precision tracking in 
a mouse that's built for long 
life. Includes pre-programmed 
menus, three buttons, cursor 
sensitivity control. Includes 
adjust.le resolution feature. 
Made by Logitech. 

• $1995 oez>, 
1445498 

New Mouseman 
Cordless 
This premium 	, • 
mouse com- 
bines the con- 
venience of 
cordlessness 
with ergonomic 
comfort. No cord to 
tangle and catch on anything, and 
a comfo.Ne shape to fa your 
hard, so things get done more 
qtacIdy. 

$9995 F 
10001611 

<41011141:::itecli 
First Mouse 

Just point and click for access 
to the power and productivity 
of your PC. Designed for firs, 
time users, First Mouse is 
easy-to-ins.II and handle, with 
enough power to meet your 

growing needs. 

F.: '2995  111111lCif 8429191 

Two Button 
Mouse 	 
The 2 but. 
mouse from 
Logitech promises 
to be the guaran- 
teed compatible mouse for PC com-
puters. Ifs a serial mouse .fs easy 
to use, and provides 400dpi resolution 
for more cursor motion with less 
mouse movement. 

F: 51095 
tOCiftCH 	

11. 4771923 

IBM/MS-DOS 
	

Input/Output Devices 

Enhanced AT Keyboard 
From one of the largest suppliers 

of keyboard products 
This 101-key enhanced AT keyboard has a trim case 

-• • Ill: 

	

	and saves desk space. It has the same key size and 
sp..as a standard keyboard. In.. one-year 

	  warranty. $34,5  
_662 NTC  

101-key Keyboard 	'raw 

	

-- 	--- 
A keyboard that saves 	SU 

money and space 	 • ..4121 Of 	• 
This AT-compatible enhanced keyboard has a 
soft linear feel and tilt foot in a space .ving, 	 in  
lightweight design. It also has a unique 	$ 	95  
adjustable-length  cable and is highly reliable with 
a 2-year warranty. 	 11891857  

mrrsumi ELECTRIC CO., LTD. Keytronics PS/2 Adapter .471268 $14.97 

Microsoft 	„— Mouse 2.0 
Looks beautiful, Ms the palm 

perlectly, and makes the Windows 
operating system easier to use. 

A product of extensive research by ergonomic experts, the 

	

Microsoft Mouse stands apart from other pointing devices. It is 	 - 
one of the most comfortable pointing devices you can use. 
Improved .ftware with many $ 
exciting features allows you to 	 97  
increase speed and task 
efficiency. 

Sena14640607 
PS/2 .0581 	 Mit:MS(2ft'  

Microsoft Mouse 2.0 	bus vers. 8807846 '89"  
I 

Serial 
Mouse 

This is the serial mouse for 
the budget minded. Fully 
Microsoft and Mouse 
Systems compatible. Includes 
cable, software driver with 

au;srnble $995 
tracking 
speed. 

.2439 

inland 

Premium \ 
Mouse 
Gornto., hold this mouse with-
out feeling fatigue atter extended 
use. Opto-Mechanical design for 
maximum pedormance and reha-
b.. Easy installs5sn 
and operation. s  ng5  

inland 1..7. 

Thumbelina 
Portable 
The smallest, ligh, 
est mouse avail- 
able; perfect for lap- 
tops and note- 
books. Microsoft compati- 
ble, it will have you racing 	NE 
through Windows 	10 
in no time. 	 Dri 

a...on. $1 995  
'3! agnIUS .486183 	 APPOINT 	4474510 

IBM 101-key 
Keyboard 	 - 

A full-function keyboard with numeric keypad 
in a space-saving design. This easy-to-clean keyboard 	 - 
features function keys that allow you to 

. 	
$ per.. commands with a single touch. 	9., 

Includes indicator lights a 
popular QWERTY key pattem. 	 .71051 

I IBM Professional keyboard 	8671073 	 $99.97 

NMB 
'The Right Touch' 

keyboard 
The touch typists keyboard features 
an exclusive curved keyboard design, 

tactile bars on keycaps to locate the "home my!, exclusive membrane 
keyswitch for quiet operation and advanced electronics to eliminate compatibility 
problems. ..des 
PS/2 Adapter. 	

$2995  1114MB 
.0.. TECHNOLOGIES INC 

Logitech 	,. _ 

MouseMan 
A high performance mouse 
with uncompromising quality, ' 
superior software and design. 
Offers true ergonomics from the combination of a 
mouse designed 0 fit your hand for long term comfort 
and unique software that allows you 0 reduce 
stressful repetitive motions. Working in 
Windows is easier than ever: cut, paste, or call a 	95 
up a task by pressing the second or third 	 serial, P. 

■1429605 
button, without pulling down menus. 

MouseMan Lefthanded 8418859 854•95 	rie_ 
MouseMan Bus 	8416867 14.95 	, • 
	  LIMN 

11,2 
 Expert Mouse 4.1 

The next. genera., :i• .-ernargKr s amma-mrn. 
Expert Mouse tra.ball Aaances ri rm. 1,..- 

1 E m 	 nology— introducing the BnItant Cursor'. mid Stow 
, 	Cursor." commands—give you smoother, superior 

cursor control. Windows compatible softyrare offers 
advanced acceleration, programmable m005e- 

#6745. si 04 as button commands, application sets, plus user--- programmable features. Improved hardware 

saving design 
features top-quality components in a space- 

KENSINGTON. 

Logitech TrackMan II 
High precision stationary mouse 
Offers true ergonomics from the combination of a mouse 
designed to fit your hand for longterm comfort and unique 
.ftware that allows you to reduce stressful repetitive 
motions to a single dick of a mouse. 	 71 
Enhanced MouseWare software also lets you  
personalize your cursor color, Nze, speed and 
orientation to meet your individual needs. 	 ,,„„,,, 	 IONIICH 

Microsoft 
Ballpoint 
Mouse 
The ideal pointing 
device for your 	

- 4 

port...imputed Provides superior 
accuracy when using the Windows 
operating system and is an outsta. 
ing choice when 
space is limit.. 	08995 
Artactsoft  

First 
Trackball /3 
The premier designer 
and manufacturer of pointing devices 
brings you a space saving alternative that's 
easy to use. The Fimt Trackball is a serial 
version for first time users as an alternative 
to a mouse, or for mmerienced users look- 

ing for a more affordable 

F2,  device. $

Z (195 

10DiTfelf 	"Th 9,5 	. 

/ 
riut ‘r- 	IMSI Pet 

Mouse 
The perfect pointing device for 
any graphics or mouse driven 
software., pet mouse allows 
you to work more quicidy, with-
out complicated keyboard com-
mands. 

$2495  
4817510 

Genius 	• 
Clix Mouse 
The multi-application, no 
nonsense mouse is designed 
for the user who needs 
dependability. This three but-
ton mouse runs any chosen 
mouse driven 

TrackMan 
Portable 
Power, convenience 
and durability in a 

product that's i.al for portable sys-
tems. Hold it in your hand or attach it 
to either side of a portable 
keyboard. $5495  

• 
4428557 	 [OMR 

ltackball 
This ergonomic, high- 
performance track- 
.11 is designed using 

quality micro switches for long life. 
Conforms to Microsoft or Mouse 
Systems mode Mb just a slide of the 
sitittch. 

$2995  

/ inland —097 

Los Angeles 
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Scanners/Joysticks 
	

IBM/MS-DOS 

ScanMan Model 32 . 
with OmniPage Direct 
Converts images 10 256 shadeof 	h 	 , 

gray with included Grayrouchr. 	4 
software. 	 • 
An excellent all-around scanner, S.nMan 
mode132 recognizes 32 grayscales and 
Mdudes GrayTouch. Image Editing Software, 
which allows you to blend lights and darks into 256 
shades of gray. Scans photos, ad, 
and text beautifully to add Pizzazz $ .14995 Tr., to all your printed documents. 

,■ t • 
/ 	

.662593 I 

ScanMan 	 y, 
Model 256 

with OmniPage Direct 
Scanning excellence and powerful image M"  

editing software! 
ScanMan achieves 256 true shades of gray. Create superior quality black and 
white line ad and photographic images. Do basic photo and image 7t 
retouching with Ansel image editing soft- .22919 r.- _ 
ware. OmniPage Direct OCR Software Q 0 , . 
included at no extra charge with the 	 10 eiTECII 
model 256. 	 .662585  

ScanMagic 256 
for Windows 
256 grayscale scanning 31 100-400 dpi 

image

. 
Designed with the recreational scanner user in mind, 
this package focuses on ease-of-use. Includes the 
edrling software PhotoMagic LE. $i 39.5  " 

lallustekl  .6(37873 I 

Color Artist Pro for Windows 4667657 1411.111 

ScanMagIc Color 	 .772442 "All.f. 

HP ScanJet Ilcx 
Your complete solution for color, grayscale 	- 
and text scanning. 
It proce.es irnages at up to 1600dpi with enhan. res- 
olution (400 dpi optical resolution) for crisp, sharp images. 
Includes easy to use image editing software! An optional transparency 	 with 
adapter allows you to integrate film, negatives, and other 	 .710996 
transparent media, and an optional document feeder 
allows you to scan up to 50 pages with the same effort it 
takes to scan one page. 

HP ScanJet lip 	 [63 PHAECWKLE  ARTDT  includes Calera WordScan 3.0 OCR software .4777O3 .499  

• ScanMaker IISP 
Vibrant, saturated true color can be yours with the introduction 
of this premium color desktop scanner from Microtek. Brilliant, 

  24-by color, 8-bit grayscale and black and white imaging is 
provided in resolutions up to 1200 x 1200dpi. OCR"' (Dynamic Color Rendition) technology cali-
brates your scanner to the industry standard color calibration target to obtain the most accurate 
color calibration/correction system available on desktop scanners. 

MICROTEK 	  ..canMaker IIG .819193 .399 .9,9 799 
Epson Action Scanner 

Professional quality color scanning made easy. 
impressive 600 dpi, 24-bit color scanning produced in one single 
pass. Exclusive Epson TruePass technology gives you better scans 
with mom accurate color. Built-in image processing allows you to 

- 	adjust images in preview mode before your 	 .711010 
final scan to save you time and improve productiv- $ 

ity. This complete kit—s.nner, Picture Publisher 

EPSON software,  interface board and cable, gives you qual-
ity scanning that is affordable and easy-to-use. 

IBM Easy Options Color Scanner - % 
color photos, art and 	in a single pass. 

phromatic color scanning in one single pa. at a maxi-
of 600 dpi resolution is available from IBM. This 	$ 

Easy Cohorts scanner ndudes interface Cable. power 	 ==== = 
O. arm OCR software to turn scanned pages of printed 	 = 
vmds,rtaedtsteleat 4671339 919 9  

Gravis Analog 
Pro Joystick 

The Analog Pro incorporates the 	 • 
• 

specialized features of joysticks designed 
for flight simulation programs and for 
action arcade games into a 
multipurpose joystick Indudes all the fea- 
tures you need to play Bo a 	

$3 497 pro, free calibration and test 
software, plus a copy of the 
arcade hit Commander Keen. 

PC Game Pad 
combination hand held control 

pdGaravlsndPr GeanildVds 
 ' the 

-Nur 

	

	with all IBM and compatible game 
cards. Ideally suited for arcade and 

directional control style games. '19" GRIIIIIS  

JetStick 
The basic beginner's joystick provides 
quality performance at a low p.e, yet 
still outperforms the competition. It 
lets you take command of any jet, 
helicopter or racing simulation. Its 
programmable and audio feedbactr 
buttons provi. quicker response, 
and its elevator and trim b.ofls allow 
for better accu- e2495  
racy and 
greater realism. gio 

Mach I 
Perfect for the active gamer and 
the price conscious consumer, 
the Mach !joystick is among the 
lowest miced joysticks in the 
industry has all $ 

17 #42a227 	 4

404  I 
the features of 
top of the 	 .9 
line models. 

Mach 111 #426452 .29.95 

micio anzER' co.uu 

Warrior 5 
Ergonomic bio-
grip offers maxi-
mum control. • - 
Other features 
include free-float-
ing and auto-cen-
tering modes, two 
fire buttons, high-
speed autofire 
capability, and 
four stabilizing 

Flight Stick Pro 	4 	
suction cup

s

s. Also: 

The ultimate battle stick for computer 	 corornwitc,Ter:: 	$ 	95 pilots. Designed by a pilot and an airplane 	 6-1e81 cable with 
builder, Flightstick's top-of-the-line 	 15-pin connector. 

4257386 ergonomic design gives you tmw, profes- 	 Compatible 
sional control of your mission. 	 with IBM PC, 

"ronshorrhatttleullirreabn: $6h.95 
AAJ of combat features. 	

XI, and AT. QuickchS•  p,  
#681882 - 1111/-  

Virtual Pilot 	 • 
Fly in the face of reality .1 	Super 
with an airplane yoke 
that works exactly like 	 Warrior 
the real thing. Virtual Pilot 	 , 
mounts easily to your desk, plugs into  

T — 
	, Joystick your computer, then rips you out of your • seat and into the 	 The Super

. 
	Warrior joy- 

	

'69957371:1 	tons with high sp. turbo-fire capability, rotary throt- 
stick features 4 firing but- air. 

	

..... rr 	tle control and OuickShot calibration software for 

A 

 Flight Control System 
highly realistic piece of hardware design. 	 .P51 	cuPs s.

bit 	

ber hand e d 
slindod ruwbs. It has a,  no; ein95  

dunng play. 	 ZP 4823245 for advanced software. It has four push-but- 
tons and a four way switch for controlling 
functions on the craft, and works as a two- 	 allkk 	r 
button joystick with all simulators and has 
hill function support in 
many versions. 	

$799? 7  

Flight Control System 4593731 .129.95 
Rudder Control System 4553723 1141.95 

Los Angeles 
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Flight Stick 
Looks and feels 
like the real thing 
Devastate the enemy during aerial 
combat by putting weapon controls at 
your fingerfips for quick reaction 

times. Your Hying skills will 

rerPywovuer 

	

 ce. 	
53 

	

experien 	
995 

..... 

Joystick Adapter Cards 
Smart Game Card 	#571091 .19.95 

CH Game Card III Auto .428235 .29.95 



LM
TV Gamer Plus :f.; 
Just plug it in and the ultimate computer gaming expen-
ence is yours, Get ready for your most amadng adven-
ture ever with TV Gamer Plus. Play computer games 
like they were meant to be seen: bigger and better on 
your TV. See all your finishing moves up close and per-

sonal. Can even be used with wide 

	

screen and projection TVs for a truly 	 Rag5 
AWESOME gaming experienal 	 Sint.. 

	

Cakewalk 	Midi Mate -r  Nome Studio MIDI is a standard digital 
' You don't have to boa communications protocol 

skilled musician to cre- that connects the new gen- 
ate your own music. Cakewalk Home oration of MIDI instruments 

	

Studio is a multi-track MIDI sequencer 	with computers to create an exciting fume 

	

for Windows that allows you to record, 	of soundand S4 
7 g5

::..„ 

	

edit, play back and print music from 	music. 

Yikr 7wkyr° 	'11495 	Sound Blaster Midi Kit 
4832238 	 4569053 .1111.1111 

ono anwt 
7 • 	t 0 • • U 	• 0 • • • • e • • • • • •••■■ 
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CD-ROIWMultimedia/Music/Sound 

Game Blaster co 16 	 -,------ 	IBM Double Speed 
For realistic arcade action, excellent high resolution 	ii.., r 	'-- ' 'r  . 	 . ' -......, 	 CD-ROM Drive graphics and awesome digitized sound effects 	- .' -. . .. 	 _.■ 	 ' ' -- 
you've got to get the Game Blaster CD. It includes 	" 	---, 	,,,,-- ' 	 Includes an internal 250ms access, double- 
Creative Labs double-speed CD-ROM drive, 	' • 	. 41 • 	. .. • 	.,,_, 	 -...,. . 	 speed CD-ROM drive that supports 300K/sec 
Sound Blaster 16 audio card, high performance 	 _,.- 	.. 	- ' 	.. 	

. 
___,..,— 	 , 	 data transfer rate. It holds at least .0MB of 

joystick and a pair of $42995 	s,,,, -_,,,,,, Vinged .,11Q-,, . - 74141'...',... ' 	
images with multisession Kodak PhotoCD capa- 

well-shielded amplified 	 bility. Listen to your favorite compact disks on 
PC speakers. the built-in headset with volume control. For real 

	

CR TAT...1.V,„.2. 	enjoyment that's both practical and entertaining, pick $ 
co 

=_= = up an Easy Options CD-ROM 	1 6995 

	

Multimedia upgrade kit with a 	=. . ==== dr..ada," 

	

better software selection 	==-=."'. 	 •737494 

- 

	

SoundBlaster 	iiiii)  PowerWave 16 Multimedia Kit , , 44-- 	 — 	 Discovery CD 16 Digital signal processing wfth wavelable 
__ •- 	. - — ...- --,..--,_ - 	This is the multimedia starter kit that is per- 	 - 	synthesis provides superior sound quality. 

fect for entertainment and educational opportunities. It comes with Sound Blaster 16 audioEVIIIIIk ,  Experience true Ma 	 k9ana,  when you add this MPC2 compati- 
card, double-speed CD-ROM drive, CD Blaster and stereo 	 ' be, 250tns access, double-speed drive that incotporates multi- 
speakers. Grokers Encyclopedia, Aldus Photostyler LE, 	card 
Soundo'LE, Talking Parrot, WaveStudio, Color Icons 	 $34995 	session 

K  with 44MHz digital signal 	, MIDI interface and 2 chari anef stereo. 
sound 
ampl'rfier with 

and a number of other CD titles round 	 speakers.  Far superior to FM sYnfileals, Bad. .11112r 

	

CREATIVE 	 instrumental sound and realistic effects for a 	op 	... ,7.--.....= out the updated selection. 	 , , .. — 	4812636 
whole new experience in audio playback. 4393026  

	

Family Deluxe Multimedia 	  
.,,,, 4  -11-11- Kit 	 . ,,- 	Premium Deluxe Multimedia . - — 	 — Kit 

riielYIULTIMIDIA KIT 	This value-packed kit provrtes everything you need to ' 

3.. 	_,—) 	bring the world of multimedia to your family. With a 	 This deluxe kit includes the best multimedia hardware and 
, 
„-- 	r•...eige, 	320ms double speed CD-ROM drive, an award-winning 	 software available today. It combines the 180ms double 

	

Media Vision 16-bit 	 speed Media Vision Portable CD-ROM Payer, an award- 

sound card, stereo 

	

$ 	

isviirelgspeMeli:rilitraid1p6, -, 10initessouamiliicacrorti.  with the new 3D sound, 	,,, i  
-r , s 	k

th
ers, and nine great multimedia 

titles, is is a great way to get into 	#8,8856 	 phone, and fifteen hot CD-ROM titles. 	$549 	 , .1 .....,..... the world of muttimedia. 	 4824060 	 mow • v... 

	

Sound Blaster Value Ed. 	Sound Blaster 16 , '074 

	

For what you'd pay (era single CO. you 	 The latest sound technology delivers professional CD-quality  

get an entire sound kill 	 stereo, and combines a wide array of professional software in 	BLASTER 

- 	 Great for your favorite games or education titles, 	 a package that will provide superb sound effects and spirited 	 „......._ 16 

I' . 	 • 11voice FM synthesizer 	 music equaling any digitally mastered .9  g 95   
• 8-bit sampling and playback • MIDI interface 	 '5995 	CD with support for selectable sam- 4 
• Built-in amplifier, joystick portend microphone jack 	 ,,,eeeee 	piing rates,16-bit, 8-bit recording and .832.493 	0  

• Includes Lemmings .  and Indianapolis 500, The Simulation° 	
.r.'....E4Ir.I.F. 	

playback. 

	

Full featured stereo sound board only a 	f  13 	Sound Blaster 16 MCD 

	

little better than average 	 C 	The true 1604 cligtai a.. card vet WaveBlaster upgrade option 
and ASP upgrade option includes a sound card, microphone, audio 

	

Sound Blaster Pro Value Ed. 	 cable and an array of sound software to enhance all your multimedia 

	

Includes text-to-speech synthesizer, 11-voice FM music a 	
applications. It features a multiple CD-ROM drive interface for Sony, 

' • 	 and 	0 
. Panasonic, and Mitsurni CD-ROM 	. 

	

support by the largest CD-ROM $7  n95 	 Q95 
library, Your family will enjoy the latest tities—like 	 Cl) 	

' drives, as well as dynamic fittering, 	al 
selectable sampling rates and more. 	14., 8866061 

Lemmings, Talking Scheduler 
and others. 	 CREATIVE 	0 #799957 , 	Sound Blaster 16 ASP MCD 

	

CD-Quality 16-Bit Digital Audio 	ILK 	
_ 	

The enhanced FM 20 voice, music synthesizer features 16-bit 

Pro Audio 16 Basic 

	

. 01 , .4,,,.._ 	, 	. stereo sampling and playback, a digital mixer, CDRO 

Stop compromising on the audio in your PC 	

M and MIDI 

	

-:-._,Allii- - - 	' 	' 	interface and audio compression. ft's upgradable to Wave Blaster 
and includes an Advanced Signal Processor. It can make use of 

, 

	

i 	
. 

	

;4111( 	 ix., 
Pro Audio 16 Basic delivers true 16-bit stereo sound, a 	

2. 	 Voice Assist Speech Reongnition 
(1) 	L System, text to speech, voice 	'180195 

multimedia mixer, 4-operator, 20-voice stereo FM synthesis, and 	 annotation, and OLE. 	 .11,  4849018 
a selection of software. This is your complete multimedia solution. 

• '59" PM Audio Spectrum 15 6513.5 19.95 CR E.:ATIV..F. Sound 
master 15 SCSI 	ominaas 189.95 

bound Blaster 16 ASP SCSI 	.843672 129.95 
....,....• 	6736868 	 Pro Audio Studio 16 	6702674 .129.95 	 Voice Assist 	 4725549 059.95  

iii
74 SoundMan , _ 

, 
. Wave 

, Why settle for computer 
generated sounds when 

. you could have full 16-bit 
• stereo using recorded 

sounds of real musical 
instruments? Wave table synthesis is the 
breakthrough technology that makes it 

Pi'';' $2 1 4rnas liKiTICN  

Portable Sound Plus 
Perk up your portable 

' ..31-,  ' . ..e 16-bit CD quality 
* : stereo that plugs cirectly 

11 . , into the parallel port of 
your laptop. It's easy to 
add full digital signal 

	

— 	processing technology to 
your presentations with 

high .Iity microphone si cn, 
and speakers. 

UV #631929 

Los Angeles 
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Windows Sound System 
m_ The Microsoft Windows 

Sound System includes a 
16 bit stereo sound board 
for CD-quality sound, a 
microphone and stand, 

_ headphones, diskettes 
and manuals. Best of all, 

iris plitb  Sound-Bloater  

.„„,„„. .706127 

ikriimanlullors 4706226 '59.95  

ir UltraSound 
The 16-bit ultimate sound 
solution features a 32 voice 
synthesizer, that produces 
true 44.1 KHz CD quality 

music and sound, with variable sampling 
rates, advanced wavetable synthesis, digital 
mixer and full MIDI and .129,5 SoundBlaster support. .... 

GRIIVIS ..36 



Speakers/CD-ROM titles 
	 IBM/MS-DOS 

11MINEMINE 
. 	Computer Speaker 

III 	-1 System CP-55 

1 	
._ 	. 	, Thesrtevirs  well-shielded d:tetroetoucomse  outer 

 with 
computer monitors, provide .11 range 

sound output, wide frequency response from 100Hz to 15 KHz, nor-
mal impedance of 8 ohms and a. =Ph-  $ L95  
fied for maximum 
input of 2 watts. 	

g_:4FS 	6* 87306.06  

SPEAKERS 
Micro Speakers Offer Great Stereo Sound 	,,...... 	• • . 

Amplified Speakers CS-150 	
, 

Bring the finest in stereo sound to your Mac or IBM compatible with these 	' 
feature-rich micro speakers. Designed for use with computer and TV 
screens, Mey am magnetically shielded. Each has individual volume controls, - 	 •:-..,... 
bass boost and neble boost 
switches and built-in 	 7 Splaints Binal 	0665907 '29.95 
 W 	 mew w 	715 

boosters. 	labtec$19 	AC9 

	

".... 8.  NINNINI ealin 	1613372 	 13..5 

Sony 
Computer 
Speakers 
Sony presents these high 
acoustic, fullrengn bass reflex 	

tv_ 

stereo speakers, am,. with 
3W power for use with muN-media systems for $6 n95  
free-standing or mounted use. Frequency 
response is a generous 150Hz - 20,000+40 with 	

5732636 
dear, true sound output. 	  

SONY: Sag MOM Sorkin .26. 49.95 

11111 

 Yamaha Powered 
Speakers YST-Ml 0 
Yamaha is a well-known name in sound 

- - 	technology, providing high frequency, 
extended bass response stereo 
speakers, magnetically shielded for use 
with computer monitors and TVs, and a 

frequency response of 80Hz to 20KHz. Output is 10 watts of power 
per speaker. 

YAMAHA $7995  

1  Amplified Speakers CS-800 
• Speaker 3 VT high quality speaker 
• Max output power 5 watts 
• Frequency response: 50-15,000Hz 
• Speaker Impedance: 8ohm 
• DC adapter jack DC 9v jack 

(External power output, 
• Includes AC/DC adapter 9 volt, 	$ 3995 

1000 mA-UL approval 
• Bass and treble boost 	 1620623 'antic  N 	Mir,.  2-Wal Nos Swims 	:67 

'197.99 

Headphone 
Mid-size headphone for 
computer use with 40 mm. 
speakers and volume con- 

- 8  12" labtec 	—,8 

	

lease! tv/ licrpine 	#7598,, 	.1815 

Microphone 
For use with computers, 
home stereo equipment and 
portable 

PlaYers• $ 	95 -i- 

.559-7 Mtn 

Coughs's 'Oracles 
Encyclopedia 

Mt., There is a whole new world 
•,,,pedia.  of information available to you in a way 

er s 0 ^' 	,—... you've never seen before! The text and 
graphics of the 26-volume encyclopedia is contained on a 
single CD-ROM disc. Plus, there are thousands of draw-
ings and photos, an interactive world atlas, enhanced 
sound, s7995 oCoannte.rs 
much more! 	 1877712 	

MAMIE. 

1  Street Atlas USA 
' 	GEeatsya  Easy-to-use releorfeanneyecnysoinflwthearue.  

	

., 	try Nping in a zip code, .y. name or 
phone number, Offers dose-up (*. distant 

C 	. 
• views which can be NI  printed in full color. $9995 

Itholormat  mopping 1700260 

Global Explono .25. 	14.115 

4
., AutoMap Streets 

• Aut., Streets is the most oast effective 

	

! ,.• 	way to btry high quality, up-to-date street 
level maps. Use it to locate customers, plan 
ta visit friends in a new city, nin a cis.. 
operation . needs the exact location of 

an ackkess, or just to see your neigh- sa. 
borhood on the map. Saves time, 	 95 
AIVIMIAAP.  =and  i4 4852095 

Automap Road Atlas • _ 
Travel the North American continent with 

1  ...,..- 	full-color maps of the U.S., Canada and 

L'41! northern Mexico. Detailing over 400,080 
i.. ., miles of toil roads and freeways, Automap 

— • can take you to over 120,000 places and 
give you estimated time and distance ., , 95  

AUT9MA P. f°,..!rs.  gnm 

	

of drying. 	..,—.- 171391342 

Great Restaurants i ,........- A multimedia gourmet guide to the 
I ME country's best restaurants, wineries 

.. and microbreweries. 

' IR.This informative gourmet guide ceows you 

Inc 1. .  where to wine and crone wherever you .vei, 
with over 4,000 cdor photographs and menus. 

Multiple search allows you to seled by 
state on city, or locate them on Ngbfighl -  $2495 

ed "*.rkil and  pateng. local maps. 	 1661070  

18 , 	- 
if* 

WCI.  - 	 

Select Phone 
This tatabasectirt, anhdasg it all,e,41h unfi u tmesited 

cross-matching to the U.S. Postal Service 
_ 	change of address. Auto-dial from the data- 

- 	base wrth any Hayes compatible mocem. 

MN 	05.63 WAS '169" 
FIN PS neg. $M. 	1660445  

Digital Directory 
Residential 	• • 

Eliminate the need for Directory Assis-
tance operators v& your very airn White 

USA 
Par. directory on CD-ROM, containing 
published phone linings 
Ion almost 

 on two disks.  
 every U.S.  .4 

Digital Directory Minn 	..06. $.15  

Cinemania '94 
Every movie lover wants to explore 
the magic behind the movies, from 
classics to new releases, with cap- 

, 	‘, 	stile summaries, photos and sound 
dips of memorable scenes just as 

1,,,,frp rv ; they happened on 

Iliaosolt  
' the big Saeen. $64t

20 
 

Print Shop Deluxe 	 
CD Ensemble 
The entire printshop is now available 	 , 
on CD-ROM, including Printshop 
Deluxe, Printshop Companion, 
Business Graphics, Sampler 
Graphics and Comic Characters 
Amazing Animals Graph. Folio, plus 50 	,51 
bonus graphics. New featurns in vers. 	fkoderbund 
20 include 650 new graphics, the ability to 

a jects, new name nd address list merge 
import PhotoCD images, new labell). -  $7,1195 

for Print Shop proje.. 	 11863621 

,., 	. - --, 	King James Bible , ,.. .. A. , - Poetic inspiration, stories and parables 
- • ' 8 

I,  

, 
come alive in this multimedia King James 
Bible. Take inspiration from the common 
themes that course through the scriptures 

i '.• 	from Genesis to Revelation, from the 
begn incanitangof tim emic  , to the fiai dys  	9,995  

,r7 Newt..... events. 	inouo. I 

Art Gallery 
The National Gallery, London, founded 
1824, houses more than 2000 pictures 
including works from Monet, da Vinci, van 
Gogh and Michelangelo. Take a guided 

! tour of this inspiring collection, complete 
with sound and animation. Explore the lives of the artists 
through detailed biographies that bring  
the iv...ley lived in to life. 

Aiaosoft .739789  0 
_ 

 _••, 	

Mayo Clinic Family ir, 

_ Participate in your family's health care edu-
cation with this interactive CD-ROM. It will 
help you become an intelligent health care 

•, - consumer by t.ng away the confusivn 
from the increasingly complex world of 

medicine. State-of-the-an multimedia color illus- 

,,,,v
,  batons, animations, video, e4595 

audio and nanation bring the V 
....in. subjects to rife. 	1769746 

Home. Medical 
. , 	Advisor Pro 

0) 
 You'll get expert advice on frequently 

asked med. questions. You'll see illus-
nations and fully animated digital video 1,frai 
that explain medical conditions and , 
cedures in ways that best .1p you under-

stand. Eliminate unnecessary visits to the doctor for minor 
problems. Gain a greater understanding s L  
of the condition and treatment when 	 795 
health care is required 

PIXEL PERFECT .1111(. ' 789.754.,  

Encarta 	 jnies. 

This muttimceia encyclopecfia is the essential reference work that also makes teaming fun. 
Putting a world of knowledge within reach, it includes up-to-date artidce and high resolution 
graphics, enlightening animations, stunning video dips and resonant digital sound bytes, 
combining its rich, interactNe features to inspire curiosity, and tum abstract information into an 
engaging personal experience. $811199 

i714766 Miactscit 

Los Angeles 
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Key CAD Complete fleorptenPla h. Windom 

c...  ' 
for 

i 
 Windows 

 i uot e7 3-D Design Plus for Windows 

Li
anything with engi. 

	

neered precision. 	 Typereader  for Windows 
It's easy to devel-

or> Plans that mrk Paintbrush Photo Library  
to the exacting 

'  
ractor, engineer, 

darn.... a cc.-  Microgratx Designer  4.0 
t 	 landscaper, interior 

	

designer or electrician. Start . an 	 Jurassic An  for  Windows  
dream, design Of concept. 

	

/J. your own Personal ....Ce 	Key map U.S.A. you have a precise design, turn it 
into reality with the help of your local 
cOntractor. 

 

$
,,,,.99  PhoteRnIsh 2.0 

-510‘,-  Ztl.m. Presentation Task HMO 4.0 

0616850 	 517 

0816892 	 .89.95  

$54112e 	 .429.00  

0817171 	
044•99 

iecrrer 	.559.00 

1818785 	 .35.99 

8303437 	 .25.99 

0737221 	 .99.99 

$509166 	 .99.99 

IBM/MS-DOS 
	

Software: Graphic Design / CAD! Programming! Languages 

TurboCAD 2.0 
for Windows 

Here is the fastest, 
s 	easiest way to 

. 	drawl This new ver- 

iey sion will have you 
creating furniture 
layouts, landscape 
designs, charts, 

  technical diagrams 
and other professional drawings in 
just minutes! Pull-down menus guide 
you through complex functions. 

	$84"  m  

TwIwCAll 32 mom Mtn 

CorelDRAW! 5.0 
The best graphics drawing package on CD-ROM 

New CorelDRAW 5.0 includes enhanced drawing, irnage 
editing, Ventura Publisher, presentation, charting and mor-
phing capabilities. Beginners love it for its ease of teaming. 
Design professionals count on its flexibility and advanced 
features. Precision drawing power, outstanding text 
handling and valuable libraries of fonts, symbols and 
clip an images allow you to create illustrations, 	 --,_ 
newsletters ads and brochures easier than ever. 

$48099  
COREL 	 - 

CorelDRAW1 4.0 3.5./CD • 29nt 0399 
CorelDRAIN1 3.0 3.51CD 0509174 939.99 ‘- 

WordScan'  Plus 3.0 for Windows 
OCR accuracy has been greatly improved with this 
latest version of WordScan Plus, incorporating 

AAccdaupPthiaegeR2.0 ter:Vogyechto'provide- anthdeHrs  greatest 
• 'j 	accuracy on the broadest range of faxed and 

• , 	scanned documents, even text as small as 4 points 
and skewed or degraded documents. Includes a 

- • 	new Chameleon 
Toolbar'.  that 
emulates the $44999 

toolbars of your favorite office suite for 
immediate proficiency. 

Adobe Photoshop 
for Windows 

This powerful 

2  program sets 
the standard for 
desktop image 
design and pro-

d' ducbon. Create 
your artwork, 

then correct and retouch color or 
BM scanned images, prepare color 
separations and output. It's the 
wond's leading photodesign tool. 

/41 $5gg 
Adobe 	470%22 

Visio 3.0 for Windows ---- 
visia is the business dravAng 
package for people whose 	Nell) 	' 	• 111 
business isn't drawing. It 	Vernon. combines advanced graphics 	

• • 
technology with the ease of drag-and-drop to 
make it easy for anyone to create professional- 
qualify business drawings and diagrams. Just 	ViSi • 

drag and con- 29  nect pre-drawn 
SmartShapes-Visio does the rest. Os 

079577 	 that easy. 

Ilisie Express for MS Office 	Komi 
849•99 

Drafts CAD for Windows, Comp. Upg. /824094 '99.00 

Image Pals 2.0 for Windows 	0824052 .127.99 

WordPerfect Presentation 	4581.0  .329.97  

HiJaak Pro y2.0 

FI
for Windows 

E-  The ultimate 
graphics tool to 
view, convert, 

If 	 capture, enhance, 
scan and print 

L-••••....11  refshtaict i:ft- '- 
ad features and superior conversion 
technology all .8., 

in the Windows '.. ... 
environrnent. 	..... 

--..e-  H ..... S,gem. IJaak .99•99 
4705673  

L
Home 
Transform your 
remodeling and 
building ideas into 
precise, detailed 
working plans that 
are accurate enough 
to be used in the 

actual constn.on. It's easy-to-use 
with self-guiding menus and symbols. 
4673079 

MAUTODESK '39"  
bitcheniliath 4673087 19.99  
Deck 	0673095 .39.99 
Landscape 	4673103 039.99  

Autosketch 	Generic CADD 6.1 
for Windows 	 - Version 6.1 of this 

••■-• 	This powerful tool 	 powerful 20 design 
combines the 	 and drafting tool 
power of CAD 	 reads and writes 
tools with the 	 AutoCAD.DWG. 
simplicity of 	 offers AutoCAD 

- 	 _,...._ 
..feTal g .......s. Y. 	 menu options, a 

can easily tum 	print manager and more. ,_ 
your ideas into 	„093us  

precise illustrations. Now includes 	 '349"  more than 2000 scaled drawings of 	...AuropEs, 
objects, a 5500 value - FREE! 
.7.3.6 $93999 ButimiCall 34 4.1i .270.J9 
it AUTODESK ILi 	DeshiCAll 24 LIP 	'1111.11 

CM. 
OAWCAD L101 VII ...II tag Ns. r in...- UN ,,,, ...... 	.--...., 	 .... 

Aldus FreeHand 4.0 
for Windows 

Whatever the 
project, you 
can get She job 
done with Aldus 
FreeHand, 
Aldus Freehand' . 

 unites a complete set of illustration, 
page design and production tools 
into a versatile pack- 
age that fits easily ,Nefi, 
into your daily work VP., 	• sflow. 

42. 099 
EIKE 	 -, 

The Complete Scanning Tool Kit 

em 	SCA, hand-held scanner to handle your 

11 422 w
II 	7 
- - - 	 Take advantage of the world's best 

Scan • Read • Fax • Edit 

OmniScan 

	

 	business or home scanning needs, 

$ 139 Plus, OrnniScan offers tools to man-.. 	age, share, and enhance your scanned 
0672113 	 information. Includes the OmniScan 

ao 

hand-held scanner, OmniPage Direct, 
ca• 	Image Assistant'.  and FaxMaster. 

OmniPage Professional 5.0 

	

The standard for optical character recognition (OCR) software has 	, 

	

been improved to make text recognition 	'.. 
more accurate and easier to use than ever, --- ' ..• 

. 

even under adverse conditions. Hard to 

, „ID 	
read pages Na reeurVetwnit ussye i"sFZ that 	 . 
delivers  superior accuracy for low resolution 

,, 	 document. Language Analysr verifies 
....ii, . 	word context to minimize the number of 

,., character substitutions to improve word 
----.........."' recognifion. It hand. 6 to 72 point text, 

79a857  several text styles, has . 

ca• b ip thlt-M TWAIN support, .49999 
and recognizes 11 	 1 

- 	foreign languag.. 	 ' , 

OmniPage Direct 2.0 for Windows 	 11805309 '99.99  

The Best C and C++ Compiler and Visual Tools 	_ • 

Turbo C++ for Windows s , 
This visual edition will boost your productivity providing the best 	5 

, 7g. 
compiler and visual programming tails for faster, easier object- 
orient. development of powerful C and C. applications. Includes ' 
user interface code generation, templates, $7495 	 To 
3-5 controls, 100% ANSI C standard, 
context-sensitive help, and much morel 

,csonoa  
ORLAND mto c++ for DOS #705798  7400 

Powerful Development System To Create Graphical Applications 

Microsoft VisualBasic Pro v3.0 
The standard edition of this event-drioert programming system 

` 	offers additional controls, toolkits and references to create powerful 
applications. The visual design tools provide the easiest, most 
economical way to develop applications that take full advantage of 

• the Windows graphical environment. This personal edition is sure 
to increase productivity. 

I_ 

ituzio $35999 Microsoft 

Microsoft Visual C++ Borland C++ 4.2 
: -.....7 Borland C. _ for 

	

. - Windows 	-, . 	:  
-, _.. 	The integrated, 

. ' 	 visual environment 	 ! 	 . 	 , 

- 	 of Microsoft Visual 	 -- 	
fully integrated C 

	

C-1-1. makes devel- 	'- 	 akin! Appticasnr -. t: . 	• - 	inn  ,,,,,,,, 
- - ; '1,  i 1 4 ,.• " 	LP.: .. - . . ---- -! 

development is fast and easy with all of the new 
, , 	w 	sy, fast, and fun 

L
'•  

	

you.,,,e prod.. 	productivity tools, Ike SpeedMenus, Summery 

	

five immediately, 	Pages, ...Pad,  and many ether& 

	

designing user interlaces, inspecting and 	 rienean 
debugging code as you write it, discovering the 
power of reusable code! e .... $39r 
Ar„,„,,„ft. ,7:05 /U BORLAND  
	 ,.. Turbo Pascal 7.0 	41117 
Realizer 2.0 	 '84 95 with Objects 	 07055Ce  

for Windows &OS/2 	#705484  Turbo Pascal 	 111.11 
VIS1131 Basic w/book P307560 '139.99 for Windows 	 0703812  

Borland C++ v4.11, CD-ROM for Windows #752626 	 Ina 
Symantec C++ 	 .792,o, 	Mill 

Los Angeles 
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Professional 
Write 

Here's a time-sav-
ing word processor 
that includes an 
integrated gram- 

pi mar checker for 
style and punctua-
tion, spell checker 
and direct Lotus 
1-2-3 importing. 

SFOIT.S. ■■■E 
$19999 

PFS:Write 	Ami Pro 3.1 

	

Get the ease and 	 for Windows 
''"'' 	power of VVYSI- 	 With just one-click ease 

	

11111 
 , VVYG word pro- 	la 	you'd haye access etoss, 

 11 	powerful word proc 

	

' Ce'ing'"'lie' 	...- 	ineatureS Ice a Cue- ph eadlines 	 g f 	„ in 

	

different sizes or 	. 	_ atonmoizuatibinleericgornoupapleedtte,ing 
 placing clip-art 

	

graphics. Also includes dictionary 	 capabilities, auto- 

and grammar checker. Low mom- Lotus  Printhff and more. 
ory requirements means it will 
even run on XT and 286 systems. 59999 

71*,..--- 
0670216  

$4994 	Lotus Write 
s70748e .49.99  

.0151 

Desktop Publishing/Presentation/Word Processing Software 
	

IBM/MS-DOS 

The Leader in Desktop Publishing 

Aldus PageMaker 5.0 
More than 100 new or enhanced features III Nor 
make version 5.0 a super-precise and 
poweiul wiling, design and production 
tool. Offers incremental rotation of text 	

579 and graphics and much morel 33 1 0656769 

„,. Harvard I.2  Graphics 2.0 
for Windows 
Bursting . features for 
more effective presenta- 
tions, with al support. 

299"7,'.... 
Harvard Graphics 3.0 
for DOS 	0708505 $990  
PowerPoint 
for Windows 	#769661 $49 
Core! Ventura 
for Windows 	it7413152 .179"  

Create first-class publications fast! 

Microsoft Publisher 
. 	for Windows 

- 0 	You'll find all the tools, including 
those for page layout, lest han 1 	 - 
dling and graphics, that you'll need 

, Produce professional-looking 
printed documents effortlessly. 
Includes design guides for step-
by-step instruction and more. 

$9fl99 a.. Microsoft  
WordPerfect Presentation 2.0 

- 	for Windows 

• 

WordPerfect gives you all the tools 
yOu need to make compelling let- 

, I tem, docuMents and presentations ,  
g 

WordPerf- 	.11' $3 2 997  
coRP.RAT'oN 

PFS: Publisher 
for Windows 
SPINNAKER t) 

'4588  '  4800342 
1 	, PrintMaster Gold 

for Windows 
aEy louse 

tdigwrae 101 	a 

,29.9  few minutes Mb customized deSignst 

4f885105 MicroLogic Software  

1

PrintMaster Gold tor Windows CD .861113 4999 

Prinffilaster Gold for DOS 	nmaro s39.99 

Compuwork Publisher 	'29" N730150  

Announcement 	'24" tor Windows 	 #796151 

Easy Desktop 	'42" Publisher 	„8„,„6, 

Freelance 
' 	Graphics 

for Windows 
navy): ,Cartieoanst e uu itAn da  g si 

 Includes templates. 

Lotus 
Freelance Graphics 
for DOS 	3.51 m:toss -4451 
Aldus PhotoStyler 

#7415S5 -JOE, 
QuarkkPress 
for Windows 	q15906 

Un Freer-lee/dm easy-to-use  6ens r ..1 Ne BitstreaM 	ltueType Font Pack 	TruePipe tot DOS 
TrueType for WordPerfect _,,. 2 	500 Font CD , 	, 	 for Windows 	1 ....,••■■ A 

f 	p pose d 	 ehsy 	

make your docu• 
--: , ,,' 	 101 of the best TrueType fonts -Cn  fill ,i,  for Windows 	

• 
Choose front 44 	 ,,, --,..7 	 . ments look great 

, 	,- ' 	to create greatfooking dom. 	St...,  , ' a sup,. co,, e,,,,or 0, 	 1 -,-- 	with 35 TrueType 

	

■.' scalable fonts to 	, 	- - 	,. 	, 
,.‘ 	 A , 	I fonts, sulable to 

	

ments last and easy! Acct. 	 , , ..... , .-', TweType an, post,,,p, 	 create beautiful, 	I, 

	

any of the fonts using standard tont, tor home or off.. These fonts were  	, 	high.quafity  docu. 	, ,i.t.Ell,  , ,. _ ,a, siz,.You .11also 

, ,,, 	,r, 	W°rd'errect ...nth .  Can 	selected by publishing experts to give you a 	' , 1. ,, 	men.. They're 	i I ,  r  • 	 .0 th ousands. 

iniciyr ell be used Mi. an ,1lm 	wide range o multi.ur 	an speck 	i . 1,,, 	% 	fe ie.i 	 dazz g pec l . 	 lin sia 
'. - 	- 3.1 apphcation, too

y W ds 
, 	 effects that will add 
.. .thnhLf. eve' ......ng bilinr.. ' l '.. PO -  bea„sYau'seur,„Type  ,sual excitement to any pri„ted work. 

	

0701631 $29.. _a_nd_,,, ,, 	 thnologys h 

	

,or... $36.. 	_.- 	ec 	 i. into 	There's nothing to leam, everytheng is 

LoserTools 	 tainmen t. • 	 .5536 Windows 3.1! The TrueType Font Pack non., .Polnt an.,  °Aerations 
	  can be used with allprinters and with 	mirroLogie software  

Typecase Budget 	 a any of your Windows-based applications, 

	

$5995  .97,374 	 Scgg6 for Windows1101.1 	 ANctosoft 	t595009 M. 
I Add variety., printed message is* this selection 

ol wet MOW scelable TrueTwe fonts eve are 	 • Type Set Value Pack 	 .708014 .44.95 
....., de... kv......,  ".... 

 or lat r • ons. 

	

3.1  'fypecase True Effects tor windows 	 #705585 .39.97 
i 	 

Sate 	
.. PrlinetYPe for WordPerfect 	11813402 .74.95 

R,In no, 	Tf:rnweicnalwse  tBouilreL.30, $9-- 	Star Trek Font Pack for Windows 	s708610 .19.95 
$ a 9 9 	PcKeysis :Typecase Budget 	sng. 	 Fonts on the Fly 	 m316777 .99.88 

miluded 
 0850289 	
for WidowsVol. III .5.1 0 	  More Fonts 3.0 	 4816744 .39.99  vide 	! 1  

Powerpoint 4.0 for Windows 
Version 4.0 has eve, 
thing you need to rum 

0  your ideas into powerfully 
convincing presentations. 

Miausoft  

pompom v.  #70  

- Flow Charting 
4.0 for Windows 

Fit Flowcharting 4.0 sets the 
standard for drawing and 

Ch irtin ,  4 tsigganmi7 flowcharts and 

51 9999  4803585 

Flowcharter2.90.  

7211,11,17.:1" 2;!'99833 0 149"  

	

Org. Plus Advanced 	0.n. 

	

4534495 	 U0  

The best word processor for Windows is even better with 
customizable features to meet your every need 

, 	mew  WordPerfect 6.0.a , .:  a for Windows 
This new version offers a dynamic, customizable interface so 
you can finish your document in fewer steps by putting MI of 
the tools you use most right on your screen. There's also 45 

' W .11"'"  tro-eautrra:gdecutoolmes thMa=rouTdoa=rio'y our - 
document without needing a separate doming oegram! Plus 

you, get powerful, bolt-in spreadsheet, table and chart capabilaies, a vane, of graphic 
Images, borders and oulstanthng file manager88,1. $ 99  

WordPerfect 
6.0 for DOS 	.5594 .259.  
WordPerfect 	 4831826 

' 5.1+ for DOS 4846378 329.  

wordPerfect 

	

 
or 

5.1+
484.6 

,49. 	WordPerfect 
Version Upgrade t DOS 	 CORPORATION 

Simplify complex tasks and routine chores with 
this fully-featured, heavy-duty word processor 

• Microsoft Word 6.0 
for Windows 

are ,,, 	Tpohwereer,zny 	atureswordnew,feocrit !Lac:angst vztroiroectf Ills °, mis.  

A 

• 
Ati 

' " ' 	 sIText f'  or qkirtecrenati: PfI new Integrated nTeignrtast ;dug! awa ing 
and 

WOM Layer and Multilevel Undo offers you creative flexibility. 
Microsoft Word 6.0 fully utilizes the power and intuitive inte, 
face of the Windows environrnent! Plus, iOs quick and easy to 

4711523 
move to Word from other word processing programs. 

$29988 Microsoft Word 6.0 wined, 
Competitive Upgrade 	4711549 129 
Microsoft Word 6.0 

MiC/OSOft ' w  .is 	 .707505 $329.  

For grammar, style, usage, punctuation and spelling 

Grammatik 5.1 for Windows 
Select your choice of writing style, whether business, technical, fiction, general, 
informal or custom, and let Grammatik improve your writing. Provides immediate, 

. • - r.ees 	on-screen feedback for mistakes in grammar, style or 
-,,,,,, ,.,, improper sentence structure. It's faster and easier louse 

	

I

iffig ippi, 	than ever before and 	.,,,, 7._ , _.,,,, 	r  

	

our un ii 	includes Mouse Supt.,  worarerrect 

	

. 	

CORPORATION 

' $3999 Grammatik 5 $
39

99 
Ver. 1.1 4845.187 

19.97 
'39.99 
'59.94 
'49.99 
'39.99 
1919 
'54.99 

LeiterPerlect 
1.0 for DOS 

. 	u 

WordPerfect MainStreet puts 
a lot of features in a Mall 
package. You'll get a spell 
checker, thesaurus, graphics, 
macros, merge and footnote 
features and use the same 
keystrokes and file format 
found in WordPerfect. 

$3999 

It820324 

WordPerfect 
CORPORATION 

..-. -, r.,- --,  

Software Bridge 4731298 

Correct Grammar #700121 

Bank Street Writer Plus 410183 

Word Assistant for Windows 1624005 

American Heritage Dictionary for Windows .733113 

Webster's Electronic Dictionary 11685636 

Writer's Tor Kit tor Windows #707471 

Los Angeles 
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IBM/MS-DOS 
	

Operating Systems/Communication Software 

Microsoft 
MS-DOS 6.22 

, . 	Features data protection technol- 
, 	ogy to safeguard your data! 

-shwa The most popular operating system for 
PC compatibles now provides you with 
features designed to safeguard your 

data, including ScanDisk, Anti-Virus, Undelete, Backup and Copy 
Overwrite Protection. It also includes defragmentation plus new 
DriveSpace disk compression with DoubleGuard and Uncompress, 
designed to safely add more disk space while repairing data irregu-
larities. MemMaker makes it easy to gain more memory for applica-
tions on systems based on 386 and higher processors. And 
because MS-DOS is integrated for $ 99  
use with MS Windows, you can 
backup from Windows or DOS. 

Mki.s It te  3.5,832089 525'1832105  

Microsoft MS-DOS Step-Up 	3.5.  11832139 Sg"  

---1 . 	Microsoft 
., ..-i.:--1, 	Windows 

3.11 
r 1 1 III 	Enhance MS-DOS and 
t , 	, i• • 	make your PC easier  

louse 
Discover the point and click 

simplicity of Windows! Windows 3.1 enhances MS-
DOS by actively managing your system behind the 
scenes, providing you with more functions that result in 
a powerful, dependable operating system. Choose 
from the large selection of Windows-based applica-
tions to create outstanding documents. Includes hun-
dreds of improvements so it's even easier to leam and 
use Windows, like computer-based tutorials, drop- 

dar7„noir= $ 	 99 ,,e,pand- 
525'1812404 
3.5.  1795187 

[ 	Microsoft 
Windows NT 

• 3.1 
Powerful high-end opera, 

'1 	 ing system for high-end 
computing systems 

Maximize the productivity of your hardware with the pow-
erful Microsoft Windows NT 3.1 operating system. The 
full 32-bit intemal architecture of this system lets you run 
multiple applications more efficiently and unlocks the 
potential of a wide range of advanced PC hardware, 
including supporting symmetrical multiprocessing, and 
offering access to existing applications, without modifica-
tion! Microsoft Windows NT combines the graphical ease-
of-use and productivity $3  in99  
boost of Windows with 
advanced capabilities for 
high -end computing. 	 .67338, 

Windows NT 3.1 Upgrade .673392 .279"  

• Novell®1 r, PC DOS 
.4  DOS 7 • V V6.3 ,.. , 

,-- _ 	:. - The first inie- 	, ,,.; 	Upgrade  
Novellp. grated advanced 	' r 	More features 

DOS and desk- 	 and benefits, 
top networking environment 	more security, more 
Novell DOS 7 is leading the way Mmege,  more memory, 

with built-in peer to peer net- 	more oorngailhildY 
wo, mu.s, advanced The best features and func-
mem, management, stacker tions on the market today 
disk compression, excellent MS 	are incorporated  in this 
Windows support, and a nest cr operating system including 
valuaNe utilities. Novell DOS 7 	Centf. 1  Point ....P, and 
is the best DOS value from 	Anti-Virus .49

99 Novell, the world reader in net- Protection. q 

a 7r , , g  I` c ''' e ' - $4999 	-16  
systems. 	 PC  DOS 6.3  .812701 .79" 

.812693 	 a 00S III 	cos. .59.  

ONOVELL 	Commander roma slig.  

f 

		

I

OS/2 	. OS/2 
tor Windows 	 2.1 

t"„_..._. Run Windows 	

OS i2 

, li, want  r 2 - -.'" 	applications 
' 	 ni,  ''''- more from your 

	

right along 	 computer, step 

	

elae n
-e
n„r,TS 	up to OS/2 2.1. It lets you run 	the 

.. fee 	a-, new ' 
,,
-- 'r 	latest Windows, DOS and 0S12 

	

last  32-ha 0S12  programs-all 	applications you already have. 

	

at  the some time-  with 
ironed- 
	Now 0S12.1 delivers 32-bit 

	

ible reliability. Includes a mum- 	seamless SVGA sapper„ plus  

	

hhtl manager ' a disk  cantle 
pm- 
	improved multimedia, pen and 

gram, 	 CD-ROM 

= 1ê9

$15 999 
desktops 	. 
and 	 . m rt. 525,656470 
more. .7.363 

0S12 2.1 Upgrade vim 
525'1656504 3.5'11656512  

..• 	• Windows 
• for Workgroups 

• II 	Get familiar Windows 3.1 oper- 
ating system with an easy-to-

. 	 use integrated network in one 
inexpensive package! Share 

files and printers with others, send electronic mail 
and schedule group meetings, without a dedicat-
ed server or a network administrator. Upgrade 
requires first page of manual or disk number one, 

Windows for Workoroups 
includes Windows 3.11 
Upgrade add-on 	.744987 s189'  
Upgrade from Windows 3.1 
Upgrade add-on 	.01738 059" 

Marmon' 

Procomm Plus for Windows v2.0 
,coinmpFleAte Xfax sr.! oon giv4e.s0you more fmtures and more power to do 	 The most popular communications program in the world now 
more than ever before..nvert faxes to edit thern in your word proces- 	is-i 	features fully integrated send and receive fax support. 

WAX,. 	so,  Sr.... fth,esI groiths . PsisPisiached I It sighi tth(ing I
Pvcomm Plus 	Windows 2.0 features Action Bars wNch gives you 

save costs. Now faxing is as easy as Printing. Th is $7 la  99 - 	command of all your functions using immediately understandable visu- 
	  is true professional faxing at its finest! enosusn 	

a .... on. plebtuzouVid'elneabalet 7„natlflocea;inegr'gr  ocnaL $0099 
WinComm Pro 	 0825075   that can be resized and 

DELRINAt Delrina Communication Suite 4631784 .119" 	ProComm Plus vo5n2 0799
9 
 moved anywhere on screen. ...a /1853051 

Phoenix Ultimate 	
-- Fax Works Communications Suite 	IR 

#86.01, 	for Windows 
Phoenix Ultimate Utilities 	:-• 	• send, receive and mark., faxes 

Suite 	11665097 	sar 	' 	.. 	right from your PC. User friendly so 

Fax 'n Find .825075 ID" 	• 	you can be sending .91 , 

EClipSO Fax tor Windows 	 faxes minutes 	., 
.46. a, SpelMEr after installadon. ■ 

11655318  

Ultra Fax for Windom FaxWorts PM for Windows .5315 S49•99 
.7613572 	 - ari-  -  

BIMISSFAX /Or Win. WS 	 4 	 'a- CommWorks 
its24771 'Or  ' 	1-  for Windows 

CrossTalk for Windows 	g ,„ ,, Gain immediate access to your choice 
meow .109"  -u I 1  !t.' ,  ' . of any (anvil) five powerful communica-

CrossTalk for Windows V2.2 	 ' tons tools with just a simple click of 
roses% .109" 	 your mouse! It is easy $ng99 

. CrossTalk for Windows 	U..... Ta.vd,r).... 	u 
814r ,ns..  with Cross., #858746 	 .701201 

..,` ON LaplInk V 	_ 	Carbon Copy 
,., 	For fast and easy transfer of PC files 	• 2.5 for Windows 

f -,.... 	The quickest, most powerful cable file 	
The complete remote 

4., cammem„, se, 
; 11-07 	y transfer available- up to 8MB per 	1  

ware for P.. Version 
' minute Copy or move files to desktop . 	 ' 	a5 provides increased performance 

nr net... PC via  $9999 	and new ffflbles inducing a soft- 
serial or parallel cable. .,,,,„„„ 

ri609.4 ware communications gateway 8. 

si44.Lapllnk Wireless 	.799718 149.99 
 terminal ernulator. 

Fast Lynx 	 1832253 119.99 	Yk?•*,,,,,  .52731  

Close-Up Dual Pack vILD 92A2195 .144.  Carbon Copy Plus 
Co/Session Host & Remote .48580 14.99 	 . 	

,
08891 -145-. 

 

a7--  Prodigy Membership Kit 
V1.1for Windows 
Prodigy is the on-line service millions rely 

- 	innfo'ncrtion anr mmorte' ermnterertain4n. 
people, more 

 
Version 1.1 indudes a new chat feature that allows you to 
talkie real-time to other on-line 

- 	member'  *PRODIGY. 	 .852541 

I , . 

 

• Norton 
pcANYWHERE V5.0 
The remote co mmun ications solution for 
usemswhvwontto increase their produc- 

NP ._ Icily and need instant access to infornia- 

""'" 1 29" ......  --. 	 .794917 

pcANYWHERE for Windows .8. .129" 

11si,
,,,-..  

a 	SIHRTICOM for Windows 
,=t 	Smartcom is the new benchmark for 

munications ease-of-use and ' ..-11 	telecom 
performance, delivering on the 
promise of the 

$99  cDH.Y. Went 	44 iro°nwrnsent. 	 11647230 

The Wire for Windows 	immasi 410.99  
MS-Mall roc oes & Windows 11724351 .549.00  
cc: Mail for Windows 	.793414 .399.00  
cc: Mail Our nos 	4878546 .49.99 

..... America - 
 2

Online 
tor Windows 

- - - 	Arne. Online 
mkes 0 easy to access software, 
SE11.933, news $24gg 

, and 

CompuServe 
for Windows 

You'll find the 
Windows inter-
face makes 9 
easy to Sum your 
personal comp. 
er into a pets°. 

communication and inforrnabon 
center. 	$2599 

CompuServe 
DOS 	.526418 $25.  
Internet 
Membership Kit 

for Windows 
1 ■ ..i 	The Internet is ,,,C,F 
. ,g...  than a balTIOnl r e 
; 	 .-=' a vast commun, 

' 	computer users irsaC 
to a sprawling, world- $4410 
wide conglomerate. 

11825950 

Los Angeles 
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Double your hard disk capacity In minutes, 

Stacker 4.0 Universal Upgrade 
New Stacker 4.0 breaks the 21 barrier! It outperforms 
all other real-time compression products on the market.  
The larger your drive, the greater.  your gain. Using the 
latest in Stacker UST. compression technology with 
SmertPack., your data will be stored tighter than ever 
so you'll get the most disk space possible. Beyond that, 
new Stacker uses less DOS application memory than ever, a mere 17K, far 
less than the competition. 

MOW Upgfalhit 

 STAC 	
$4995 

ER :Lit  *789' 
Get the most out of your computer's RAM 

QEMM v7.0 
OEMS s7.0 U ses rev concepts to help you 	 - 
pin opts 250K of prevrously unused 	 101 
Memory-safely, quickly and easily-by 
pushing device drivers up into high memory. 	410,10), 
QEMM is an expanded memory manager, 
an extended memory manager and a high 
memory manager all in one! Compatible 
with DOS 6.X and Windows. 	 $R499 

4e Quarterdeck 3.5 .  1848861 ,11, 

Windelete 1.0 	4876938 	 .32.99 

386MAX 7.0 
Fast and reli- 

, 	 able memory 
manager 

. offers the 
gi` 	Oualitas 

ory tester to 
detect unsta- 
ble or defec- 
tive RAM. It 

includes new compressed drive 
support, improved DPMI sup-
port, virtual memory, and much 
more. 386MAX 7.0 delivers 
rnaximum memory! 

.57387 S6 499  
QuALrrAs'  

Uninstaller 2.0 
Makes dirty Windows squeeky 
clean, 

Finally, the first 
intelligent pro- 	coo 
gram that can 	as. Pi 

successfully 
clean up 
Windows files, 	- 
removing obsolete information 
from your INI files, leftovers from 
deleted programs that still lurk 
around your hard disk, taking up 
space and resources that could 
be better used brother applica-
tions. 

'44" 
1813030 

Space Manager 	 1644187 	 '49.99  

Kaboom 	 1843531 	 434.99  

King Corn Windows 1.0 	 1777847 	
039.99  

haute Dante 311wInMOS 	 .12479 	 034.99  

Scenic Sierra Club Collection 	 1722637 	 022.99  

QA Plus or Windows v6.0 	 4874693 	
059.99  

CO SpeelheaY 	 1769885 	 '69.95  

Lightning 	 .78587 	03195  

Check It Pro Set 	 1718. 	 089.99  

AUTO Menu 	 mese 	039.99  

Set Op Advisor 	 .24672 	96.99  
Eclipse Find Mr Windows 	 teem 	039.99 
Compress 0 	 9655324 	17.99  
Nelroom 	 1707919 	 '85.87 

wil;hdeerwr il ed rds neurolabnedr .1 asc;iees: tsaa er vi es i.,  

After Dark 3.0 NEW 
for Windows version! 

..... , 	, Packed with over 30 A ter  Dan ...i..- - ,_. ...... ..... ing displays includ- 
- ......„, 	ing lutbsranwdantsehw 

' ••••-• ,....- . 	Bad Dog, the mis- 

i 

'1,  _ -.,• 	P hl ai ey fvu°1 luys  1 rr'ausPh your 
....=........-, desktop or take a 

swim with a new 
school of dazzling Fish. Take to the air with 
new flying toasters with Karaoke! 

1999 

BEROLEY_ 
SYSTEMS 	 M852715 

. ' 	Star Trek Screen Poster 
Promotional movie posters, your favorite S.rTrek 
characters, Klingons, starships and starbases, 
never-before seen photos and Star Trek trWia, ifs 
all included in this double bundle offer. Includes the siir  :trerprornark;engmaineviane  el 35 of the best images avail- 

11818021 

BERKELEYstarvrekscre. 
5 5 5 I 1 51 5 Saver Bundle 	mew 	19.99 

The Disney Collection Screen 
Saver for Windows 	 . . . 

. Prevent screen bum-in with this great collar- 
esaving  

plays. Also features classic Disney voices 

BERLELEY. 
.„-- 	and sounds. 

, SYSTiMS 	 1688135 $29" 
559 14W 	 1707711 	 '29.99  
Mter Dark for DOS 	 .9,43 	 19.99  
More After Dark for Windows 	 0688871 	 15.99 

Utilities 
	

IBM/MS-DOS 

FASTBACK PLUS 
8.0 
The world's fastest, 
most reliable, easy-
to-use backup soft-
ware has a new inter- 

SCSI tape drive sup- 
port, and more! s 	gg 

4705756 0  

SY \IANTEC. 

Beck-11-4 	 1706820 164.911  

my eat. 	1785451 017.00  

Colorado Backim 
lor Windows 	0651273 '39.99  
Norton Backup 
for Windows 	1731984 '109.99 
Spinrite 	1617423 099.97  
Check it Pro 
Deluxe 2.0 	iteeTne 0159.99 

Me Standard for Data Recovery, Protection, and Diagnostics 	• 

Norton Utilities 8.0 
Improving on its legendary data recovery and diagnostic cepa-
bilities, Norton Utilities has added background data recovery 
and disk optimization under Windows, and a new Windows 
configuration manager, for diagnosing and optimizing Windows 
specific problems on your PC. 	 $11899 
SYMANTEC. 	 1794925 

Control and Expand the Power of Windows, 

= 	PC Tools for Windows v.2.0 
Tune your system for maximum performance and minimum 
down time! New features include a System Consultant, File 
Companions, CrashGuard, AutoSync, in addition to pow- 

, 
rr l'oolS 	erful performance utilities, productivity

IF 	 tools, data recovery and protection utili- 	Sg 999  
° 	ties, and network support. 

#769646 

	

CenhvgibintSof...: PC Tools Pro V9.0 	1722421 59999 

	

ritigTak_ Direct Access 

	

m -.1_,.. 	This hard disk menu sys- 

	

. 	tern zips you right into 

"

. 	your programs with the 
.1 Rush of just a single key. 

..... YYou'llr a ri  iles, vinaclele5s1 
 password protection, 

virus detection, usage tracking, mouse 
support, and more. 

11705558,  $6 48, 

SYMANTE, . 

3.0 ler Windows 	1864470 

Illue Direct Gold 	 1815977 15.95 

Folder Bolt tor Windows 	11715169 %se  
Norton SPEEDDrive 	 1706614 14.99 

The most comprehensive anitvirus program available 	Sideways 	Software to 

The Norton AntiVirus 3.0 	 make any 

I 	could signal an unknown virus, and then repairs 	..,...177-1'' 	landscape 
most infect. files quickly and easily. Any 	 mode. 

, 
• Version 3.0 now detects over 2000 viruses, 	

rploitzatworixr, 

. 	 eliminates existing infections or irregularities that 	 in portrait or 

...ff 	suspicious activity vall trigger protection for your 
., system as it sens. it. The new virus information 	SOFT 	 ,,. 

library provi.s virus .erence. 	 WARE „oe.S6r 

$8997 	 , 	LabelPre for Windows 
. 

Design great 	.... 
looking laser labels in 

Speed Tools =_- 
tor Windows - 

ti- 
mize your hard disk 	

111111S5Can 1.5 	 rninut.! With layout 

tor Windows 	Onscreen mode.
Now you can op 5- 

	premier virus 	
4.00136 g.,.. 

• 1  

in the background 	I',  , 	detection, clean-up 	 '' - 	'. aiAVERIE 	- 1Ir n 
and change your • - - 	 and prevention program stands 	LabelPro Laser 	94959 
system settings to,, 	 sentry over your data using the 	 0409938 

deliver maximum 	.289g most advanced anti-virus soft- 	Labels Unlimited 4800284 149.99 
Windows perfor- 	 ware. It is known by millions of 	pni, cache 	,,,,,,,,, 155. 
mance. Its alitomMiG, 	mimes 	computer enthusiasts, now is 
just press the °do if' key. 	 available to everyone. 

	
99 10441 Maker 	man 47.11 

CentniPoint Software, 	 Sgt.,. Man Plus 4.0 melee 110.115 
5 	Windows PrIMIng 	. grawn  

.3582 '20.99 	MCAFEE 	 SYS.. 	 .2.25 -11111.91 
11766477 

The complete Windows file 	Icon 00.10 	Customize the look of your .sktop with 
management and utilities solution 	 your own icon design, or choose from 200 

Norton Desktop 3.0 for 
ci I .,2,!, 	td oe msi rue; ei c o nr s  , as ,,, j 5 fi  : : i am na r nt e da t=  , 	s - 
_ 

of programs offers an 
Peter Norton's collection 	L  . 	  

pi  . • $999 .7 	 ill ...... 

	

,,,,,. 	Also has four screen savers. 

05368 

Windows 

enhanced, integrated file , 	!Alm DearT! Too 	 ma. 	019.99  

with over 30 essential utili- a ---'=--..- 	I'm Make  " 	
4705400 	 139.96  

fies and productivity tools to make 	Energizer Bunny Wr Windows 	 .7683 	015.97 
Windows perform just the way you want. 

0731992 S 1 1990 
SYMANTEC. 

Norton Desktop 
Mr DOS 	5705721 	 0129.95 

JOpus'n Bill Screen Saver 
0 

 • "-"' 

,,, 1 	Eliminate 
crazy 

 screen bum-in with Berkeley 

_ 4 	ca Ily in co rr.  n i cmhaatr:d'setoi rl:/dscPlit i

ni , 	savers with sound support! 

29°!, DELRINAt 

Los Angeles 
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Business and Accounting Software IBM/MS-DOS 

Tttve 

 

Sidekick Lotus Organizer ACT! 2.0 for Windows InfoCentra11.0 
for Windows for Windows This flexible. easy-to- Manage your business 	 for Windows This Personal information 
Now there's a fast, 5 	 ose, computerized 	relationship more pro- 	fir 	 4.4.4.4881 	manager cornea with 

	

friendly and instanUy 	 organizer includes a 	ductively with ACT! 	 4 ., ,_._, 

	

accessible way to keep 	a 	 calendar, to-do list, 	ACP, the Kiva. 

	

track of your phone and 	 planner, address book, b est-sell ing contact 	
The best V, 	

database information on 
to ,,,,,,,,,.„,, travel, win es of the world, 
„j„,,,,,. „,,,,,,,,,, ''' consumer product 

	

address lists, appoint- 	th 	 and notepad secfions, 	manager features an 	6.1•1111 	4444-4, .. kr .1, 	: 	.., . 
wmpthes ...--mpthei 

	

; ;„,,,,,,,,. ment schedifies, to-do 	 much msre! 	easy-to-use contact 	Aun ,...-• •-' -...,,,, 	Software and hardware 
,41UGtha, lists, important notes a. 	Lotus , j 	Lotus dscataa: "i' 	

-, .6...y . 	14  . 41.1," vendors.  

$3299 

 giii more. i 	 , report 

	

.853077 t gig $ 	$, 9e 	 99gg 	_______.._ $90  
BORLAND  1  ----- 99.,9498n 	PlEataill I 	WoniPerfect 

01827436 	 U.803304 

Calendar Creator Plus i e  . ce Ecco 	STOP 	PackRat 	Maximizer 1.2 
.r Windows V2.0 	 - Simplicity 	MAKING 	 for Windows 	.7..199.99  

- 	.. Create custom calendars 	 .,.6"' 	5.011 	Ascend 4.0 
in any size or style with the 	v. 2.0 	 er 	The latest version of this 	for Windows 	.7.3.169.99  

. , 	latest version of this pow- 	_,,,,,„. 	.. The suer ersona weu inrated 	MS 	.0 erful and flexible software! i ....--4,,,,,-- Informp P ation 
	91 

 tot that 	
porfl rag 	 Project 4 Z I .4., 	information manager 	for Windows 	8814616 .499.99  .: 	:_..,.- Ifs easy to use, and offers 	.,- ' - ' 	...a Pulite ea., 	 offers even more ways to rr  

	

I ? calend, - lots of layouts, styles, 	 featuring a WO. 	.01411 advantage of the Windows environ- till Plan Builder 	«568295  .89.97  

	

, 0«...r. - typetaces ,  apfiana ,  and 	 month and week calendar, a phonebook, daily 	ment. The intuitive design makes ff easy to 	mi... 
Accelerator 

 ..... 

	

clip art to choose tram. 	calendar with M-do list, . contact management 	menage names,  ,,ornoers.  ,o,do is. 	u 4n4ii 0 .......0.01 WM .816967 
844.39  

with easy Windows accessibility to your _sottea., 	$4999 ,ther appusesoos j 	.... 	 meetings, note, calls.
a ei 

 9999  prmers  

	

hgg 	and much more. 	. 	 tt711440 .399.00  
& #79.7.9  New Version! 5 

POLARIS I 	Timeline 6.0 
Calendar Creator 	mom .42.95 Arobasque 7.111  .818633 . . , , w . . 	 8709741 	 for Windows 	0842187 8495.97 

Take hold of the fastest, easiest way to manage your finances! 

Quicken 3.0  for Windows 
' Iroi: • 	. . Easy-to-use financial manager handles your personal and small 

. 	' business tasks with easel Keeps your checking, savings, stocks, 

1 	 mutual funds, mortgages, and more - organized, complete, and 

Quicken 	accurate! Plus ifs all in one place 

	

‘ 	
for easy access! Includes Quicken 
Graphs, planning calendars, and 	

$2599 
• 

..: 	A 	• 	faster data entry. 	 N692863 .11 
„, . 

Antu,. Quicken 7.0 4692871 19•95 
.. QuickPay 3.0 4746164 '49.99  

No Accounting Jargon - It's Bookkeeping tor Business People 

QUICkBOOkS for Windows 	
•: .. 

Now you don't need to know a debit from a credit to have a total 	Ii. . - , 	1 - f,  
management of your bookkeeping. Everything is in an easy, .fill-out  
format, so you just 'Write the check or invoice. Also includes a 15- .1? 	;',- 
minute on-screen tutorial that will have you invoicing, paying bills, 	' - 
predicting cash flow needs, doing payroll reporting and more, with- 
out accounting classes! 	 -.-..----- 	, 

Intuit  $13099 • --oujoiols 
QUICkBOOkS 	 11692889 .99.99 	talill... 

DacEasy 
Accounting 
for Windows 
• This is the 
• easiest-to- 
! 	Use, most 

, 	complete and 
OA, powerful 

accounting 
package. New version 
offers fully integrated mod-
ules, FREE forms offer, and 
much more 

.760116 

DacEasy Bonus Pack 
.860965 .170.00 

OacEasy Payroll 
4460016 19.99 

DacEasy Accounting 
.660908 '99.99 

DacEasy_ic.  

One-Write Plus 
Here's the 
account- 
ing pack- 
age that's 

OM.
recom-
mended 

• 
the 

pros. It 
offers real accounting and 
payroll software made easy! 
You can set spin an instant 
for using checks, paying 
bills, invoicing up to 5000 
customers or vendors auto-
matically, doing payroll and 
banking effortlessly! Simply 
fill-in the blanks like you'd 
write a check, and you're 
done! $4999 

045943 

I*  quicken 
Companion 
for Windows 

, Manage your home 
inventory to accu-

rately organize records of your 
personal possessions. Keep 
abreast of Mo. p.es and per-
sonal the planning as well as 
major decisions like gatifigg 
purchasing a home. LL 
Intuit  

TimeslipS 5 Nov 
for Windows , 9 Vernon! 

- I.:.1 1 	bl'uasnineagessYm'orre 
profiMbly with 
Tmeslips 5000 
Windows. 

.14. 14 N'rliPy, 
 '2

.
19

,
95 

MS•DOS VERSION UPGRADES 

WordPerfect 06.0 3.0 	.685602 	 19.99 
WordPerfect 06.0 5.25 . 	 #685610 	 19.99 
WordPerfect V5.1, 	.846386 '49.95 
Lotus r-2-3V2.4 	 .504613 '109.92 
daase 1002.0 	 .705483 '99.95 
dBase DOS 05.0 	.844175 '164.99 
MS Works V3.0 	 .707695 '49.95 
Paradox V4.5 Sp.. 	#706895 449.95 
Clipper V5.2 	 #706705 '139.99 
WordPerfect Office V4.0 	0679209 '169.99 
Fo4Pro 02.6 	 mew '295.00 
Pro Write 03.0 	 .799742 14.99 

WordPerfect 06.0 	4466628 Man 
WordPerfect V5.1, 	.846394 428.99 
PC Tools PRO 06.0 	.723957 19.95 
WINDOWS VERSION UPGRADES 

MS Word 06.0 	 .711531 19.00 
MS Windows V3.11 5.25 	4812685 849.00 
MS 6E4105.0 	 #734681 	 '99,00 
Harvard Graphics V2.0 	#694653 889.00 
Lotus SmartSuite 0201. 	4881787 8299.99 
Windows 03.11 	 .805473 19A5 
Borland Office 02.0 	#750364 499.00 
Borland C44 04.0 	.752634 8199.95 
Borland C*4 V4.0 CD-ROM .878900 . 199.95 

Fo4Pro PRO 02.6 	4818708 8295.00 
Project 04.0 	 4808666 449.00 

Microsoft Money = ilta Managing Money 	s18.99 
3.0 for Windows 	'---- 	Your Money Counts 97.5 	9881953 

	

= 	1994 E ition 	  . 	Get accurate ...NC. 	 . ,I 	... your 	19.99 
rinansie , men, you mokirr v1.0/Windows ...... 

... 
 . 
.  ,* agement. 	 With financial ad- 	.... 	.. 	 4325483  

1  
... '-.- 	 includes auto- "...... lead  ... . IPP  Nome 

;,„,..... 

.34.99 
, 
...

1u 	
. 	financial planner, you can track 	- 

	

41.1 4 mated tools to income et, expenses. be,.
your 
 Lawyer 	#396663 

write and 
record checks, track a.... PP. 	Rich A Retired 12.99 chedcs, estimate 
expenses and deposits, and 1005.  math man, 	 for Windows .816132 

oa.ce, accounts. 	gano9 	. Instant 	.35.98 

	

$24" aa„.526, mean  Accounting 	056,o6 
.764720 

	

Managing Your '39.99 Quick 	Mil 
A.§CtOSOlt 	Monet #10.0 	. - Invoice 	11790102 

. Easy-to-use accounting that grows with your business 
Peachtree Accounting 3.0 for Windows 
Peachtree Accounting includes the business tools you need, 

.... 	 . like inventory, integrated payroll and support for multiple 	,Nriv , 
. users and networks. Getting started is easy. The Peachtree • Mt.. 

Airntiete,w,  I Accountant walks you through every step, and uses pRin English to teach 
you the ropes. A three step, new company  

1‘"....T.aaji 16  remllalfests Ya'nud eshl:wses yfor7uov7o1667.17167 °1 
your  books to best fit the needs of your business. 

E( e, 	Peachtree Accounting 3.0 CO/Windows .....129.99 	
*. . - - Peachtree Complete Accounting 	.8479.1119.97  

WillMaker 5.0kn WealthBullder 3.0 ■\,(11,1tri Gather your intonation. Enter in 
for Windows 	Builder your goals and let Wealthbuilder 

Quickly and safe- 	 show you how to achieve them. 
ly create a will, a 	,I1.1.  	I 

ring w 	
.M4P1 	 $6599 

	

a  hill, and   A Reality 
VilubM. final arrange 	

_ 	..--,... 

5 	men,  This step- It's Legal 5.0 for Windows 7.... 
- 	 - by-start Maass 	Toucan create legally  

will save you the binding documents in v1V____CP 
na 

 f e ,---- .1 
time and expense the privacy of your 	.,au• 11, 	a  

	

of , fp an 	rhorne Or OffiCe. $2929 	 II ‘ 144 
attomey. You'll find extensive informa- erzSONS re, 
lion at every tum. Updates are quick 
and easy. 

	

39 	
its 	Legal 5.0 Dos 18845453 .29.11  

' 	99 	Estimator Plus 111316157 .54.15  
----,...a- 	1. 71. Personal Law Firm 	#706796 .39-11  

Money Network wawa., #8713470 94118  
Willis 5.0 DOS .741637 19 99 

	

' 	MYOB Accounting 4.0 	.8483.51.11 
WordPerfect 6.04 	.831867 19.99 OSA 04.0 	 o70149 ILO 
WordPerfect Office V4.04 	4810409 5169.99 MS Access V2.0 	#818724 .12110 
CorelDRAW! 3, 	#832022 498.99 Bonand Office v2.o 	mom '208.III 
CorelDRAWI 4-5 	483204e 4339.99 MS Office Pro V4.3 	t80382.,  190.111 
Visual Cr-i. Pro 	 4766659 '99.00 Canvas 03.5 	 moss, Via 
PageMaker V5.0 	#843649 '149.99 Designer 44.0 	 479679' 19.1 
dBase 05.0 	 1649662 499.99 Symantec C., Pro C 686.1 1795023 '19135 
FlomPlan 4 3D 	 amen 449.95 . Pm 03.0 1 	 4860751 'ISA 
WINDOWS COMPETITIVE UPGRADES Drafra CAD Vat 	 on2469a VIIIA 

.,,,
. 
„,, his°. Pro V4.3 CO-ROM max 191.11111 

MS Word V6.0 	 /1711549 4,... wordperiect  6,0A 	sem -  ISA 
PC 7800 02.0 	 11769655 19.95 smarts, 	 17624' .., '31.10 
Stacker V4.0 	 4789006 

	 84995  Picture Publisher 	48:673, '819.1111 
MS Excel V5.0 	 #734905 429.00 saparpro,ed  03.0 	07670E' 1 MA 
MS Office 042 	6864P28 189.99 visuataas,, pro 	 4844,, '11nAi 
Freelance Graphics 02.01 	4668160 '109.99 jz, as, 	 .87,, 	 11.1111 
PowerPoint 04.0 	8769679 129.00. Fnt......11...1...r 	 .57,, 11.1 

Los Angeles 
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Access I 	• 
2.0 for 
Windows I VCEIN 

Get the results , want with a full-lea. 
tured relational database thafs easy to 
use, Routine tasks are automatic, 
using IntelliSense" technology, 

.18716 Adir • ,th.  

FoxPro 2.6 	• 
for Windows 
New FoxPro 2.6 
is the smartest 
upgrade for dBASE iructiu  
users. You'll save 	- 
time, money and 
effort right away. 

Microsoft 
86.81 74 $99 

- Approach 3.0 
for Windows 

. 	Here's a relational data- 
base that's so easy to use, 

that you can produce real results y.in 
2 hours of opening the box. With over 
200 new features, Lotus Approach is 
easier to use 
than ever. Sal $99  
LOWS .61558 

Now WU: Norton Anti - Ifinis 

Q&A EMU. 

This award-winning 
software tracks simple 
mailing lists as well as _ 
complex inventory sys-
terns. Offers increased 
database power and 
p:gsramming 9985 

P7076,16 

"'dBASE 5.0 ',dBASE 5.0 
for DOS 	 for Windows 
The worldwide database 	 This application genera. 

standard that gives you 	 tor has been the star- 

the posver to manage - 	 dard by which all others 
your  data  mere ease, now provides 	have been measured. Now it provides 

fader, 32-bit support, SpeedFillersr. 	 deeedeeerer rfirtheorking, all  the ethent 

and mc're  BORLAND = 1"071 17":"11 D $ 59999  t a,lt,ervpia,cel $37999  

dBASE 5.0 tor DOS 	 dBASE 5.0 for Windows 
Version Version 
Upgrade 1014175 ,164... 	Upgrade 4431362 .1911.90  
Clipper 5.2 	 #707562 	WI  

Approach for Windows 3.11 	 1877613 	 .00  

RCA for Windows 	 t715607 mom  
Pinvedielkier Desktop for Windows 	180.5 .244.99  

Pswerfilaker for Window 	 F732214 .1119.99  

Paradox 6.5 	 ram 	589  

Microsoft Access Seletims Pack 	tee.. .40.99  

FormTool Gold 
ForroTool Gold is the master of quick and easy form 

hF preparation. This new 30 version offers an all-new 
Forms Manager tor even faster and none sent 
form desigm as well as PostSctipt support. Changes 
or updates are done easily. 

	  °6 497  
 	 05665  

ForniFiller 4.5 
_ 	Will save you hours of tedious work and eliminate 

re-keying errors. its the most complete and accurate 
system for filling in pre-printed fomu. Match any 
spacing and create a template for any form you use. 

ffidd 	$5499 
.6.555  

Perform Designer ft Filler 	 .08154 '64.99 
WordPerfect infonns Designer/Filler 	greSan "359.99 
Toolbosit 3.0 	 1857912 989.99 
R&R Report Writer 	 1,826594 '184.95 

,,,,, ReportSmith 2.0 ..- 	• 
for Windows 

. 	- 	Borland ReportSmith is a 
database reporfing and 

its,s 	query tool that is the per- 
.- 	 .. fed companion to your 

PC data 
rt8.888 	 a  manageMent 

8109
a
:-  .:L  :III . 

FileMaker Pro 
for Windows 

r
,11 

 This database manager 
puts you in control of 
your informal.. 2 easy aMeSs to all of the 
powerful and sophist'. 

rile,44,2 cared features-
without having to 
team commands, 

C LA RI S $129 

,0,61 	 I 

Spreadsheet/Database Software 
	 IBM/MS-DOS 

Most requested features, 	Lotus 1.2.3 V. 	Powerful , 3-° version!  

	

ipe   	
L • e for, 2. v 3 4 Lotus 1•2•3 v.2.4 	for Windows 	

ll ots Get "one-click.  shortcuts to spreadsheet, This is a phenomenal Windows ments If you have 

• • tasks!  	$31999 	I • .. , 	spreadsheet, database and graphics 	 or more, then this graphics 1 
.705986 	

, ..----

m 	
package to help you or a group work 	■ ftamxv 	

he on  

xxxixi 	_. 	0  

,ous 1:
performance enhance- 

powerful, 3-0 version is 
a 286 or 386 with 1MB 

3 .. 
You' find l 	of 

. database and 

better and faster, $99999 	- 
Lotus lu.s1-2-3... ... 49S9.. 49S9 1  Lotus 	L o tu s 	11706119$40994  It871467  I. 

Superior spreadsheet performance 	 • 	- 	 . 	  

Microsoft Excel 5.0 	
ut Microsoft Office 	' 	MS Office 4.2 CD-ROM 

ax.621.499.99  
..5! 	V. 4.2 for Windows  

The new version of this powerful spreadsheet offers 	
Includes the latest ver 	

MS Office Pro 4.3 ...... 

built-in intelligence to make routine tasks automatic and 	NEL 	 sions of Microsoft's power . 	 !II III 	 tor Windows memo 1043.33  

complex tasks easier. Includes 68 chart types to Create 	 Programs ,  Word ...owe' Excel ...ie. 	
MS Office 4.2 Competitive 

outstanding presentations. 	
PowerPoint for Windows and Microsoft Mal. 	 I 	- 	 t 	 llPgrade 	osx.2.189.99  

	

Miaosoft 	
$70988 !iliac:soft 	

(1,-,. MS Office Assistant 1.0 
tirgazse '69.99  

1173.37 MM./ 	 t L nniill _ 	k)FR 	,g.., 	WordPerfectWorks ._. __ I 

0 	, Windows spreadsheet power made easy 

.1.1.11  -,--, Quoin° Pro for Windows 
i ,-___ 	Simplify complex tasks and organize your spreadsheet 

n just the way you work! Access advanced analytical tools, 
i go,. a 3-0 graph system, network support and more, all with 
L Q.. pro  the ease of push buttons and pull-down menus. 

. . . • ORL  AND  Sh400 
i lQuittro  Pro tor DOS weww %.911  

rI Claris 	IMSmartSuite 

	

A
Works 1.0 r. 	for Windows 
for Windows ,... fern  , 3.0 

	

11, \ o, Includes Fargorks .,... 	1, j 
for Windows 	 ------ Includes the relational 

=I  Set the moat oft of 	 datagaSe, Lotus Approach 2.1, 
The SOffware's tour . 	Add that to five easy-to-use, powerful 
major business ape, 

"029093 	
Windows applications that at work 

cations: tull.featured 	 together.  

379" '47=P=7:  LOW $459"  and databases 	 S 	 .81755 

'411.0 0 	4799411 	1 'Ill■-• 	I 	
a8,95,14.99 I 

---:-.' -- - - PFS: Window Worts 2.0 	Combines powerful • 
business tools with 	 , 

I This new version includes WinFax UltraLITE so you can ow ease  et Windows 

	

send a fax right from your PC! This premier integrated 	competing 
program makes full use of the power of VVindows. Get 
advanced word processing, a hot new spreadsheet, an eie  Microsoft Nowsi  
instant shad maker and morel 	 w $749, orl

,  
d 

_50 	 for Windows 0(-7--- 
16801217 I 	

. 	 ws 
You'll find all of the tools you need to take care 
of business in this integrated software package 

., Borland Office 2.0 
''■:- , for Windows 

Il&  

_ 	

Microsoft Works for Windows can handle word 
processing, spreadsheet, charting, business 
analysis, database management and more with 

This integrated powerhouse Suite is designed 10 the control 01 your moose, Pull-down men ,. 

	

make it easier than ever to organize, analyze, 	and eann vi  Windown. 

	

integrate, present and share information, It's 	$79gg  Microsoft
the only complete office workgroup solution, 

$39999 *713305  

BORLAND 1 MiCrOSOft Works #568,70$99.971  

IllEasy to use label manager 
and personal data organizer 

Ad,inc,d 

My,Mail List 
and address book 

Find the tools you need to make your data 
U for you! Do everything from an easy-te 

understand screen. Mail Driers, create personalized form let-
ters, manage your phone and address books, se,. Wye. 
[minting for laser printers or fOrm-feed , mrs....c.: i 
piinters, print different card sizes to fit I 
your filing system and much morel 	$3595 

I  My Invoice tassas.11.1121 # 

I
Paradox 5.0 for Windows 
This award-winning relatronal database offers 
wider control over the styles in your first  and 

..... __ randytts' ai relet hae::::so ll create 
- - applications easily. $ig 3 999 

BORLAN8iisssoss a 

Rolodex Live 
This easy to use list manager and label 
minter is the ellortless way to computerize 
your Rolodex cards so you can better 
organise all ot your information. 

$3995 

 I Address Book Plus 	 .01258 544.99 I 

Mall List for DOS/IVindows .798108 

File 7.0 	 #706713 

Mailworla for Windows 	.55472 .24.99 

FLASH Form 	 mows  .55.99  

FORM Flow for Windows 	nism,8219.00 
Instant Rolodex 	 .612366 .39.95 

Los Angeles 
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The Essential Guide The Official DOOM 
to WordPerfect 6 Survivors Strategies 

	

for Windows 	& Secrets 

Leantebaretuabgxswbrghel

Lot  

	

kist 	" 	SA4 SALE 

$1745.0. 	$13 
Episode 1 of the official game 
indeed reMropide 

as mt.. The ilustralions answer hough rwerfegisode and  wk., ot  
miraiessons as rule... Doom. woo. basic inn., 

	

irnanient est.. find 	sf. 	 cormffeie coverage of ati eve, 
and special inleligence inform- 

. the 
 

	

sdoe18un5sxu 	  Sos Learn... what you 
11.41  DPW. ffr °ff. 11101 aune99e80dmrta000l000 

	

ved to Wortrerkth16.0 	 expect at every 

	

.161.P11.444 	 le. 

Expert C 
Programming 

Ust32.1111 
SALE 

$18" 
Deep C Secretsconversation. 
al  style. Learn about the so.re  
that blew up the Venus space 
probe and the C bug that shut 
down the AT&T phone system. 

The Student Edition 
of Matlab 
	 UM: 59.00 

Fkit SALE -7-n '531°  4603752 

The professional choice for numer. 
computation. thus 150 0000050 

tool for controlling theory, digital 
signal 

 
IS 9,  applied matte- 

malts and sy.em identification. 

Inside 
CorelDRAW! 5.0 

" 	List 39.95 
SALE 

C\  '27" 
ki635.55 

A thorough tutorial and reference to 
all the CorelDRAW, 5.0 functions, 
with practical aamples and rniprul 
. and tricks. Includes full-color 
CorelDRAW! Muscators from the 
T..,  lop 
professionals. MiZn 

Excel for Windows 
Answers: Certified 

Tech Support 

I
List 19.95 

SALE 

$11 14  
P754317 

Based on actual tech support calls 
from one of the largest providers of 
support. The days of free tech sup-
port are declining, but you can 
benefit from the solid. providsd 
and 005syuon thntoylentethteu
rors itto plague people most often. 

Osbornehl.ntnr491 

Save 10% 
on Prentice Hall 

P T R 	Titles! 

Over 1500 titles 
P FL to choose from! 

Doe, Oct intiude 'Wray" publishing fiats. Our sum HA 
offer may not be combined with other sale disamnts. 

Internet Working with TCPAP, Volume 1" #358705 $54.00 
Internet Working with TCPAP, Volume 2" #789115 45.00 
Internet: Getting Started 
	

#691600 21.40 
Intemetworking with TCP/IP 
	

#543751 47.70 
ISO 9000 Documentation 
	

#769091 71.95 
Object-Oriented Modeling & Design 

	
#35836048.60 

SCO UNIX System Administrator's Guide #598334 35.10 
Standard C Library 
	

#394957 34.00 
Sybase Architecture ti Administration 

	
#703637 44.10 

TCPAP Network Architecture 
	

1789107 43.20 
The C Programming Language 

	
#100198 31.50 

The Decline of the American Programmer #647750 11.40 
The Magic Garden Explained 
	

#756767 34.20 
UNIX Network Programming 
	

#378828 5040 
UNIX Programmer's Users Guide 

	
0644419 32.40 

UNIX Programming Environment 
	

1114751 22.10 
Zen and the Art of the Internet 
	

#763201 18.30 

Graphics Design for 
DTP Quick 

Reference Guide 
List 8.15 

.1= SALE  
$c95 

Improve your newsletters and 
anything you pubksh using the 
PriM65 rgrngsajesrid wrd  

Dead lass 
wd do more. 0.65 easy-to-
ld. design samples 
thduded th this cco  

refer- 
ence guide. 

Lofts SmartSulte 
6-10-1 

11141,5  
$18" 

.s special ed. contains 
valuable information on all Scot 
the applications bundled together 
in Lotus SmartSuite. Export. 
on up-to-date features ensure 
quick profency and make this 
the perfect reference. Conquer 
a six programs 
vdh a single alpha 
book 	 books 

Act for Windows Authorized Guide 	 #647578 	916.10 
CorelDRAW, Unleashed 	 #677203 	33.95 
Lotus 123 for Dummies 	 #580134 	14.40 
Mastering WordPerfect 6 for Windows 	 #704585 	25.45 
Microsoft Publisher by Design 	 #699066 	21.20 
Microsoft Word for Windows Step-by-Step 	 #699082 	25.45 
Oracle System Tuning 	 #849851 	29.70 
PC Learning Labs Teaches Ami Pro 3 	 5642330 	19.50 
Using 123 Version 4 for Windows 	 #670836 	25.45 
Using And Pro 3 	 #541888 	23.75 
Using CorelDRAW, 5.0 	 6823021 	 33.95 
Using Excel 5 for Windows 	 #705186 	25.45 
Using Microsoft Access 	 6789461 	 29.99 
Using Quatro Pro 5 fa Windows 	 1675900 	25.45  

PC Guide for 	UNIX for the 	UNIX Commands 
Windows 	MS-DOS User 	by Example 

Vir'  ------... 	

List 24.95 	 List 28.95 

SALE
SALE  

$17" 	'18" 
Ust S 1 3 95 	1.5°. 	 6110180 

1915 	agagywa 	 'I°.  an  pro= uonseur  Znx cloustic: This desktop reference prowdes 

The  • t way to team to use  44 50 operations youYe used in 	 0100000° access. °P.,  

Win... Easy book and fun 	 COS ,  Pius those., ay... m • Ins °I (Iver 5°  °I  theurnr 
video in this special value pack. UNIX • Exdore the .4. 

examine saint files, mu, 1, 11 	 ffffiffffs..9ff. odthos 1T-r, 

A* 	tasking features textgiti and 00044 vari- a  

processing and admires- BE ables. 

_ELL 	 PH  

UM' Developers 	Buith Vow Ovm 486/486SX and save a Bundle 8557850 516.95 
Tool Kit CD-MOM: The Mother of All Windows Boo. 	 1727106 42.45 

List 49.95 

, 	SALE 	
DOS for Dummies 	 #617506 14.40 

yar 	DOS for Dummies Quirk Reference Guide 	 #6771123 	 7.60 

-1-s  --; $34- Hay To Use Windows 	 6754739 15.25 
\ - 

 8754358 Inside MS-DOS 4.2 	 6745059 2370 
'  

This complete gurde to UNIX 	 I.Ide I.  PC 	 1665844 2120 

power tools .1b you where to get Inside Windows 3.1 	 6857888 3335 
them and use them. It includes a 	. system  grepdedere 	 11681536 1335 
CD-ROM with pre-compiled too. 
to nett), reatize the  f u„ pole, 95cn:6011 Windows 3.1 Quick Reference Guide 	 if505925 	 718 

tial of the UNIX operating system. Modems for Dummies 	 8685784 16.95 

OsborneMeGravlili  Modems Atade Easy 	 1674929 1630 

Windows NT: A 	.....sl-aws'' 	 mars .i. 
Practical Guide 	PC First Aid Kit 	 Mu,/ 2120 

Running Windows 3.1 	 1881052 2435 
,,,,,.- '• ■- 	 Ust 24.15 

L 
r 	The Complete PC Upgrade t. Maintenance Guide 4787903 2345 

, 	SA 	The  sound utast, upteirs, gook 

, 	745 	The Uttitnate DOS Book 	 4734095 19.50 

I 

• • ' 773796  The Ultimate Sound Blaster Book 	

1566968 25.45 si  
1649939 29.75 

The latest opomting system od 	 --- me Windows 3.1 Bible 	 6502591 2380 
graphical user interlace liberades 
p.m tram the ...in. or (to, 	 Upgrading 8 Repainng PCs for Dummies 	 1685818 16.95 
and Windows. This book starts . upgrade, g Repaid, your  p, 	 6705111 29.70 
the . pd.,. for the beginner . 	

.
,,,_ 

.
,,„ „,,
..,.

„ , 
and .ads effortlessly into areas of 	 ..9 	 . 0, 	 4729756 	 25.45 

interest for the pmer user and sys - Windows 3.1 in Full Color 	 6666545 	 1635 
tem admin- 
istrator. 	Et, 	Yr, nt, .r.;  USIng ..ton  ............. 	 8743948 2325 
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Firewalls & 	Dr. Solomon's PC 
Internet Security 	Anti-Virus Book 

List am 24.95 

	

SALE 	
UM:  

SALE 

$1 	 s,745 
This book is designed to guide 

This is a manual for users to 	 on„o from  the novice th tee.  
show you 	and ex." 	time somputer security specialist 
6400 sem. sfrff 1e9Y thal 1141 	through the minefield that is the 
thwart the most determined and 	 moOd oi computer vi ruses:  some  
sophisticated of hackers. 	 of the more common myths about 

viruses are . to rest th this 
book 

• DDIS0:111 	  

The Non-Designer's Learning Word 6.0 Learning Access 2.0 
Design Book 	Beginning Video 	Beginning Video 

L,  Lot 16.15 ii. W. 

- . $1045_ samis20" 

	

1765198 	

, 

Fil  1 . 

2615 
SME 

$20"  
w364264 

Design and typographical prin. The faster, better way to team 	 Th,, opurop on us Access 2 u t, 
oinks for the thsual novice. 	 software, Professional trainers 

among the most thorough on re 
Witten for the secretaries come MYouthrff.... mark, • .1, 

J•j with al the 
whose bosses now tell them to show you the great things you    
site the newsletters, and the can do starling Mh the basic Ma- ",;27.4".  m-z: eZria;ZtaZia; 
small business owners who 	 tures. You'll Mem the how to's of 	 6"n1.-..getha' .  - 
are creating ththr own adverts- Word 6 in a way 	 tie., 	 Ot Access in  7 	w  
'08 bars easy, fun 	 IT 

day with easy Ode° ,„ „. 
0 pe.rhprr prr,,,,  and effective. 	Knisi, t  training 	 14.1Y,TOP4 

............-- 

Becoming a Computer Musiden 	 #875682 	53335 
How Computers Work 	 1562942 	1956 
How Software Works 	 6688697 	 2110 
Mini for Professionals 	 6592667 	 1980 
PC Guide: Learn to Use the PC 	 6583706 	 1390 
PC User's Pocket Dictionary 	 #704601 	11 30 

PC's for Dummies 	 0783662 	1460 
Peter Norton's PC Problem Solver 	 1644070 	2566 
The Body 6 Mind of the Computer 	 #724583 	36.21 
The Little PC Book 	 1553313 	1. 
The Original Computer Idiot 	 0730341 	11.50 

SPSS for Windows 
Base Systems User's 

Guide 6.0 

6j
List 36.00 

SALE 

14" 
memo 

This base module combines 
comprehensive data editing and 
management ea-ten000.505-

capabilities. integrated 
graphics and flexible rp] 
reporting features roan a 

 easy-to-use graphical 
tther interface. 
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